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Preface

Particle physicists believe that the creation of the universe and matter was started 
as a result of a very big explosion known as the big bang. At this time, matter and 
antimatter were created in equal amounts. Just after the big bang at t ~ 10–35 s 
came the era of grand-unification transition, i.e. inflation, baryogenesis, mono-
poles, cosmic strings, etc. Sometime later, electro-weak phase transition occurred, 
i.e. electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces became differentiated. At t ~ 10–6

protons and neutrons formed. Then nucleo-synthesis occurred, i.e. light elements
were created, e.g. D, He, Li, etc. With the creation of light elements the amount
of positive and negative charges was balanced inside an atom. There are electrons
carrying a negative charge and protons carrying a positive charge inside atoms. This
book briefly looks at high-energy charged particle physics and gives a flavor of the
application of charged particles.

The first part of the book covers the cutting-edge and important research topic of
flavor physics to search for new areas of physics via charged particles that appear
in different extensions of the standard model. The latest research on the analysis
of ultra-high energy muons using the pair-meter technique is also presented in a
Geant4 simulation study for iron plates. In this study, the feasibility of detecting
high-energy muons (1–1000 TeV) in the underground iron calorimeter detector
is demonstrated. The idea of the Eloisatron to Pevatron is also included in this
book.

The second part of this book covers the important research field of electrostatic
waves in magnetized electron/positron plasmas where the behavior of the arbitrary
amplitude of electrostatic waves propagation in an electron/positron plasma is
discussed in detail. Well-known fluid and kinetic approaches have been used to
describe linear waves, whereas nonlinear analysis of electrostatic waves is done via
fluid modeling.

The final part of the book addresses the most important applications of charged 
bodies. Apart from high-energy particle physics, the application of charged bodies
is also included in this book, such as immune effects of negatively charged particles
dominating indoor air conditions and many others.

The authors gratefully acknowledge all those who contributed to this book : Prof.
Dr. Ishaq Ahmad, Prof. Dr. Jaydip Singh, Prof. Dr. Srishti Nagu, Prof. Dr. Jyotsna Singh,
Prof. Dr. Thomas Taylor, Prof. Dr. Takaaki Nomura, Prof. Dr. Ian Joseph Lazarus, Prof.
Dr. Suni Lee, Prof. Dr. Yasumitsu Nishimura, Prof. Dr. Naoko Kumagai-Takei,
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Charged
Particles
Mahmoud Izerrouken and Ishaq Ahmad

1. Overview

Bringing history back in August 1912, Austrian physicist Victor Hess discovered
cosmic rays coming from outer space. These cosmic rays consist of high-energy
particles, entering from outer space, such as mainly protons, helium, and heavier
nuclei up to uranium. When these cosmic rays come to earth to interact with upper
atmosphere, they collide with the nuclei of atoms, creating more high-energy par-
ticles such as pions. The charged pions can quickly decay into two particles, a muon
and a muon neutrino or antineutrino. Several high-energy particles were also dis-
covered, which is long list. Studies of cosmic rays opened the door to a world class
of particles.

It is concluded that charged particle is a particle that carries an electric charge. In
atomic levels, the atom consists of nucleus around which the electrons turn. The
nucleus is formed by proton and neutron and thus carries a positive charge
(the proton charge is 1.602 � 10�19 Coulombs). The electron carries a negative
charge (�1.602 � 10�19 Coulombs). An atom is called neutral if the number of
protons equals the number of electrons. Thus, an atom can be positive, negative, or
neutral. The charged particle is negative when it gains electron from another
atom. It is positively charged if it loses electron from it. Applications of charged
particles are subjected to control their motion and energy through electric field
and magnetic field. Therefore, motion of charged particle in electric and magnetic
fields is discussed in order to understand the beam of charged particles and their
applications.

2. Charged particles motion in an electromagnetic field (E
!
, B
!
)

The motion of charged particle of mass m and charge q with a velocity v! in

uniform magnetic field B
! 6¼ 0

!
and uniform electric field E

!
is subjected to an elec-

tromagnetic force called the Lorentz force given by:

F
!¼ qE

! þ qv! � B
!

(1)

From Newton second law, the particle’s equation of motion is written as:

m
d v!

dt
¼ q E

! þ v! � B
!� �

(2)

3
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Let us assume that the magnetic field is applied in the direction Oz and electric

field E
!
is applied in the direction Oy.

1. In the case of motion of charged particle through a stationary electric field

E
! ¼ E0

!
and B

! ¼ 0
!
, the equation of motion is:

m
d v!

dt
¼ qE

!
⇔ v!¼ qE

!

m
t þ v0

! (3)

The projection of (3) on the axes gives

m
dvx
dt

¼ 0

m
dvy
dt

¼ qE (4)

m
dvz
dt

¼ 0

The integration of (4) with the initial conditions
x 0ð Þ ¼ 0, y 0ð Þ ¼ 0, and z 0ð Þ ¼ 0; vx 0ð Þ ¼ vx0, vy 0ð Þ ¼ vyo, and vz 0ð Þ ¼ vz0 gives:

x ¼ vx0t

y ¼ qE
2m

t2 þ vy0t (5)

z ¼ v0zt

If E
!

and v! are collinear, the motion is rectilinear and uniformly accelerated.

2. In the case of motion of charged particle in uniform magnetic field B
! 6¼ 0

!
, the

projection of (2) on the axes gives:

m
dVx

dt
¼ qBVy ⇔

dVx

dt
¼ qB

m
Vy

m
dVy

dt
¼ �qBVx þ qE⇔

dVy

dt
¼ � qB

m
Vx þ q

m
E (6)

m
dVz

dt
¼ 0

4
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We note Ω ¼ qB
m the so-called cyclotron frequency.

The solution of (6) is:

x ¼ E
B
tþ 1

Ω
vx0 � t

B

� �
sin Ωtð Þ þ vy0

Ω
1� cos Ωtð Þð Þ

y ¼ 1
Ω

vx0 � t
B

� �
: cos Ωtð Þ � 1ð Þ þ vy0

Ω
sin Ωtð Þ (7)

z ¼ vz0 t

According to the above equations, we can see that the charged particle can have
different trajectories. Depending on the initial conditions, the trajectory could be
straight, parabolas, circles, cycloids, spirals, etc. Lorentz force is then a base of
charged particle acceleration and beam guidance.

3. Charged particle accelerators

After understanding the concept of controlling and generating the charged par-
ticles, different machines were developed to deflect or accelerate the charged parti-
cles through electromagnetic fields. The machines that generate and push charged
particles to very high speed and energies and contain them in well-defined beams
are called charged particle accelerators. A large variety of accelerators were devel-
oped since that fabricated by Cockcroft andWalton in 1932. Using such accelerator,
the authors achieved the first nuclear reaction using artificially accelerated particle:

pþ Li ! 2He

Since then, more and more successful accelerators appeared according to the
progress in particle acceleration techniques. Depending on the accelerated particle
trajectory, we can distinguish linear accelerators and circular accelerators. The
accelerator during the last century can be found chronologically in [1]. Currently
available electrostatic accelerators and cyclotrons over the world can produce and
accelerate intense and stable charged particle beams with energy varying between
few keV and few TeV. Charged particle accelerators are classified as per their
applications:

4. Classification of charged particles

Charged particle accelerators are classified mainly into electrostatic and electro-
magnetic.

4.1 Electrostatic charged particle accelerators

In electrostatic accelerators, the static high voltage was generated and then
applied across the ion source. The charged particles are accelerated through static
electric field generated from static high voltage due to the electrostatic force. These
types of accelerators are suitable to accelerate light and heavy ions from keV to few
MeV energies. These ion beams, charged particle beams of various energies, are
standard research tools in many areas of sciences and engineering having many
applications in nuclear physics, atomic physics, medicine, materials science,
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agriculture, industry, and so on [2–6]. It is an advanced and versatile tool frequently
applied across a broad range of discipline and fields.

4.2 Electromagnetic charged particle accelerators

Electrostatic charged particle accelerators have limitations on its beam energy
due to high electrical voltage discharge. To avoid electrical discharge and increase
charged particle energies, techniques involved electromagnetic fields instead of
electrostatic fields. Electromagnetic acceleration is possible from two mechanisms
either nonresonant magnetic induction or resonant circuits or cavities excited by
oscillating radio frequency. High-energy charged particle colliders are installed
around the world for forefront of scientific discoveries. These colliders are based on
electrostatic charged particle accelerators. Through high-energy colliders, standard
models are verified experimentally. Moreover, the cutting-edge and important
research topic of flavor (particle physics) to search for new physics via charged
particles that appears in the different extension of standard model is presented in
this book. The latest research on analysis of ultrahigh-energy muon using pair-
meter technique is also presented in Geant4 simulation study for iron plates. In this
study, the feasibility for detection of high-energy muons at the underground iron
calorimeter detector is demonstrated. The basic aim of this study is to detect high-
energy muons (1–1000 TeV). The idea of the Eloisatron to Pevatron is also included
in this book.

5. Charged particles applications

Charged particles interact with electrons and atom nuclei via Coulomb force,
also called electrostatic force. When two charges are placed near to each other, they
will be repulsed if they have the same charge or attract each other if they are of
opposite charges. Each particle exerts a force on each other given by Coulomb’s law
expressed as:

F ¼ k
Q1Q2
r2

where Q1, Q2, and r are the charge of the two particles (1 and 2) in Coulomb and
the distance between the charges and k is the proportionality constant:

k ¼ 1
4πε

Thus, when accelerated charged particle moves in materials, it interacts with
orbital electron and nuclei via Coulomb interaction depending on its energy. At low
energy (<0.01 MeV/u), the interaction is with nuclei, known as elastic interaction.
This interaction leads to atomic displacement. At high energy (>0.01 MeV/u), the
interaction is mainly with orbital electron known as inelastic interaction and leads
to ionization and excitation. At very high energy, nuclear reactions can be produced
and give rise to new particles (neutron, proton alpha, gamma rays). The basic
interaction process of charged particle with matter is well known, and much
performed detectors are now available. So ion beam is actually used in several
applications. Electrostatic waves in magnetized electron-positron plasmas are cov-
ered in this book where the behavior of arbitrary amplitude of electrostatic wave
propagation in electron-positron plasma is discussed. The well-known fluid and
kinetic approaches have been used to describe linear waves, whereas the nonlinear

6
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analysis of ESW is done via fluid modeling. Apart from the high-energy particle
physics, charged bodies are also included in this book such as immune effects of
negative charged particles dominated by indoor air conditions and many others.

6. Charged particle beams for materials analysis

Several techniques of ion beam analysis (IBA) are being used for the study of the
chemical composition and structure of surfaces, interface, and thin layers and are
explained as below.

6.1 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

The accelerated charged particle with energy E0 and mass M1 scatters from the
analyzed surface containing the particle M2 with energy E1 and scattering angle θ.
From the conservation laws of energy and momentum and the known Rutherford
cross section, it is possible to deduce the mass M2 and estimate its abundance [7, 8].

6.2 Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA)

The NRA technique is very useful as a tool for the detection and profiling of light
elements. The fast charged particle (few MeV) initiates a nuclear reaction with
target atom. The reaction products are characteristic for this reaction and can be
used to identify the target atom and its concentration. For example, determination
of hydrogen content in material: for this purpose, H(15N, αγ)16O nuclear reaction is
used. This reaction produces alpha particle and excited 12C isotope. The disintegra-
tion of the excited 12C to ground state emits a gamma photon with a well-defined
energy of Eγ = 4.43 MeV, which identifies hydrogen content in material.

6.3 Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA)

ERDA technique is a unique method to measure the H and D content in thin
films. When He ion (alpha particle) interacts with material containing hydrogen
(H) and deuterium (D), the H and D will be scattered in the forward direction.
From the detection of the forwarded H and D, one can measure the quantitative
depth profiling of these elements in the material. Similar experiments can be
performed using heavy ion beam to study light element profiling.

6.4 Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE)

Ion beam of energy typically 1–2 MeV induces ionization of the target atom. If
the ejected electron belongs to K-shell, an X-ray characteristic of the irradiated
element is emitted. Using this technique, qualitative and quantitative analysis can
be used where the trace element of about 1 ppm can be achieved [9].
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Q1Q2
r2

where Q1, Q2, and r are the charge of the two particles (1 and 2) in Coulomb and
the distance between the charges and k is the proportionality constant:

k ¼ 1
4πε

Thus, when accelerated charged particle moves in materials, it interacts with
orbital electron and nuclei via Coulomb interaction depending on its energy. At low
energy (<0.01 MeV/u), the interaction is with nuclei, known as elastic interaction.
This interaction leads to atomic displacement. At high energy (>0.01 MeV/u), the
interaction is mainly with orbital electron known as inelastic interaction and leads
to ionization and excitation. At very high energy, nuclear reactions can be produced
and give rise to new particles (neutron, proton alpha, gamma rays). The basic
interaction process of charged particle with matter is well known, and much
performed detectors are now available. So ion beam is actually used in several
applications. Electrostatic waves in magnetized electron-positron plasmas are cov-
ered in this book where the behavior of arbitrary amplitude of electrostatic wave
propagation in electron-positron plasma is discussed. The well-known fluid and
kinetic approaches have been used to describe linear waves, whereas the nonlinear
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analysis of ESW is done via fluid modeling. Apart from the high-energy particle
physics, charged bodies are also included in this book such as immune effects of
negative charged particles dominated by indoor air conditions and many others.

6. Charged particle beams for materials analysis

Several techniques of ion beam analysis (IBA) are being used for the study of the
chemical composition and structure of surfaces, interface, and thin layers and are
explained as below.

6.1 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

The accelerated charged particle with energy E0 and mass M1 scatters from the
analyzed surface containing the particle M2 with energy E1 and scattering angle θ.
From the conservation laws of energy and momentum and the known Rutherford
cross section, it is possible to deduce the mass M2 and estimate its abundance [7, 8].

6.2 Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA)

The NRA technique is very useful as a tool for the detection and profiling of light
elements. The fast charged particle (few MeV) initiates a nuclear reaction with
target atom. The reaction products are characteristic for this reaction and can be
used to identify the target atom and its concentration. For example, determination
of hydrogen content in material: for this purpose, H(15N, αγ)16O nuclear reaction is
used. This reaction produces alpha particle and excited 12C isotope. The disintegra-
tion of the excited 12C to ground state emits a gamma photon with a well-defined
energy of Eγ = 4.43 MeV, which identifies hydrogen content in material.

6.3 Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA)

ERDA technique is a unique method to measure the H and D content in thin
films. When He ion (alpha particle) interacts with material containing hydrogen
(H) and deuterium (D), the H and D will be scattered in the forward direction.
From the detection of the forwarded H and D, one can measure the quantitative
depth profiling of these elements in the material. Similar experiments can be
performed using heavy ion beam to study light element profiling.

6.4 Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE)

Ion beam of energy typically 1–2 MeV induces ionization of the target atom. If
the ejected electron belongs to K-shell, an X-ray characteristic of the irradiated
element is emitted. Using this technique, qualitative and quantitative analysis can
be used where the trace element of about 1 ppm can be achieved [9].
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Chapter 2

Analysis of Ultra-High Energy 
Muons at INO-ICAL Using Pair 
Meter Technique
Jaydip Singh, Srishti Nagu and Jyotsna Singh

Abstract

The proposed magnetized Iron CALorimeter (ICAL) detector at India-based 
Neutrino Observatory (INO) is a large-sized underground detector. ICAL is designed 
to reconstruct muon momentum using magnetic spectrometers as detectors. Muon 
energy measurements using magnets fail for high energy muons (TeV range), 
since the angular deflection of the muon in the magnetic field is negligible and the 
muon tracks become nearly straight. A new technique for measuring the energy of 
muons in the TeV range, used by the CCFR neutrino detector is known as the pair 
meter technique. This technique estimates muon energy by measuring the energy 
deposited by the muon in several layers of an iron calorimeter through e+ and e− pair 
production. In this work we have performed Geant4-based preliminary analysis for 
iron plates and have demonstrated the feasibility to detect very high energy muons 
(1–1000 TeV) at the underground ICAL detector operating as a pair meter. This wide 
range of energy spectrum will not only be helpful for studying the cosmic rays in 
the Knee region which is around 5 PeV in the cosmic ray spectra but also useful for 
understanding the atmospheric neutrino flux for the running and upcoming ultra-
high energy atmospheric neutrino experiments.

Keywords: pair meter techniques, cosmic rays, iron calorimeter

1. Introduction

ICAL at INO is a 52 ktons detector [1] proposed to be built at Theni district 
of Tamil Nadu in Southern India. It is designed to study the flavor oscillations of 
atmospheric neutrinos. The main goal of the ICAL detector is to precisely measure 
the neutrino oscillation parameters and to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy 
[1]. At a depth of around 1.2 km underground, the INO-ICAL detector will be the 
world’s biggest magnetized detector to measure cosmic ray muon flux with the 
capability to distinguish μ+ from μ−. The existing direct and indirect methods of 
muon spectrometry at accelerator-based and in cosmic rays (magnetic spectrome-
ters and transition radiation detectors) experiments involve certain technical prob-
lems and limitations in the energy region ≥1013 eV. These disadvantages vanquish 
in this alternate method where the muon energy is estimated by measuring the 
energy of secondary cascades formed by muons losing their energy in thick layers 
of matter, mainly due to the process of direct pair production of e+ and e−. By using 
this technique, muon energy can be estimated from INO-ICAL detector operating 
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as a pair meter. The primary cosmic rays which are approximately in 50 TeV–50 PeV 
energy range correspond to this energy range [5].

This work presents a simulation based on the latest version of Geant4 [3] INO-
ICAL code, developed by the INO collaboration for momentum reconstruction of 
muons in GeV energy range using INO-ICAL magnet. We have developed a separate 
Geant4 code for counting the muon bursts in iron plates for ultra-high energy muon 
analysis using the pair meter technique. The proposed detector will have a modular 
structure of total lateral size 48 m × 16 m, subdivided into three modules of size 
16 m × 16 m. The height of the detector will be 14.5 m. It will consist of a stack of 151 
horizontal layers of ~5.6 cm thick magnetized iron plates interleaved with 4 cm gaps 
to house the active detector layers. Detector geometry of ICAL magnet is presented in 
Figure 1 and details of the components and dimensions are discussed in Ref. [1].

2. Momentum reconstruction analysis with ICAL magnet

In this section we have discussed the simulation for momentum reconstruc-
tion of muons in magnetic field. Details of the detector simulation for muons 
with energy of few 10’s of GeV with older version of INO-ICAL code are already 
published in Ref. [4]. For simulating the response of high energy (100’s of GeV) 
muons in the ICAL detector, 10,000 muons were propagated uniformly from a 
vertex randomly located inside 8 m × 8 m × 10 m volume. This is the central region 
of the central module where the magnetic field is uniform of 1.5 T. In our analysis 
we have considered only those events whose z coordinate of the input vertex lie 
within zin ≤ 400 cm which comprises the vertex to the central region. The input 
momentum and zenith angle are kept fixed in each case while the azimuthal angle is 
uniformly averaged over the entire range –π ≤ ϕ ≤ π. In each case, we have studied 
the number of reconstructed tracks, the position resolution, including up/down 
discrimination and the zenith angle resolution. In this chapter, we have followed 
the same approach as in Ref. [4] for muon response analysis upto energy 500 GeV 
inside the detector [8]. Momentum reconstruction efficiency in the energy range of 
1–400 GeV is shown in Figure 2 and this energy range at the detector corresponds 
to the surface muon lying in the energy range 1600–2000 GeV from the top of the 

Figure 1. 
Schematic view of three modules for the proposed INO-ICAL detector.
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surface. Muon will lose around 1600 GeV in the rock overburden [8] to reach at the 
detector from the top surface. Energetic muons from other directions will also hit 
the detector since the rock cover in other directions of detector is very huge, so we 
have not incorporated it in our discussion.

The momentum reconstruction efficiency (εrecon) is defined as the ratio of the 
number of reconstructed events, n rec, to the total number of generated events, 
Ntotal. We have

   ε  recon   =    n  rec   ____  N  total  
    (1)

with error,   𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿  recon   =  √ 
_____________________

   ( ε  recon   (1 −  ε  recon  )  /  N  total  )    .
Figure 2 shows the muon momentum reconstruction efficiency as a function 

of input momentum for different cosθ bins, here left and right panels demonstrate 
detector response for low and high energy muon momentum respectively. One can 
see that the momentum reconstruction efficiency depends on the incident particle 
momentum, the angle of propagation and the strength of the magnetic field. As the 
input momentum increases, the reconstruction efficiency increases for all angles 
because with increase in energy the particle crosses more number of layers produc-
ing more hits in the detector. But at sufficiently high energies, the reconstruction 
efficiency starts decreasing, since the muons travel nearly straight without being 
deflected in the magnetic field of the detector. Track reconstruction is done using 
Kalman Filter techniques [4], tracks for few typical energies are plotted in Figure 3, 
which shows the deflected and undeflected muon tracks depending on the energy 
of muons in a fixed magnetic field (1.5 T).

Pair meter techniques:

1. High energy muons produce secondary cascades mainly due to electron pair 
production process.

2. It is one of the most important processes for muon interaction at TeV energies, 
pair creation cross section exceeds those of other muon interaction processes 
in a wide range of energy transfer:

100 MeV ≤ E0 ≤ 0.1Eμ, E0 is threshold energy.

Figure 2. 
Reconstructed momentum efficiency as a function of the input momentum for different cos θ values at low 
(1–20 GeV) and high energy (20–500 GeV).
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3. Average energy loss for pair production increases linearly with the increase in 
the muon energy and in the TeV region this process contributes more than 50% 
of the total energy loss rate.

4. Pair meter method for energy reconstruction of high energy muons has been 
used by the NuTeV/CCFR collaboration [6].

2.1 Average number of burst calculation

The e+ and e− pair production cross section by a muon of energy Eμ with energy 
transfer above a threshold E0 increases as ln2 (2me Eμ/mμE0) where mμ and me are 
the masses of the muon and the electron respectively [1]. Defining v = E0/Eμ, above 
v−1 = 10, this cross section dominates over other processes by which the muon loses 
its energy when it passes through dense matter, generating observable cascades.

Figure 3. 
Fixed energy muons track stored in X-Z plane of the detector going in the downward direction.
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• The pair production cross section depends upon Eμ/E0 which allows one to 
estimate the energy of muon by counting the number of interaction cascades 
M in the detector with energies above a threshold E0.

• Differential cross section for pair production is estimated in Ref. [1] and that 
expression is given by:

  v   d𝜎𝜎 ___ dv   ≃   14α ____ 9π   t  0     ln  (   km  e    E  μ   ______  E  0    m  μ    )   (2)

where α = 1/137,  k ≃ 1.8  and t0 is the radiation length(r.l.) of the material, for 
iron t0 = 13.75 g/cm2.

• The average number of interaction cascades M above a threshold E0 is given by:

  M ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )  =  Tt  0   σ ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )   (3)

   E  μ   =  ( E  0    m  μ   /  km  e  )  exp  ( √ 
____________

  9𝜋𝜋M / 7𝛼𝛼T − A  )   (4)

where T is target thickness and σ (E0,Eμ) is the integrated cross section(in unit of 
cm2/g) and  A ≃ 1.4 .,

  σ ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )  ≃   7α ____ 9π  t  0     ( ln   2  (   km  e    E  μ   ______  E  0    m  μ    )  + A)   (5)

3. Counting the burst using pair meter

A muon traversing vertically from the top will cover 151 × 5.6  ≃  845 cm in iron 
plates, this is equivalent to a path-length of  ≃ 480 r.l.(g/cm2). The number of cas-
cades produced by high energy muon for a path length of 450 r.l.(g/cm2) can be 
calculated using Eq. (3). The number of cascades produced as a function of muon 
energy is shown in Figure 4, which increase with energy in the energy range 
103–106 GeV (1–1000 TeV). One can interpret from Figure 4 that the approxi-
mate number of interactions for a 1 TeV muon at threshold energy E0 of 1 GeV 
is 4. Similarly for a 10 TeV muon, the number of interactions for E0 = 10 GeV 
is 4 and for 1 GeV is 20. For a 100 TeV muon, the number of interactions for 
E0 = 100 GeV is around 4, for E0 = 10 GeV is close to 20 and for E0 = 1 GeV is 
approximately 50.

3.1 Penetration depth of electron in the iron plates

The estimation of muon burst energy in iron plates is done by evaluating the 
energy of electron and positron pair, for that e+ and e− must hit the active elements 
of the detector, that is, the RPC which is a type of spark chamber with resistive 
electrodes placed parallel to each other. Measurement of penetration depth of the 
electron in iron gives us a handle to determine the energy loss of the electrons in 
the iron plates. The energy loss of electron in iron is given by:  E =  E  0    e   −x/ x  0    ,  
where x is distance traveled in the iron plate and x0 is the radiation length. It is thus 
important to determine the range of electron in iron plates which is shown in Figure 5.
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used by the NuTeV/CCFR collaboration [6].

2.1 Average number of burst calculation

The e+ and e− pair production cross section by a muon of energy Eμ with energy 
transfer above a threshold E0 increases as ln2 (2me Eμ/mμE0) where mμ and me are 
the masses of the muon and the electron respectively [1]. Defining v = E0/Eμ, above 
v−1 = 10, this cross section dominates over other processes by which the muon loses 
its energy when it passes through dense matter, generating observable cascades.

Figure 3. 
Fixed energy muons track stored in X-Z plane of the detector going in the downward direction.
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• The pair production cross section depends upon Eμ/E0 which allows one to 
estimate the energy of muon by counting the number of interaction cascades 
M in the detector with energies above a threshold E0.

• Differential cross section for pair production is estimated in Ref. [1] and that 
expression is given by:

  v   d𝜎𝜎 ___ dv   ≃   14α ____ 9π   t  0     ln  (   km  e    E  μ   ______  E  0    m  μ    )   (2)

where α = 1/137,  k ≃ 1.8  and t0 is the radiation length(r.l.) of the material, for 
iron t0 = 13.75 g/cm2.

• The average number of interaction cascades M above a threshold E0 is given by:

  M ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )  =  Tt  0   σ ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )   (3)

   E  μ   =  ( E  0    m  μ   /  km  e  )  exp  ( √ 
____________

  9𝜋𝜋M / 7𝛼𝛼T − A  )   (4)

where T is target thickness and σ (E0,Eμ) is the integrated cross section(in unit of 
cm2/g) and  A ≃ 1.4 .,

  σ ( E  0  ,  E  μ  )  ≃   7α ____ 9π  t  0     ( ln   2  (   km  e    E  μ   ______  E  0    m  μ    )  + A)   (5)

3. Counting the burst using pair meter

A muon traversing vertically from the top will cover 151 × 5.6  ≃  845 cm in iron 
plates, this is equivalent to a path-length of  ≃ 480 r.l.(g/cm2). The number of cas-
cades produced by high energy muon for a path length of 450 r.l.(g/cm2) can be 
calculated using Eq. (3). The number of cascades produced as a function of muon 
energy is shown in Figure 4, which increase with energy in the energy range 
103–106 GeV (1–1000 TeV). One can interpret from Figure 4 that the approxi-
mate number of interactions for a 1 TeV muon at threshold energy E0 of 1 GeV 
is 4. Similarly for a 10 TeV muon, the number of interactions for E0 = 10 GeV 
is 4 and for 1 GeV is 20. For a 100 TeV muon, the number of interactions for 
E0 = 100 GeV is around 4, for E0 = 10 GeV is close to 20 and for E0 = 1 GeV is 
approximately 50.

3.1 Penetration depth of electron in the iron plates

The estimation of muon burst energy in iron plates is done by evaluating the 
energy of electron and positron pair, for that e+ and e− must hit the active elements 
of the detector, that is, the RPC which is a type of spark chamber with resistive 
electrodes placed parallel to each other. Measurement of penetration depth of the 
electron in iron gives us a handle to determine the energy loss of the electrons in 
the iron plates. The energy loss of electron in iron is given by:  E =  E  0    e   −x/ x  0    ,  
where x is distance traveled in the iron plate and x0 is the radiation length. It is thus 
important to determine the range of electron in iron plates which is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. 
Energy of the electron and its corresponding penetrating range in the iron plates.

3.1.1 Muon burst of a few typical energies in the iron plates

A Geant4-based code is developed for simulating the muons burst in iron plates, 
here horizontal axis is the z-axis of INO-ICAL detector, in which 152 layers of iron 
plates of width 5.6 cm are placed vertically, interleaved with 2.5 cm gaps for placing 
the RPC. Muons are propagated using Geant4 particle generator class and generated 
bursts in the iron plates are counted, muon bursts for a 10, 100, 500 and 1000 GeV 
are shown in Figure 6(a)–(d) respectively [7].

Figure 4. 
Average number of bursts above a threshold E0 versus muon energy for E0 = 1, 10 and 100 GeV, with T fixed to 
450 r.l.
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3.2 Operating ICAL using pair meter technique

Cosmic rays are composed of highly energetic particles mostly protons, alpha 
particles and a small fraction of heavier nuclei that reach the Earth from the outer 
space. Supernova bursts, quasars and other astronomical events are believed to be 
the sources of cosmic rays ranging over 1020 eV of energy [9]. The cosmic ray (CR) 
spectrum depicts a power law behavior over the entire spectral range but display-
ing two transition regions where the slope of the spectrum changes abruptly. The 

Figure 6. 
Cascade generation for a few typical energies. Blue line (muon) represents z-axis of the detector and green line 
represents the electron-positron cascade in the x-y plane.

Figure 7. 
Primary cosmic ray flux ( ϕ ≃  KE   −α  , where  α ≃ 2.7  and for KNEE (3PeV) α: 2.7 → 3) versus energy of 
primary particle, and limited range for ICAL to cover the spectrum using magnetic field and pair meter 
technique.
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region around E ~ 5 PeV is where the CR spectrum becomes steeper, is known as 
the ‘knee’ region. At higher energy around E ~ 5000 PeV, the CR spectrum flattens 
at the ‘ankle’ where the sources of such high energies are believed to be of extra-
galactic origin. The reason for these two appreciable ‘breaks’ in the CR spectrum is 
still unknown. Once accelerated at supernova shocks, cosmic rays have to propagate 
through the interstellar medium before they can be detected. CR muons are created 
when cosmic rays enter the Earth’s atmosphere where they eventually collide with 
air molecules and decay into pions. The charged pions (π+ and π−) decay in flight. All 
these particles together create into muons (μ+ and μ−) and neutrinos (ν and   v ¯   ). A 
cascade called an air shower. Measurement of air shower particles can be interpreted 
in terms of the energy spectrum and primary cosmic ray composition. To determine 
these measurements we require calculation of fluxes generated via CR nuclei of 
mass A, charge Z and energy E.

Figure 7 represents primary cosmic ray flux versus energy of the primary cosmic 
ray particle. From Figure 7, we can see the limit of the energy range upto which 
magnetic spectrometers work i.e. around E ~ 104 while the pair meter technique 
works well in a wide energy range from 5 × 104–5 × 107 GeV.

4. Results and discussion

In Section 2, we have discussed the limitation of magnetized ICAL detector to be 
used as a magnetic spectrometer, which limits the efficiency of the detector to dis-
criminate between μ+ and μ− at higher energies and reconstruct momentum. Variation 
in efficiency of muon momentum reconstruction as a function of input momentum 
is shown in Figure 2, which shows a clear fall in efficiency for energetic muons. In 
Figure 3, muon track could be seen, which is undeflected for highly energetic muons. 
Finally, it is concluded that with ICAL detector we can do analysis for muons in the 
energy range of 1–400GeV. This corresponds to surface muons in the energy range 
of 1600–2000 GeV, because muons lose around 1600 GeV energy [3] into the rock 
overburden to reach at the detector from the top of the INO-ICAL surface. ICAL cannot 
be used as a magnetic spectrometer for highly energetic cosmic ray muons. For energetic 
(TeV) muons, pair meter technique [2] can be used for momentum reconstruction as 
discussed in Section 3 [5]. This technique is tested by a few detectors, since INO-ICAL 
will be large in dimensions so it will be a perfect machine to test the capability of this 
technique. We have developed a separate Geant4 code for counting the bursts in the 
iron plates and also a technique to measure the energy of the bursts with the produced 
electron pairs into the iron plates. In Figure 6, we can see the burst of muons in iron 
plate. The variation of these burst number is shown in Figure 4, which is a function of 
the muon energy.

4.1 Summary and conclusions

• The pair meter technique can competently measure muon energy in the energy 
range of 1–1000 TeV at INO-ICAL detector operating as pair meter.

• One can probe very high energy muon fluxes and primary cosmic rays in the 
knee region which will aid in accurate background muon and neutrino flux 
measurement in the forthcoming detectors designed for ultra-high energy 
neutrino experiments.

• Our Geant4 analyses for central module of INO-ICAL detector are successfully 
performed and variation in the cascade number of varying energy is observed 
in the iron plates.
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From the Eloisatron to the
Pevatron
Thomas Taylor

Abstract

In the late 1970s the experimental physics community was active in promoting
the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider and its associated experiments to study
the Z- and W-bosons, and with the expectation that the tunnel could subsequently
house a hadron collider (LHC), providing a center-of-mass energy for discoveries at
the frontier of knowledge. At this time, Antonino Zichichi, who had chaired a
Working Group in charge of promoting LEP among the community of experimental
and accelerator physicists, realized that one should envisage building as large a ring
as possible, for which LEP/LHC would be but a scale model, and it was thus the idea
of the Eloisatron, or ELN, in a ring of about 300 km in circumference, was born.
CERN and IHEP, China, are now engaged in studies for future colliders of 100 km
in circumference, aiming to extend center-of-mass energy in hadron collisions to
100 TeV by using very high field magnets. The ELN idea lives on, but it is time to
envision an update. A ring of diameter 300 km would make possible the installation
of a sequence of increasingly complex accelerators culminating in one eventually
capable of providing a center-of-mass energy of 1000 TeV, i.e. a peta-electron-volt
or PeV.

Keywords: particle physics, standard model, CERN, colliders, ISR, LEP, LHC, FCC,
Eloisatron, 100 TeV, 1 PeV, Pevatron

1. Introduction

Following the success of the first hadron collider, the Intersecting Storage Rings
(ISR) [1] at CERN in the early 1970s, colliders have been the experimentalists’main
tool for exploring, in laboratory conditions, particle physics at the frontier of
knowledge. Enthusiasm for the large collider that was to become the Large
Electron-Positron collider (LEP), was amplified in 1976 by the workings of the so-
called LEP Working Group [2], which produced several visionary reports regarding
the future possibilities of an accelerator of about 30 km in circumference [3].
Thanks to technological advances at the ISR, the Z- and W-bosons foreseen in the
Standard Model were first observed (1984) in the proton-antiproton collider in the
SPS tunnel at CERN [4], before LEP was completed. The lepton collider LEP, an
accelerator of 27 km in circumference targeted detailed study of the intermediate
bosons that had been previously discovered, providing unprecedented precision
that helped to entrench the Standard Model of fundamental physics between 1989
and 2000 as being the best, albeit incomplete, description of the physical world of
elementary particles at the present time [5]. In parallel, the feasibility of performing
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comparable experiments with leptons with linear colliders was ably demonstrated at
SLAC, and a more powerful proton-antiproton collider was put into service at the
Fermilab Tevatron [6]. Experimental particle physics had well and truly embraced
the advantage of laboratory-based colliders for probing deeper into the unknown.
In the quest for still higher center-of-mass energies, the 80 km Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC) [7] in the USA was destined to provide conditions for exper-
iments at center-of-mass energies of 25– 30 TeV, but due to funding problems this
was not to be. It was therefore at the Large Hadron Collider [8], installed in the LEP
tunnel, that events revealing the elusive Higgs boson were observed in 2012 [9].
Now the community is studying the possibility of providing the discovery potential
of still higher center-of-mass energies, as well as precision measurements of the
Higgs boson in a lepton collider in much the same way as was done at LEP for the
Z- and W-bosons.

The idea of the Eloisatron, or ELN, to be installed in a tunnel of about 300 km of
circumference, was born in 1979. Zichichi, an experimental physicist who had
played an active role in the first g-2 experiment at CERN, and led experiments at
the ISR, clearly understood the value of storage rings and colliders. He had been
very active in promoting work on LEP and its associated experiments [2]—fully
aware of the fact that the tunnel could be used subsequently to house a hadron
collider. He realized the importance of equipping as large a ring as possible to enable
to perform experiments at the highest possible center-of-mass energy, and for
which LEP/LHC would be but a scale model. It was thus that he came up with the
idea of the Eloisatron this being the largest that could be accommodated on the
island of Sicily. Zichichi argued that such an instrument could be built for roughly
the same cost as a bridge that was envisioned to join the island to the mainland, and
this and several other sites in Italy were considered (perhaps the most appropriate
being in the geologically stable island of Sardinia) [10]. Kjell Johnsen, who had
previously led the highly innovative ISR project, was put in charge of the first
studies for such an accelerator. However, this was to be overshadowed by work on
the ill-fated 83 km Superconducting Synchrotron Collider (SSC) project in the USA,
and on the LHC at CERN, only to be revived later in the ephemeral Very Large
Hadron Collider (VLHC) studies for a 233 km long collider at Fermilab [11]—itself
largely inspired by the Eloisatron concept. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized
that it was due to the recognition of the importance of studies on detectors associ-
ated with the potential ELN (and a fortiori the LHC) that the LAA project was born.
This auxiliary project provided the framework for vital work to be performed on
detectors, enabling the adoption of techniques to address problems inherent with
equipment required to observe very high energy collisions at the LHC [12].

Today we have the LHC, which will be upgraded to provide increased luminos-
ity from 2026. Studies for a future generation of accelerator/colliders focus on either
a linear collider (for leptons) aimed at detailed study of the Higgs (or Higgs-like)
events seen at the LHC, or a large (100 km) circular collider. The idea is that this
would first provide e+e� collisions (as a simpler alternative to the linear collider for
a so-called Higgs factory), both in the European Future Circular Collider (FCC) and
Chinese Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) versions, to be followed by
installing a hadron collider with discovery potential [13, 14]. To achieve a sought-
after 100 TeV center-of-mass energy, the new machine would require a large
number of yet-to-be-developed, very high field superconducting magnets (16 T
dipoles). The experimental physics community hopes that at least one of the large
circular machines will be constructed, even if, as likely, it does not quite reach the
presently advertised performance, it will allow groundbreaking studies both in
particle and in accelerator physics and technology. However, the philosophy behind
the idea of the ELN lives on. Closest to the ELN concept, there is a proposal [15] for
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a minimum cost route to a 100 TeV center-of-mass hadron collider: the idea being
to finish the SCC tunnel in Texas, in which an injector synchrotron would be
installed, and to bore a second tunnel, of length 270 km to house the main collider,
using affordable 5 T superconducting dipoles. The SCC tunnel could also house an
efficient circular e+e� collider to be used as a Higgs factory. The terrain in the
vicinity of the SCC is propitious for tunneling, the per meter cost being less than
that near CERN, at least in the sections of limestone [16] (but for a global costing
this would have to be offset by the value of the existing laboratory infrastructure at
CERN). However, unlike for LHC, where there was an identified goal (to reveal
Higgs), indicating an appropriate energy, it is now desirable to foresee being able to
access far higher collision energies, so the goal should perhaps evolve. It is thus
proposed that one should consider a ring of about 300 km in diameter, enabling the
installation of a sequence of accelerators culminating in one capable of achieving a
hadronic center-of-mass energy of 1000 TeV, i.e. a PeV, or peta-electron-volt. In
this chapter, a vision is presented of what would probably be the world’s Ultimate
Circular Collider, based on proven and foreseeable accelerator physics and engi-
neering science: i.e. the UCC, or Pevatron.

2. The requirement

It is first assumed that a Higgs Factory, either in the form of a linear collider or
phase 1 of an FCC or CEPC (or possibly “LEP3”, an ultimate e+e� collider in the
LEP/LHC tunnel) will have done its work before the first phase of experimentation
starts at the UCC. While the tunnel could (and should, initially) undoubtedly be
used to house an exciting e+e� collider, it is supposed to be principally an instru-
ment for performing frontier physics using hadron collisions. The second assump-
tion is that suitable stable sites can be identified for efficiently boring or excavating
an approximately circular tunnel of about 300 km in diameter. For the first phase of
operation of the hadron collider, the accelerator should be capable of delivering
comfortably a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV in at least two experiments using
the simplest (and cheapest) possible guiding magnet system. This accelerator would
serve as the injector for subsequent upgrades of the collision energy, culminating in
1000 TeV and (like the FCC) would depend on the development of affordable high
performance superconducting material. The first phase would feature extremely
simple magnets based on the use of existing low-cost superconductors. This,
together with the fact that synchrotron radiation, and other effects associated with
the deflection of stiff beams would not be a problem, could mean that the first
phase of the proposed machine may even be cost-competitive with the hadron
versions of FCC/CEPC. An added incentive to read on….

3. The site

There are undoubted advantages in using present laboratory infrastructure if at
all possible, as has been done to render the sequence of accelerators at CERN both
performant and affordable. The longstanding international nature of Geneva also
facilitates the hosting of such a center. It is thus evident that one candidate should
be CERN. However, the terrain is not ideal, as the tunnel would have to pass
through many kilometers of mixed rock including limestone, which would compli-
cate the process and have clear implications on the scale, cost and timescale of civil
engineering. Other sites must therefore be considered for a larger circular accelera-
tor than the FCC, and the cost analysis should consider what would be required to
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comparable experiments with leptons with linear colliders was ably demonstrated at
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after 100 TeV center-of-mass energy, the new machine would require a large
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circular machines will be constructed, even if, as likely, it does not quite reach the
presently advertised performance, it will allow groundbreaking studies both in
particle and in accelerator physics and technology. However, the philosophy behind
the idea of the ELN lives on. Closest to the ELN concept, there is a proposal [15] for
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develop (or establish) suitable infrastructure for another, possibly entirely new,
laboratory. As such an accelerator must be a fully international endeavor, and it will
certainly take decades to achieve the ultimate goal, mechanisms will have to be
enacted that render it attractive and guarantee its perennity. What springs to mind
is a development of the successful CERN model, and CERN should most definitely
be central to its establishment. Suitable geologically stable sites with good tunneling
attributes certainly exist in China, Europe, Russia and the United States, but socio-
political support will be as important as geographical location.

Considering the evident urbanization of the planet, this new collider would
provide the incentive for a farseeing nation or region to combine the excitement of
creating a laboratory to explore the very forefront of natural science, with that of
establishing a cluster of cities, including some that are radically new. These should
feature all the latest developments in sustainability and form a living exhibition of
what can be done to enhance the quality of life and quest for perfection. Besides
accelerator scientists and experimental physicists, architects, engineers, social sci-
entists, artists and philosophers should all share the excitement of working together
to create such a holistic ensemble showing the way for a harmonious future of the
region of the world that is farsighted enough to seize the opportunity. We consider
the establishment of at least four major agglomerations, or sub-cities, each housing
at least 5 million inhabitants clustered around a circle defined by the accelerator,
inter-linked by rapid train and highway systems. Ideally, to facilitate the setting up
of the complex, at least one or two of the cities would be developments of existing
conurbations. Each city would feature its own local subway system. The airport
should be located approximately at the center of the circle with rapid local trains
connecting to each of the mainline stations at the city nodes. Such an arrangement is
shown schematically in Figure 1, but the actual layout would depend on local
geography and a consensus based on overall requirements and planning, and
responding to the constraints of sustainability, comfort and efficiency. Some of the
glue holding the enterprise together would be the pride of hosting a forefront
laboratory probing the mysteries of science using a unique instrument. It is
confidently expected that such a complex of cities would be a breeding ground
for experimentation in urban living as well as in physics research and associated
technological developments and would pioneer advances in social well-being as well

Figure 1.
Schematic layout of a cluster of cities hosting a very large particle accelerator/collider. The large circle represents
the main ring. It is supposed that the injector synchrotron would be located at one of the cities, and the two major
experiments at two of the other cities.
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as science proper. It has been observed that clustering cities can lead to the creation
of hotbeds of efficiency, creativity and innovation, and it is on this premise that
China, for example, has already identified 19 regions that it intends to endow with
the necessary infrastructure [17]. Other large nations are also considering moving in
the same direction. It is opined that the fundamental research orientation of the
complex suggested here would be more effective in providing the impetus for
getting such a city cluster to work, than either bureaucratic edict or simply hoping
that lavish infrastructure would somehow engender efficiency.

4. The accelerator/collider complex

It is foreseen that such a collider would be operated in three major phases, each
phase taking its performance to new heights.

4.1 Phase 1

A large fraction of the experimental particle physics community is presently of
the opinion that to provide worthwhile discovery potential the next hadron collider
after the LHC should deliver a center-of-mass energy of about 100 TeV. This is the
ultimate goal of the FCC as seen today, and it would be the target for the first phase
of the UCC. For the 300 km diameter accelerator considered here, this would imply
having a main dipole magnet field of 1.7 T. The transmission line magnet
(pipetron), first developed for the VLHC study [11] provides such a field very
efficiently. As shown in Figure 2, this device consists of field-shaping iron poles and
yoke excited by a single superconducting cable carrying up to 100 kA and is
extremely cost effective. Since the VLHC study, new cables based on magnesium
diboride (MgB2) material, which work comfortably at 20 K as opposed to 4.2 K for
Nb-Ti, have been developed at CERN for interconnecting equipment required for
the luminosity upgrade of the LHC [18]. As the specific heat of metals is propor-
tional to the cube of the absolute temperature, such a cable is very stable, and,
compared with the previous study for the VLHC, its use would also lead to a
simplification of the associated cryogenic envelope and cooling system. To make
best use of this technology the main magnet guiding and focusing system could be
of the combined function type featured in the ISR. The estimated cost for such a

Figure 2.
Schematic cross-section of a transmission line magnet for bending the counter-rotating beams of elementary
particles in a collider. The magnet is excited by a large current (about 100 kA) flowing in a superconducting
cable. Such a device can deliver a field of up to about 1.7 T—sufficient for delivering a center-of-mass energy of
100 TeV to protons in a collider of 300 km in diameter.
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develop (or establish) suitable infrastructure for another, possibly entirely new,
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as science proper. It has been observed that clustering cities can lead to the creation
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China, for example, has already identified 19 regions that it intends to endow with
the necessary infrastructure [17]. Other large nations are also considering moving in
the same direction. It is opined that the fundamental research orientation of the
complex suggested here would be more effective in providing the impetus for
getting such a city cluster to work, than either bureaucratic edict or simply hoping
that lavish infrastructure would somehow engender efficiency.

4. The accelerator/collider complex

It is foreseen that such a collider would be operated in three major phases, each
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A large fraction of the experimental particle physics community is presently of
the opinion that to provide worthwhile discovery potential the next hadron collider
after the LHC should deliver a center-of-mass energy of about 100 TeV. This is the
ultimate goal of the FCC as seen today, and it would be the target for the first phase
of the UCC. For the 300 km diameter accelerator considered here, this would imply
having a main dipole magnet field of 1.7 T. The transmission line magnet
(pipetron), first developed for the VLHC study [11] provides such a field very
efficiently. As shown in Figure 2, this device consists of field-shaping iron poles and
yoke excited by a single superconducting cable carrying up to 100 kA and is
extremely cost effective. Since the VLHC study, new cables based on magnesium
diboride (MgB2) material, which work comfortably at 20 K as opposed to 4.2 K for
Nb-Ti, have been developed at CERN for interconnecting equipment required for
the luminosity upgrade of the LHC [18]. As the specific heat of metals is propor-
tional to the cube of the absolute temperature, such a cable is very stable, and,
compared with the previous study for the VLHC, its use would also lead to a
simplification of the associated cryogenic envelope and cooling system. To make
best use of this technology the main magnet guiding and focusing system could be
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magnet system for the UCC is of the order of twice the cost of the magnet system
for the 8.3 T system for the (very much smaller) LHC, and probably more afford-
able (and certainly less risky) than that of the presently envisaged high field magnet
system for the FCC. The accelerator would require an injector system to supply 4
TeV protons, consisting of a linear accelerator and two pulsed synchrotrons.

4.2 Phase 2

By adding a pair of rings, powered by coils wound from classical Nb-Ti conduc-
tor cooled to 4.2 T, delivering a dipole field of about 5 T, the second phase of the
UCC would provide a center-of-mass energy of up to 330 TeV. By using pre-
accelerated beams from the transmission line arrangement, the new magnet system
would only be required to increase the momentum of circulating particles by a
factor of 3.5 to 4, simplifying the process and enabling the inclusion of beam screen
within a relatively small magnet aperture. It is reasonable to assume that, by careful
design, the cost per meter of such a magnet system would be less than half that of
the LHC system, and as the system is entirely classical, the technological risk would
be low. The layout of the transmission line magnet in the tunnel will have to be such
that the new magnet system can be installed during shutdowns without disrupting
the Phase 1 operation.

4.3 Phase 3

It is confidently expected that during the construction and exploitation of phases
1 and 2 of the UCC, a vigorous R&D program on high field superconducting
materials, and on their engineering into reliable, cost-effective cables, will have
delivered conductors comparable to Nb-Ti today. That being the case, a third set of
rings, with dipoles providing fields of up to 18 T, would allow us to envisage a
center-of-mass energy of 1000 TeV, or 1 PeV, the ultimate goal of the complex. It is
emphasized that such superconductors do not exist at present and that once they
have been identified, it will also be necessary to identify a long-term use for the
material that generates the need for its engineering development, just as MRI
provided the “killer application” for Nb-Ti, and which led to it becoming an
affordable commodity. The sole application to particle accelerators, being “one-off”
in nature, is not sufficient. The push for increasingly high field magnets for NMR is
an immediate application, but essentially small-scale; as seen today, the most likely
long-term large-scale application would be for fusion containment—should that
develop into a viable energy source. The technological development of such mate-
rial, identification of applications, and the industrialization of the manufacture are
examples of the high-tech activity that one could expect to flourish in the collider
city complex.

5. The host laboratory

It is generally recognized that CERN provides a good example of how to orga-
nize a large international laboratory [19]. This is not an accident. The success of the
laboratory is based on a combination of several important principles:

• A simple, well drawn-up convention

• Consistent rules-based funding and purchasing
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• Accumulation of skills of the workforce

• Tight technical control of projects

• Skill in the use of infrastructure to build increasingly sophisticated accelerators

• Location in an internationally-oriented city

A new aspiring global laboratory should consider carefully the implication of
each of these when planning how to undertake the work.

5.1 The convention

The CERN convention is a visionary 32-page document that spells out clearly the
purpose of the Organization and the rules for its governance. The governing body is
the CERN Council, made up of two delegates from each member state. The Council
is assisted by the Finance Committee—which deals with material and personnel
budgets, and the Scientific Policy Committee—which advises on the research
agenda. The convention is drawn up in such a way as to vest the Council with
significant autonomy and authority to negotiate and take decisions in the interest of
the Organization, to empower its scientists, and to reduce to a strict minimum the
bureaucracy.

5.2 Funding

Council allocates the annual budget, with funds provided by the member states
in proportion to Net Nation Income. Any activity—in particular research and
development—suffers from erratic funding. In the case of CERN this is avoided by a
procedure of rolling forecasts: each year the budget for the following year is
established, together with firm estimates for the next 2 years and provisional esti-
mates for the following 2 years. This has provided the laboratory with a stable
funding profile and enabled planning of both the day-to-day running and that of the
medium and long-term scientific program. Purchasing of equipment is subject to
strict rules that favor the lowest bid for a supply satisfying carefully drawn-up
specifications. While there is not a policy of fair return (“juste retour”), some effort
is put into distributing contracts fairly among member states.

5.3 Skills

Scientists, engineers and technicians are encouraged to hone their skills through
their work on projects. This enables them to write comprehensive specifications for
equipment that is available industrially, to follow up constructively the contracts,
and to design and prototype special equipment that is not available on the market.
The laboratory maintains well-equipped workshops for this purpose and for that of
resolving technical problems which may occur due to accidents or malfunction of
equipment.

5.4 Control

CERN maintains control of projects. The normal way of acquiring equipment is
through buying from industry to a tight specification, written by staff competent in
the field, and close technical follow-up. Cost is minimized by in-house design and
prototyping, and by limiting the risk to manufacturers by confining the
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requirement to that of satisfying engineering standards: CERN specifically bears the
technical risk for the correct functioning of complex equipment. While the LHC
collider was mainly funded via CERN, that of the experiments was mainly financed
via the participating institutes and universities, which led to frequent use of “in-
kind” supplies. It was found to be necessary to ensure compliance of such equip-
ment by tight control from the host laboratory. For this to work it is essential to
have dedicated, competent, experienced and respected staff which is empowered
with appropriate authority.

5.5 Infrastructure

The maintenance and development of infrastructure is of vital importance for a
laboratory. As CERN has evolved, it capitalized on existing accelerators and associ-
ated equipment to build successive increasing complex and energetic accelerators
and colliders at minimum cost. In parallel, there has been a continuing development
in the technology of particle detectors required for the evolving experiments, and of
course in that of the supporting informatics hardware and software. The mainte-
nance of efficient and well-equipped workshops has also been of vital importance
for the Laboratory. It is an understatement to say that the experience of laboratories
established harboring the specific intention of excluding integrated workshops (i.e.
relying exclusively on purchasing) has not been good.

5.6 Location

Geneva is a city with a long tradition of hosting international organizations. This
activity is an important source of income for the city, and it makes a corresponding
effort to simplify the bureaucratic problems that can occur with international
staffing. Permanent staff is not subject to local income tax, and goods are not
subject to value-added tax, which helps to keeps costs under control. The city also
has a conveniently located international airport and an efficient public transport
system that provides excellent access to the laboratory. The laboratory itself lies
astride the frontier between Switzerland and France, so that both countries are in
fact host states and provide facilities over and above their reglementary contribu-
tions to compensate for the advantages incurred. The country or region wishing to
host a laboratory providing facilities for international big science projects is strongly
advised to set up a framework of a similar nature.

6. City clusters and project funding

One of the reasons for proposing to associate the new collider with a cluster of
cities is that it could facilitate the funding. If it is recognized that to host the collider
has some value—be it for education, innovation, regional pride or some other factor
—then investing in the success of the project could be rendered acceptable, com-
pared with less well-focused requests to central government. Viewed alone, the cost
of a very large particle accelerator/collider, just as an array of telescopes for astron-
omy, or a nuclear fusion device, is perceived to loom large in a national budget,
even though much of the cost is simply pumping money around the economy. And
to put the figures into perspective, the cost of running CERN, presently the largest
collider facility in the world, is equivalent to that of a proverbial annual cup of
coffee of the population of the member states—a small price to pay for motivational
news generated directly by the laboratory, without considering the economic fall-
out, and innovation derived from the activity [20, 21]. The complexity inherent in
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the forming of city clusters calls for the injection of capital investment on a huge
scale, and the additional percentage cost of hosting a large research facility of the
type discussed here would be small, whereas the publicity and enhancement of the
attractiveness of the cluster would be considerable. It is anticipated that in the
medium term, competition between the clusters will grow, and this will in turn
accelerate the performance—and stimulate the desire to host big science projects.

7. Conclusion

While the FCC and the CEPC are thought of as being the next, and possibly final
step in colliders, these do not reach the size dreamt of already 40 years ago—the
Eloisatron, or ELN. The proposal for an accelerator in the USA, using the defunct
SSC tunnel to house the injector gets close [15], but in the study presented here the
possibility of going still further is addressed. It is suggested that the increasing
desire of people to live in cities, and the expected increase in efficiency (and well-
being) provided by setting up of clusters of cities, may provide an opportunity to
consider associating such a city cluster with a collider that could ultimately deliver
interactions at a center-of-mass energy of 1 PeV, the Pevatron.
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Chapter 4

Flavor Physics and Charged
Particle
Takaaki Nomura

Abstract

We have new charged particles in many scenarios of physics beyond the
Standard Model where these particles are sometimes motivated to explain
experimental anomalies. Furthermore, such new charged particles are important
target at the collider experiments such as the Large Hadron Collider in searching for
a signature of new physics. If these new particles interact with known particles in
the Standard Model, they would induce interesting phenomenology of flavor
physics in both lepton and quark sectors. Then, we review some candidate of
new charged particles and its applications to flavor physics. In particular,
vector-like lepton and leptoquarks are discussed for lepton flavor physics and
B-meson physics.

Keywords: flavor physics, charged particle from beyond the standard model,
B-meson decay, vector-like lepton/quark, leptoquarks, charged scalar boson

1. Introduction

Charged particles are often considered in the physics beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) of particle physics as new heavy particles which are not observed at
the experiments. Such charged particles can have rich phenomenology since it
would interact with particles in the Standard Model (SM). Furthermore they are
motivated to explain some experimental anomalies indicating deviation from pre-
dictions in the SM. For example, some charged particle interaction can accommo-
date with the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, g � 2ð Þμ, which shows a
long-standing discrepancy between experimental observations [1, 2] and theoretical
predictions [3–6],

Δaμ � Δa exp
μ � Δathμ ¼ 28:8� 8:0ð Þ � 10�10, (1)

where aμ ¼ g � 2ð Þμ=2. This difference reaches to 3:6σ deviation from the pre-
diction. In addition, new charged particles are introduced when we try to explain
anomalies in B-meson decay like B ! K ∗ð Þμþμ� and B ! D ∗ð Þτν [7–16].

In this chapter, we review some candidates of new charged particles from BSM
physics. After listing some examples of them, the applications to some flavor
physics will be discussed focusing on some specific cases. We find it interesting to
consider new charged particles which are related to flavor physics in both lepton
and quark sectors.
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Abstract

We have new charged particles in many scenarios of physics beyond the
Standard Model where these particles are sometimes motivated to explain
experimental anomalies. Furthermore, such new charged particles are important
target at the collider experiments such as the Large Hadron Collider in searching for
a signature of new physics. If these new particles interact with known particles in
the Standard Model, they would induce interesting phenomenology of flavor
physics in both lepton and quark sectors. Then, we review some candidate of
new charged particles and its applications to flavor physics. In particular,
vector-like lepton and leptoquarks are discussed for lepton flavor physics and
B-meson physics.
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1. Introduction

Charged particles are often considered in the physics beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) of particle physics as new heavy particles which are not observed at
the experiments. Such charged particles can have rich phenomenology since it
would interact with particles in the Standard Model (SM). Furthermore they are
motivated to explain some experimental anomalies indicating deviation from pre-
dictions in the SM. For example, some charged particle interaction can accommo-
date with the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, g � 2ð Þμ, which shows a
long-standing discrepancy between experimental observations [1, 2] and theoretical
predictions [3–6],
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diction. In addition, new charged particles are introduced when we try to explain
anomalies in B-meson decay like B ! K ∗ð Þμþμ� and B ! D ∗ð Þτν [7–16].

In this chapter, we review some candidates of new charged particles from BSM
physics. After listing some examples of them, the applications to some flavor
physics will be discussed focusing on some specific cases. We find it interesting to
consider new charged particles which are related to flavor physics in both lepton
and quark sectors.
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2. Some charged particles from beyond the standard model physics

In this section we review some examples of charged particles which are induced
from BSM physics.

2.1 Charged scalar bosons

Singly charged scalar appears from two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [17, 18] in
which two SU 2ð ÞL doublet Higgs fields are introduced:

H1 ¼
Hþ

1

v1 þ ϕ1 þ iη1ð Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p
0
B@

1
CA, H2 ¼

Hþ
2

v2 þ ϕ2 þ iη2ð Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p
0
B@

1
CA, (2)

where v1,2 is the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of Higgs fields. In general,
one can write Yukawa interaction in terms of Higgs doublet fields as

�LY ¼ QLY
d
1DRH1 þ QLY

d
2DRH2 þ QLY

u
1UR ~H1 þQLY

u
2UR ~H2

þ LYℓ
1ℓRH1 þ LYℓ

2ℓRH2 þH:c:,
(3)

where all flavor indices are hidden, PR Lð Þ ¼ 1� γ5ð Þ=2; Qi
L ¼ uiL; d

i
L

� �
and

LL ¼ νiL; e
i
L

� �
are the SU 2ð ÞL quark and lepton doublets with flavor index i, respec-

tively; f R (f ¼ U,D,ℓ) denotes the SU 2ð ÞL singlet fermion; Yf
1,2 are the 3� 3

Yukawa matrices; and ~Hi ¼ iτ2H∗
i with τ2 being the Pauli matrix. There are two CP-

even scalars, one CP-odd pseudoscalar, and two charged Higgs particles in the
2HDM, and the relations between physical and weak eigenstates can be given by

h ¼ �sαϕ1 þ cαϕ2,

H ¼ cαϕ1 þ sαϕ2,

H� Að Þ ¼ �sβϕ�
1 η1ð Þ þ cβϕ�

2 η2ð Þ,
(4)

where ϕi ηið Þ and η�i denote the real (imaginary) parts of the neutral and charged
components of Hi, respectively; cα sαð Þ ¼ cos α sin αð Þ, cβ ¼ cos β ¼ v1=v,
sβ ¼ sin β ¼ v2=v, and vi are the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of Hi and
v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v21 þ v22

p
≈ 246 GeV. In our notation, h is the SM-like Higgs, while H, A, and

H� are new particles which appear in the 2HDM. In particular, Yukawa interactions
with charged Higgs are given by

�LH�
Y ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
dLV† � 1

vtβ
mu þXu

sβ

� �
uRH�

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
uLV � tβ

v
md þXd

cβ

� �
dRHþ

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
νL � tβ

v
mℓ þXℓ

cβ

� �
ℓRHþ þH:c:,

(5)

where V is the CKM matrix and the matrix Xf is defined by original Yukawa
coupling and unitary matrix diagonalizing fermion mass
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Xu ¼ Vu
L
Yu
1ffiffiffi
2

p Vu†
R , Xd ¼ Vd

L
Yd
2ffiffiffi
2

p Vd†
R , Xℓ ¼ Vℓ

L
Yℓ
2ffiffiffi
2

p Vℓ†
R : (6)

A doubly charged scalar boson also appears from SU 2ð ÞL triplet scalar field:

Δ ¼ δþ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
δþþ

vΔ þ δ0 þ iη0
� �

=
ffiffiffi
2

p �δþ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, (7)

where vΔ is the VEV of the triplet scalar. Such a triplet scalar is motivated to
generate neutrino mass known as Higgs triplet model or type-II seesaw mechanism
[19–26]. We can write Yukawa interaction of triplet scalar and lepton doublets by

LY ¼ hijLT
Li
Ciσ2ΔLLj þ h:c: , (8)

where LLi ¼ νi;ℓið ÞTL with flavor index i and C ¼ iγ2γ0 is the Dirac charge conju-
gation operator. In terms of the components, the Yukawa interaction can be
expanded as

LY ¼ hij � 1ffiffiffi
2

p ℓT
iLCδ

þνjL � ℓT
iLCδ

þþℓjL þ νTiLCδ
0νjL � 1ffiffiffi

2
p νTiLCδ

þℓjL

� �

þ h∗ji
1ffiffiffi
2

p ν†iLCδ
�ℓ∗

jL þ ℓ†
iLCδ

��ℓ∗
jL � ν†iLCδ

0ν∗jL þ
1ffiffiffi
2

p ℓ†
iLCδ

�ν∗jL

� � (9)

where C† ¼ �C is used. Another example of model including doubly charged
scalar is Zee-Babu type model [27, 28] for neutrino mass generation at two-loop
level. In such a type of model, one introduces singly and doubly charged scalars
h�; k��� �

which are SU 2ð ÞL singlet. The Yukawa couplings associated with charged
scalar fields are given by

LY ¼ f ijL
c
Li

iσ2ð ÞLLjh
þ þ geee

c
ReRk

þþ þ gije
c
Ri
eRjk

þþ þ h:c:, (10)

where f ij is antisymmetric under flavor indices. These Yukawa interactions can
be used to generate neutrino mass with the nontrivial interaction in scalar potential:

V ⊃ μkþþh�h� þ c:c:: (11)

Note that these charged scalars also contribute to lepton flavor violation pro-
cesses.

2.2 Vector-like leptons

The vector-like leptons (VLLs) are discussed in Ref. [29]. They are new charged
particles without conflict of gauge anomaly problem and induce rich lepton flavor
physics. To obtain mixing with the SM leptons, the representations of VLL under
SU 2ð ÞL � U 1ð ÞY gauge symmetry can be singlet, doublet, and triplet under SU 2ð ÞL.
In order to avoid the stringent constraints from rare Z ! ℓ�

i ℓ
∓
j decays, we here

consider the triplet representations 1; 3;�1ð Þ and 1; 3;0ð Þwith hypercharges Y ¼ �1
and Y ¼ 0, respectively. The new Yukawa couplings thus can be written such that

�LY ¼ LY1Ψ1RH þ LY2Ψ2R ~H þmΨ1TrΨ1LΨ1R þmΨ2TrΨ2LΨ2R þH:c:, (12)
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Δ ¼ δþ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
δþþ

vΔ þ δ0 þ iη0
� �

=
ffiffiffi
2

p �δþ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, (7)

where vΔ is the VEV of the triplet scalar. Such a triplet scalar is motivated to
generate neutrino mass known as Higgs triplet model or type-II seesaw mechanism
[19–26]. We can write Yukawa interaction of triplet scalar and lepton doublets by

LY ¼ hijLT
Li
Ciσ2ΔLLj þ h:c: , (8)

where LLi ¼ νi;ℓið ÞTL with flavor index i and C ¼ iγ2γ0 is the Dirac charge conju-
gation operator. In terms of the components, the Yukawa interaction can be
expanded as

LY ¼ hij � 1ffiffiffi
2

p ℓT
iLCδ

þνjL � ℓT
iLCδ

þþℓjL þ νTiLCδ
0νjL � 1ffiffiffi

2
p νTiLCδ

þℓjL

� �

þ h∗ji
1ffiffiffi
2

p ν†iLCδ
�ℓ∗

jL þ ℓ†
iLCδ

��ℓ∗
jL � ν†iLCδ

0ν∗jL þ
1ffiffiffi
2

p ℓ†
iLCδ

�ν∗jL

� � (9)

where C† ¼ �C is used. Another example of model including doubly charged
scalar is Zee-Babu type model [27, 28] for neutrino mass generation at two-loop
level. In such a type of model, one introduces singly and doubly charged scalars
h�; k��� �

which are SU 2ð ÞL singlet. The Yukawa couplings associated with charged
scalar fields are given by

LY ¼ f ijL
c
Li

iσ2ð ÞLLjh
þ þ geee

c
ReRk

þþ þ gije
c
Ri
eRjk

þþ þ h:c:, (10)

where f ij is antisymmetric under flavor indices. These Yukawa interactions can
be used to generate neutrino mass with the nontrivial interaction in scalar potential:

V ⊃ μkþþh�h� þ c:c:: (11)

Note that these charged scalars also contribute to lepton flavor violation pro-
cesses.

2.2 Vector-like leptons

The vector-like leptons (VLLs) are discussed in Ref. [29]. They are new charged
particles without conflict of gauge anomaly problem and induce rich lepton flavor
physics. To obtain mixing with the SM leptons, the representations of VLL under
SU 2ð ÞL � U 1ð ÞY gauge symmetry can be singlet, doublet, and triplet under SU 2ð ÞL.
In order to avoid the stringent constraints from rare Z ! ℓ�

i ℓ
∓
j decays, we here

consider the triplet representations 1; 3;�1ð Þ and 1; 3;0ð Þwith hypercharges Y ¼ �1
and Y ¼ 0, respectively. The new Yukawa couplings thus can be written such that

�LY ¼ LY1Ψ1RH þ LY2Ψ2R ~H þmΨ1TrΨ1LΨ1R þmΨ2TrΨ2LΨ2R þH:c:, (12)
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where we have suppressed the flavor indices; H is the SM Higgs doublet field,
~H ¼ iτ2H∗ and the neutral component of Higgs field is H0 ¼ vþ hð Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. The rep-
resentations of two VLLs are

Ψ1 ¼ Ψ�
1 =

ffiffiffi
2

p
Ψ0

1

Ψ��
1 �Ψ�

1 =
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, Ψ2 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p Ψ0
2=

ffiffiffi
2

p
Ψþ

2

Ψ�
2 �Ψ0

2=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, (13)

with Ψþ
2 ¼ CΨ�

2 and Ψ0
2 ¼ CΨ0

2 . Since Ψ2 is a real representation of SU 2ð ÞL, the
factor of 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
in Ψ2 is required to obtain the correct mass term for Majorana

fermion Ψ0
2 . Due to the new Yukawa terms of Y1,2, the heavy neutral and charged

leptons can mix with the SM leptons, after electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). Then the lepton mass matrices become 5� 5 matrices and are expressed
by

Mℓ ¼ mℓ Yℓv
0 mΨ

 !
, Mν ¼

mν Yνv
0 mΨ

� �
, (14)

where the basis is chosen such that the SM lepton mass matrices are in diago-
nalized form, mℓ is the SM charged lepton mass matrix, mΨ ¼ diag mΨ1 ;mΨ2ð Þ, and

Yℓ ¼ 1
2

�Y11 Y21

�Y12 Y22

�Y13 Y23

0
B@

1
CA, Yν ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p Y11 Y21=2

Y12 Y22=2

Y13 Y23=2

0
B@

1
CA: (15)

Note that the elements of Yχ should be read as Yij ¼ Yið Þj, where the index
i ¼ 1, 2 distinguishes the Yukawa couplings of the different VLLs and the index
j ¼ 1; 2; 3 stands for the flavors of the SM leptons.

To diagonalize Mℓ and Mν, the unitary matrices Vχ
R,L with χ ¼ ℓ, ν so that

Mdia
χ ¼ Vχ

LMχV
χ†
R are introduced. The information of Vχ

L and Vχ
R can be obtained

fromMχM†
χ andM†

χMχ, respectively. According to Eq. (14), it can be found that the
flavor mixings between heavy and light leptons in Vχ

R are proportional to the lepton
masses. Since the neutrino masses are tiny, it is a good approximation to assume
Vν

R ≈ 1. If one further sets me ¼ mμ ¼ 0 in our phenomenological analysis, only τ-
related processes have significant contributions among them. Unlike Vχ

R, the off-
diagonal elements in flavor-mixing matrices Vχ

L are associated with Y1,2v=mΨ. In
principle, the mixing effects can be of the order of 0:1 without conflict. In our
example later, we examine these effects on h ! τμ. To be more specific, we choose
parametrization that the unitary matrices in terms of Y1,2 as

Vχ
L ≈

13�3 � εχLε
χ†
L =2 �εχL

εχ†L 13�3 � εχ†L εχL=2

 !
, Vℓ

R ≈
13�3 �εℓR

εℓ†R 13�3

 !
, (16)

where Vν
R ≈ 1 is used in our approximation, εχL ≈ vYχ=mΨ, and εℓR ≈ vm†

ℓY
ℓ=m2

Ψ.
Combining the SM Higgs couplings and new Yukawa couplings of Eq. (12), the
Higgs couplings to all singly charged leptons are obtained such as

�Lhℓ0ℓ0 ¼ hℓ0
LV

ℓ
L

mℓ=v Yℓ

0 0

 !
Vℓ†

R ℓ0
R þH:c:, (17)
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where ℓ0T ¼ e,μ,τ,τ0; τ00
� �

is the state of a physical charged lepton in lepton flavor
space. We use the notations of τ0 and τ00 to denote the heavy-charged VLLs in mass
basis. Using the parametrization of Eq. (16), the Higgs couplings to the SM-charged
leptons can be formulated by

�Lhℓℓ ¼ Ch
ijℓiLℓjRhþH:c:,

Ch
ij ¼

mℓj

v
δij � 3

8
v2Y1iY1j

m2
Ψ1

þ v2Y2iY2j

m2
Ψ2

 !" #
:

(18)

If one sets me ¼ mμ ¼ 0, it is clear that in addition to the coupling hττ being
modified, the tree-level flavor-changing couplings h- τ- μ and h- τ- e are also
induced, and the couplings are proportional to mτ=v≈ 7:2� 10�3. In order to study
the VLL contributions to h ! γγ, the couplings for hτ0τ0 and hτ00τ00 are expressed as

�LhΨΨ ¼ v∑i Y
2
1i

2mΨ1

hτ0τ0 þ v∑i Y
2
2i

2mΨ2

hτ″τ″: (19)

2.3 Vector-like quarks

Here we consider vector-like triplet quarks (VLTQs) that are discussed in Ref.
[30] The gauge invariant Yukawa couplings of VLTQs to the SM quarks, to the SM
Higgs doublet and to the new Higgs singlet field are written as

�LY
VLTQ ¼ QLY1F1R ~H þ QLY2F2RH þ ~y1Tr F1LF1R

� �
Sþ ~y2Tr F2LF2R

� �
S

þMF1Tr F1LF1R
� �þMF2Tr F2LF2R

� �þ h:c:,
(20)

where QL is the left-handed SM quark doublet and it could be regarded as mass
eigenstate before VLTQs are introduced; here all flavor indices are hidden,
~H ¼ iτ2H∗, and F1 2ð Þ is the 2� 2 VLTQ with hypercharge 2=3 �1=3ð Þ. The represen-
tations of F1,2 in SU 2ð ÞL are expressed in terms of their components as follows:

F1 ¼ U1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
X

D1 �U1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, F2 ¼ D2=
ffiffiffi
2

p
U2

Y �D2=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

: (21)

The electric charges of U1,2, D1,2, X, and Y are found to be 2=3, �1=3, 5=3, and
�4=3, respectively. Therefore, U1,2 D1,2ð Þ could mix with up (down) type SM
quarks. Here MF1 2ð Þ is the mass of VLTQ, and due to the gauge symmetry, the
VLTQs in the same multiplet state are degenerate. By the Yukawa couplings of
Eq. (20), the 5� 5 mass matrices for up and down type quarks are found by

Mu ¼
mdia

u

� �
3�3 ∣ vY1=2 vY2=

ffiffiffi
2

p

����� ∣ ���� ����
02�3 ∣ mFð Þ2�2

0
BB@

1
CCA,

Md ¼
mdia

d

� �
3�3 ∣ vY1=

ffiffiffi
2

p �vY2=2

����� ∣ ���� ����
02�3 ∣ mFð Þ2�2

0
BB@

1
CCA,

(22)
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where we have suppressed the flavor indices; H is the SM Higgs doublet field,
~H ¼ iτ2H∗ and the neutral component of Higgs field is H0 ¼ vþ hð Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. The rep-
resentations of two VLLs are

Ψ1 ¼ Ψ�
1 =

ffiffiffi
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Ψ0

1
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ffiffiffi
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 !
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ffiffiffi
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2
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 !

, (13)

with Ψþ
2 ¼ CΨ�

2 and Ψ0
2 ¼ CΨ0

2 . Since Ψ2 is a real representation of SU 2ð ÞL, the
factor of 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
in Ψ2 is required to obtain the correct mass term for Majorana

fermion Ψ0
2 . Due to the new Yukawa terms of Y1,2, the heavy neutral and charged

leptons can mix with the SM leptons, after electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). Then the lepton mass matrices become 5� 5 matrices and are expressed
by

Mℓ ¼ mℓ Yℓv
0 mΨ

 !
, Mν ¼

mν Yνv
0 mΨ

� �
, (14)

where the basis is chosen such that the SM lepton mass matrices are in diago-
nalized form, mℓ is the SM charged lepton mass matrix, mΨ ¼ diag mΨ1 ;mΨ2ð Þ, and

Yℓ ¼ 1
2

�Y11 Y21

�Y12 Y22

�Y13 Y23

0
B@

1
CA, Yν ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p Y11 Y21=2

Y12 Y22=2

Y13 Y23=2

0
B@

1
CA: (15)

Note that the elements of Yχ should be read as Yij ¼ Yið Þj, where the index
i ¼ 1, 2 distinguishes the Yukawa couplings of the different VLLs and the index
j ¼ 1; 2; 3 stands for the flavors of the SM leptons.

To diagonalize Mℓ and Mν, the unitary matrices Vχ
R,L with χ ¼ ℓ, ν so that

Mdia
χ ¼ Vχ

LMχV
χ†
R are introduced. The information of Vχ

L and Vχ
R can be obtained

fromMχM†
χ andM†

χMχ, respectively. According to Eq. (14), it can be found that the
flavor mixings between heavy and light leptons in Vχ

R are proportional to the lepton
masses. Since the neutrino masses are tiny, it is a good approximation to assume
Vν

R ≈ 1. If one further sets me ¼ mμ ¼ 0 in our phenomenological analysis, only τ-
related processes have significant contributions among them. Unlike Vχ

R, the off-
diagonal elements in flavor-mixing matrices Vχ

L are associated with Y1,2v=mΨ. In
principle, the mixing effects can be of the order of 0:1 without conflict. In our
example later, we examine these effects on h ! τμ. To be more specific, we choose
parametrization that the unitary matrices in terms of Y1,2 as

Vχ
L ≈

13�3 � εχLε
χ†
L =2 �εχL

εχ†L 13�3 � εχ†L εχL=2

 !
, Vℓ

R ≈
13�3 �εℓR

εℓ†R 13�3

 !
, (16)

where Vν
R ≈ 1 is used in our approximation, εχL ≈ vYχ=mΨ, and εℓR ≈ vm†

ℓY
ℓ=m2

Ψ.
Combining the SM Higgs couplings and new Yukawa couplings of Eq. (12), the
Higgs couplings to all singly charged leptons are obtained such as

�Lhℓ0ℓ0 ¼ hℓ0
LV

ℓ
L

mℓ=v Yℓ

0 0

 !
Vℓ†

R ℓ0
R þH:c:, (17)
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where ℓ0T ¼ e,μ,τ,τ0; τ00
� �

is the state of a physical charged lepton in lepton flavor
space. We use the notations of τ0 and τ00 to denote the heavy-charged VLLs in mass
basis. Using the parametrization of Eq. (16), the Higgs couplings to the SM-charged
leptons can be formulated by

�Lhℓℓ ¼ Ch
ijℓiLℓjRhþH:c:,

Ch
ij ¼

mℓj

v
δij � 3

8
v2Y1iY1j

m2
Ψ1

þ v2Y2iY2j

m2
Ψ2

 !" #
:

(18)

If one sets me ¼ mμ ¼ 0, it is clear that in addition to the coupling hττ being
modified, the tree-level flavor-changing couplings h- τ- μ and h- τ- e are also
induced, and the couplings are proportional to mτ=v≈ 7:2� 10�3. In order to study
the VLL contributions to h ! γγ, the couplings for hτ0τ0 and hτ00τ00 are expressed as

�LhΨΨ ¼ v∑i Y
2
1i

2mΨ1

hτ0τ0 þ v∑i Y
2
2i

2mΨ2

hτ″τ″: (19)

2.3 Vector-like quarks

Here we consider vector-like triplet quarks (VLTQs) that are discussed in Ref.
[30] The gauge invariant Yukawa couplings of VLTQs to the SM quarks, to the SM
Higgs doublet and to the new Higgs singlet field are written as

�LY
VLTQ ¼ QLY1F1R ~H þ QLY2F2RH þ ~y1Tr F1LF1R

� �
Sþ ~y2Tr F2LF2R

� �
S

þMF1Tr F1LF1R
� �þMF2Tr F2LF2R

� �þ h:c:,
(20)

where QL is the left-handed SM quark doublet and it could be regarded as mass
eigenstate before VLTQs are introduced; here all flavor indices are hidden,
~H ¼ iτ2H∗, and F1 2ð Þ is the 2� 2 VLTQ with hypercharge 2=3 �1=3ð Þ. The represen-
tations of F1,2 in SU 2ð ÞL are expressed in terms of their components as follows:

F1 ¼ U1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
X

D1 �U1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, F2 ¼ D2=
ffiffiffi
2

p
U2

Y �D2=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

: (21)

The electric charges of U1,2, D1,2, X, and Y are found to be 2=3, �1=3, 5=3, and
�4=3, respectively. Therefore, U1,2 D1,2ð Þ could mix with up (down) type SM
quarks. Here MF1 2ð Þ is the mass of VLTQ, and due to the gauge symmetry, the
VLTQs in the same multiplet state are degenerate. By the Yukawa couplings of
Eq. (20), the 5� 5 mass matrices for up and down type quarks are found by

Mu ¼
mdia

u

� �
3�3 ∣ vY1=2 vY2=

ffiffiffi
2

p

����� ∣ ���� ����
02�3 ∣ mFð Þ2�2

0
BB@

1
CCA,
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where mdia
u

� �
3�3 and mdia

d

� �
3�3 denote the diagonal mass matrices of SM quarks

and dia mFð Þ2�2 ¼ mF1 ;mF2ð Þ. Notice that a non-vanished vs could shift the masses of
VLTQs. Since vs≪ v, we neglect the small effects hereafter. Due to the presence of
Y1,2, the SM quarks, U1,2, and D1,2 are not physical states; thus one has to diago-
nalize Mu and Md to get the mass eigenstates in general. If vYi

1,2≪mF1,2 , we expect
that the off-diagonal elements of unitary matrices for diagonalizing the mass matri-
ces should be of order of vYi

1,2=mF1,2 . By adjusting Yi
1,2, the off-diagonal effects

could be enhanced and lead to interesting phenomena in collider physics.

2.4 Scalar leptoquarks

In this subsection we consider leptoquarks (LQs) which are discussed for exam-
ple in Refs. [31, 32]. The three LQs are Φ7=6 ¼ 2; 7=6ð Þ, Δ1=3 ¼ 3; 1=3ð Þ, and
S1=3 ¼ 1; 1=3ð Þ under SU 2ð ÞL;U 1ð ÞY

� �
SM gauge symmetry, where the doublet and

triplet representations can be taken as

Φ7=6 ¼ ϕ5=3

ϕ2=3

 !
, Δ1=3 ¼ δ1=3=

ffiffiffi
2

p
δ4=3

δ�2=3 �δ1=3=
ffiffiffi
2

p
 !

, (23)

where the superscripts are the electric charges of the particles. Accordingly, the
LQ Yukawa couplings to the SM fermions are expressed as

�LLQ ¼ uVkPRℓϕ
5=3 þ dkPRℓϕ

2=3� �þ �ℓ ~kPRuϕ�5=3 þ ν ~kPRuϕ�2=3
h i

þ ucV∗yPLνδ
�2=3 � 1ffiffiffi

2
p ucV∗yPLℓδ

1=3 � 1ffiffiffi
2

p dc yPLνδ
1=3 � dc yPLℓδ

4=3
� �

,

þ ucV∗~yPLℓ� dc ~yPLνþ ucwPRℓÞS1=3 þ h:c:,
�

(24)

where the flavor indices are hidden, V � Uu
LU

d†
L denotes the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, Uu,d
L are the unitary matrices used to diago-

nalize the quark mass matrices, and Ud
L and Uu

R have been absorbed into k, ~k, y, ~y,
and w. In this setup, we treat the neutrinos as massless particles and their flavor
mixing effects are rotated away as an approximation. There is no evidence for any
new CP violation, so in the following, we treat the Yukawa couplings as real
numbers for simplicity.

The scalar LQs can also couple to the SM Higgs field via the scalar potential, and
the cross section for the Higgs to diphoton can be modified in principle. However,

Particle type SU 3ð Þ; SU 2ð Þ;U 1ð ÞYÞ
�

Examples of application

Charged scalar 1; 3; 1ð Þ, 1; 2; 1=2ð Þ Neutrino mass, lepton flavor violation

Vector-like lepton 1; 3;�1ð Þ, 1; 3;0ð Þ Lepton flavor violation

Vector-like quark 3; 3; 2=3ð Þ, 3; 3;�1=3ð Þ Quark flavor physics

Scalar leptoquark 3; 2; 7=6ð Þ, 3; 3; 1=3ð Þ, 3; 1; 1=3ð Þ Meson decay, lepton flavor violation

Table 1.
List of examples of charged particles from new physics discussed in this review showing SU 3ð Þ � SU 2ð Þ � U 1ð ÞY
representations and applications to phenomenology.
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the couplings of the LQs to the Higgs are independent parameters and irrelevant to
the flavors, so by taking proper values for the parameters, the signal strength
parameter for the Higgs to diphoton can fit the LHC data. For detailed analysis see
Table 1 in Ref. [31].

3. Examples of applying charged particles to flavor physics

In this section, we review applications of charged particles to flavor physics by
considering VLLs and LQs as examples.

3.1 Flavor physics from vector-like lepton

Introduction of VLLs contributes to lepton flavor physics via Yukawa interac-
tions discussed in previous section. Here we review the leptonic decay of the SM
Higgs and LFV decay of charged lepton as an illustration based on Ref. [29].

3.1.1 Modification to h ! τþτ� branching ratio

From Eq. (18), it can be seen that the modified Higgs couplings to the SM
leptons are proportional lepton masses. By comparison with other lepton channels,
it can be seen that the ττ mode is the most significant one, and thus we estimate the
influence on h ! τþτ�. Using the values that satisfy BR h ! μτð Þ≈ 10�4, the devia-
tion of Γ h ! τþτ�ð Þ from the SM prediction can be obtained as

κττ � Γ h ! τþτ�ð Þ
ΓSM h ! τþτ�ð Þ ¼ 1� 6v2Y2

3

8m2
Ψ

����
����
2

≈0:88: (25)

If the SM Higgs production cross section is not changed, the signal strength for
pp ! h ! τþτ� in our estimation is μττ ≈0:88, where the measurements from
ATLAS and CMS are 1:44þ0:42

�0:37 [33] and 0:91� 0:27 [34], respectively. Although the
current data errors for the ττ channel are still large, the precision measurement of
μττ can test the effect or give strict limits on the parameters.

3.1.2 τ ! μγ process in vector-like lepton model

In the following, we investigate the contributions of new couplings in Eq. (18) to
the rare tau decays and to the flavor-conserving muon anomalous magnetic
moment. We first investigate the muon g � 2, denoted by Δaμ. The lepton flavor-
changing coupling hμτ can provide contribution to Δaμ through the Higgs-mediated
loop diagrams. However, as shown in Eq. (18), the induced couplings are associated
with mℓj=vℓLiℓRj; only the right-handed tau lepton has a significant contribution.
The induced Δaμ is thus suppressed by the factor ofm2

μmτ= vm2
h

� �
so that the value of

Δaμ is two orders of magnitude smaller than current data
Δaμ ¼ aexpμ � aSMμ ¼ 28:8� 8:0ð Þ � 10�10 [2]. A similar situation happens in τ ! 3μ
decay also. Since the couplings are suppressed by mτ=v and mμ=v, the BR for τ ! 3μ
is of the order of 10�14. We also estimate the process τ ! μγ via the h-mediation.
The effective interaction for τ ! μγ is expressed by

Lτ!μγ ¼ e
16π2

mτμσμν CLPL þ CRPRð ÞτFμν, (26)
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where mdia
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and dia mFð Þ2�2 ¼ mF1 ;mF2ð Þ. Notice that a non-vanished vs could shift the masses of
VLTQs. Since vs≪ v, we neglect the small effects hereafter. Due to the presence of
Y1,2, the SM quarks, U1,2, and D1,2 are not physical states; thus one has to diago-
nalize Mu and Md to get the mass eigenstates in general. If vYi

1,2≪mF1,2 , we expect
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1,2, the off-diagonal effects

could be enhanced and lead to interesting phenomena in collider physics.
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In this subsection we consider leptoquarks (LQs) which are discussed for exam-
ple in Refs. [31, 32]. The three LQs are Φ7=6 ¼ 2; 7=6ð Þ, Δ1=3 ¼ 3; 1=3ð Þ, and
S1=3 ¼ 1; 1=3ð Þ under SU 2ð ÞL;U 1ð ÞY
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triplet representations can be taken as
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ffiffiffi
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p
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ffiffiffi
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p
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where the superscripts are the electric charges of the particles. Accordingly, the
LQ Yukawa couplings to the SM fermions are expressed as

�LLQ ¼ uVkPRℓϕ
5=3 þ dkPRℓϕ

2=3� �þ �ℓ ~kPRuϕ�5=3 þ ν ~kPRuϕ�2=3
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þ ucV∗yPLνδ
�2=3 � 1ffiffiffi

2
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�
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where the flavor indices are hidden, V � Uu
LU

d†
L denotes the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, Uu,d
L are the unitary matrices used to diago-

nalize the quark mass matrices, and Ud
L and Uu

R have been absorbed into k, ~k, y, ~y,
and w. In this setup, we treat the neutrinos as massless particles and their flavor
mixing effects are rotated away as an approximation. There is no evidence for any
new CP violation, so in the following, we treat the Yukawa couplings as real
numbers for simplicity.

The scalar LQs can also couple to the SM Higgs field via the scalar potential, and
the cross section for the Higgs to diphoton can be modified in principle. However,

Particle type SU 3ð Þ; SU 2ð Þ;U 1ð ÞYÞ
�

Examples of application

Charged scalar 1; 3; 1ð Þ, 1; 2; 1=2ð Þ Neutrino mass, lepton flavor violation

Vector-like lepton 1; 3;�1ð Þ, 1; 3;0ð Þ Lepton flavor violation

Vector-like quark 3; 3; 2=3ð Þ, 3; 3;�1=3ð Þ Quark flavor physics

Scalar leptoquark 3; 2; 7=6ð Þ, 3; 3; 1=3ð Þ, 3; 1; 1=3ð Þ Meson decay, lepton flavor violation

Table 1.
List of examples of charged particles from new physics discussed in this review showing SU 3ð Þ � SU 2ð Þ � U 1ð ÞY
representations and applications to phenomenology.
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the couplings of the LQs to the Higgs are independent parameters and irrelevant to
the flavors, so by taking proper values for the parameters, the signal strength
parameter for the Higgs to diphoton can fit the LHC data. For detailed analysis see
Table 1 in Ref. [31].

3. Examples of applying charged particles to flavor physics

In this section, we review applications of charged particles to flavor physics by
considering VLLs and LQs as examples.

3.1 Flavor physics from vector-like lepton

Introduction of VLLs contributes to lepton flavor physics via Yukawa interac-
tions discussed in previous section. Here we review the leptonic decay of the SM
Higgs and LFV decay of charged lepton as an illustration based on Ref. [29].

3.1.1 Modification to h ! τþτ� branching ratio

From Eq. (18), it can be seen that the modified Higgs couplings to the SM
leptons are proportional lepton masses. By comparison with other lepton channels,
it can be seen that the ττ mode is the most significant one, and thus we estimate the
influence on h ! τþτ�. Using the values that satisfy BR h ! μτð Þ≈ 10�4, the devia-
tion of Γ h ! τþτ�ð Þ from the SM prediction can be obtained as

κττ � Γ h ! τþτ�ð Þ
ΓSM h ! τþτ�ð Þ ¼ 1� 6v2Y2

3

8m2
Ψ

����
����
2

≈0:88: (25)

If the SM Higgs production cross section is not changed, the signal strength for
pp ! h ! τþτ� in our estimation is μττ ≈0:88, where the measurements from
ATLAS and CMS are 1:44þ0:42

�0:37 [33] and 0:91� 0:27 [34], respectively. Although the
current data errors for the ττ channel are still large, the precision measurement of
μττ can test the effect or give strict limits on the parameters.

3.1.2 τ ! μγ process in vector-like lepton model

In the following, we investigate the contributions of new couplings in Eq. (18) to
the rare tau decays and to the flavor-conserving muon anomalous magnetic
moment. We first investigate the muon g � 2, denoted by Δaμ. The lepton flavor-
changing coupling hμτ can provide contribution to Δaμ through the Higgs-mediated
loop diagrams. However, as shown in Eq. (18), the induced couplings are associated
with mℓj=vℓLiℓRj; only the right-handed tau lepton has a significant contribution.
The induced Δaμ is thus suppressed by the factor ofm2

μmτ= vm2
h

� �
so that the value of

Δaμ is two orders of magnitude smaller than current data
Δaμ ¼ aexpμ � aSMμ ¼ 28:8� 8:0ð Þ � 10�10 [2]. A similar situation happens in τ ! 3μ
decay also. Since the couplings are suppressed by mτ=v and mμ=v, the BR for τ ! 3μ
is of the order of 10�14. We also estimate the process τ ! μγ via the h-mediation.
The effective interaction for τ ! μγ is expressed by

Lτ!μγ ¼ e
16π2

mτμσμν CLPL þ CRPRð ÞτFμν, (26)
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where CL ¼ 0 and the Wilson coefficient CR from the one loop is obtained as

CR ≈
Ch
23C

h
33

2m2
h

ln
m2

h

m2
τ

� 4
3

� �
: (27)

Accordingly, the BR for τ ! μγ is expressed as

BR τ ! μγð Þ
BR τ ! eνeντð Þ ¼

3αe
4πG2

F
CRj j2: (28)

We present the contours for BR τ ! μγð Þ as a function of coupling Y and mΨ in
Figure 1, where the numbers on the plots are in units of 10�12. It can be seen that
the resultant BR τ ! μγð Þ can be only up to 10�12, where the current experimental
upper bound is BR τ ! μγð Þ <4:4� 10�8 [2].

3.2 B-meson flavor physics with leptoquarks

This section is based on Ref. [32]. Several interesting excesses in semileptonic B
decays have been observed in experiments such as (i) the angular observable P0

5 of
B ! K∗μþμ� [7], where a 3σ deviation due to the integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb �1

was found at the LHCb [8, 9], and the same measurement with a 2:6σ deviation was
also confirmed by Belle [10] and (ii) the branching fraction ratios RD,D∗ , which are
defined and measured as follows:

RD ¼ B ! Dτν

B ! Dℓν
¼

0:375� 0:064� 0:026 Belle 11½ �,
0:440� 0:058� 0:042 BaBar 12; 13½ �,

(

RD∗ ¼ B ! D∗τν

B ! D∗ℓν
¼

0:302� 0:030� 0:011 Belle 14½ �,
0:270� 0:035�þ0:028

�0:025 Belle 15½ �,
0:332� 0:024� 0:018 BaBar 12; 13½ �,
0:336� 0:027 � 0:030 LHCb 16½ �,

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(29)

Figure 1.
Contours for BR τ ! μγð Þ (dashed) as a function of Y and mΨ, where the constraint from ΓZ

inv (solid) is
included. (The plot is taken from ref. [29]).
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where ℓ ¼ e; μð Þ, and these measurements can test the violation of lepton flavor
universality. The averaged results from the heavy flavor averaging group are
RD ¼ 0:403� 0:040� 0:024 and RD∗ ¼ 0:310� 0:015� 0:008 [35], and the SM
predictions are around RD ≈0:3 [36, 37] and RD∗ ≈0:25, respectively. Further tests
of lepton flavor universality can be made using the branching fraction ratios:
RK ∗ð Þ ¼ BR B ! K ∗ð Þμþμ�

� �
=BR B ! K ∗ð Þeþe�

� �
. The current LHCb measurements

are RK ¼ 0:745þ0:090
�0:074 � 0:036 [38] and RK∗ ¼ 0:69þ0:11

�0:07 � 0:05 [39], which indicate a
more than 2:5σ deviation from the SM prediction. Furthermore, a known anomaly is
the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment (muon g � 2), where its latest mea-
surement is Δaμ ¼ aexpμ � aSMμ ¼ 28:8� 8:0ð Þ � 10�10 [2]. These anomalies would be
explained by introducing LQs and we review possible scenarios in the following.

3.2.1 Effective interactions for semileptonic B-decay

According to the interactions in Eq. (24), we first formulate the four-Fermi
interactions for the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 and b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays. For the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 processes,
the induced current-current interactions from k3j~ki2 and ~y3iw2j are S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ,
and those from y3iy2j and ~y3i~y2j are S� Pð Þ � Sþ Pð Þ, where S and P denote the scalar
and pseudoscalar currents, respectively. Taking the Fierz transformations, the
Hamiltonian for the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 decays can be expressed as follows:

Hb!c ¼ �~y3iw2j

2m2
S
þ k3j~ki2

2m2
Φ

 !
cPLbℓjPLνi þ

~y3iw2j

2m2
S
þ k3j~ki2

2m2
Φ

 !
1
4
cσμνPLbℓjσ

μνPLνi

�∑
a
V2a

yajy3i
4m2

Δ
cγμPLbℓjγ

μPLνi þ∑
a
V2a~yaj

~y3i
2m2

S
cγμPLbℓjγ

μPLνi,

(30)

where the indices i, j are the lepton flavors and the LQs in the same representa-
tion are taken as degenerate particles in mass. It can be seen that the interaction
structure obtained from the triplet LQ is the same as that from the W-boson one.
The doublet LQ generates an S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ structure as well as a tensor struc-
ture. However, the singlet LQ can produce currents of V � Að Þ � V � Að Þ,
S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ, and tensor structures. Nevertheless, we show later that the singlet
LQ makes the main contribution to the RD and RD∗ excesses. Note that it is difficult
to explain RD,D∗ by only using the doublet or/and triplet LQs when the RK excess
and other strict constraints are satisfied at the same time.

With the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (24), the effective Hamiltonian for the
b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays mediated by ϕ2=3 and δ4=3 can be expressed as

Hb!s ¼
k3jk2j
2m2

Φ
sγμPLbð Þ ℓjγμPRℓj

� �
,

�
y3jy2j
2m2

Δ
sγμPLbð Þ ℓjγμPLℓj

� �
,

(31)

where the Fierz transformations have been applied. By Eq. (31), it can be clearly
seen that the quark currents from both the doublet and triplet LQs are left-handed;
however, the lepton current from the doublet (triplet) LQ is right(left)-handed.
When one includes Eq. (31) in the SM contributions, the effective Hamiltonian for
the b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays is written as
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where CL ¼ 0 and the Wilson coefficient CR from the one loop is obtained as

CR ≈
Ch
23C

h
33

2m2
h

ln
m2

h

m2
τ

� 4
3

� �
: (27)

Accordingly, the BR for τ ! μγ is expressed as

BR τ ! μγð Þ
BR τ ! eνeντð Þ ¼

3αe
4πG2

F
CRj j2: (28)

We present the contours for BR τ ! μγð Þ as a function of coupling Y and mΨ in
Figure 1, where the numbers on the plots are in units of 10�12. It can be seen that
the resultant BR τ ! μγð Þ can be only up to 10�12, where the current experimental
upper bound is BR τ ! μγð Þ <4:4� 10�8 [2].

3.2 B-meson flavor physics with leptoquarks

This section is based on Ref. [32]. Several interesting excesses in semileptonic B
decays have been observed in experiments such as (i) the angular observable P0

5 of
B ! K∗μþμ� [7], where a 3σ deviation due to the integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb �1

was found at the LHCb [8, 9], and the same measurement with a 2:6σ deviation was
also confirmed by Belle [10] and (ii) the branching fraction ratios RD,D∗ , which are
defined and measured as follows:

RD ¼ B ! Dτν

B ! Dℓν
¼

0:375� 0:064� 0:026 Belle 11½ �,
0:440� 0:058� 0:042 BaBar 12; 13½ �,

(

RD∗ ¼ B ! D∗τν

B ! D∗ℓν
¼

0:302� 0:030� 0:011 Belle 14½ �,
0:270� 0:035�þ0:028

�0:025 Belle 15½ �,
0:332� 0:024� 0:018 BaBar 12; 13½ �,
0:336� 0:027 � 0:030 LHCb 16½ �,

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(29)

Figure 1.
Contours for BR τ ! μγð Þ (dashed) as a function of Y and mΨ, where the constraint from ΓZ

inv (solid) is
included. (The plot is taken from ref. [29]).
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where ℓ ¼ e; μð Þ, and these measurements can test the violation of lepton flavor
universality. The averaged results from the heavy flavor averaging group are
RD ¼ 0:403� 0:040� 0:024 and RD∗ ¼ 0:310� 0:015� 0:008 [35], and the SM
predictions are around RD ≈0:3 [36, 37] and RD∗ ≈0:25, respectively. Further tests
of lepton flavor universality can be made using the branching fraction ratios:
RK ∗ð Þ ¼ BR B ! K ∗ð Þμþμ�

� �
=BR B ! K ∗ð Þeþe�

� �
. The current LHCb measurements

are RK ¼ 0:745þ0:090
�0:074 � 0:036 [38] and RK∗ ¼ 0:69þ0:11

�0:07 � 0:05 [39], which indicate a
more than 2:5σ deviation from the SM prediction. Furthermore, a known anomaly is
the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment (muon g � 2), where its latest mea-
surement is Δaμ ¼ aexpμ � aSMμ ¼ 28:8� 8:0ð Þ � 10�10 [2]. These anomalies would be
explained by introducing LQs and we review possible scenarios in the following.

3.2.1 Effective interactions for semileptonic B-decay

According to the interactions in Eq. (24), we first formulate the four-Fermi
interactions for the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 and b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays. For the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 processes,
the induced current-current interactions from k3j~ki2 and ~y3iw2j are S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ,
and those from y3iy2j and ~y3i~y2j are S� Pð Þ � Sþ Pð Þ, where S and P denote the scalar
and pseudoscalar currents, respectively. Taking the Fierz transformations, the
Hamiltonian for the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 decays can be expressed as follows:

Hb!c ¼ �~y3iw2j

2m2
S
þ k3j~ki2

2m2
Φ

 !
cPLbℓjPLνi þ

~y3iw2j

2m2
S
þ k3j~ki2

2m2
Φ

 !
1
4
cσμνPLbℓjσ

μνPLνi

�∑
a
V2a

yajy3i
4m2

Δ
cγμPLbℓjγ

μPLνi þ∑
a
V2a~yaj

~y3i
2m2

S
cγμPLbℓjγ

μPLνi,

(30)

where the indices i, j are the lepton flavors and the LQs in the same representa-
tion are taken as degenerate particles in mass. It can be seen that the interaction
structure obtained from the triplet LQ is the same as that from the W-boson one.
The doublet LQ generates an S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ structure as well as a tensor struc-
ture. However, the singlet LQ can produce currents of V � Að Þ � V � Að Þ,
S� Pð Þ � S� Pð Þ, and tensor structures. Nevertheless, we show later that the singlet
LQ makes the main contribution to the RD and RD∗ excesses. Note that it is difficult
to explain RD,D∗ by only using the doublet or/and triplet LQs when the RK excess
and other strict constraints are satisfied at the same time.

With the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (24), the effective Hamiltonian for the
b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays mediated by ϕ2=3 and δ4=3 can be expressed as

Hb!s ¼
k3jk2j
2m2

Φ
sγμPLbð Þ ℓjγμPRℓj

� �
,

�
y3jy2j
2m2

Δ
sγμPLbð Þ ℓjγμPLℓj

� �
,

(31)

where the Fierz transformations have been applied. By Eq. (31), it can be clearly
seen that the quark currents from both the doublet and triplet LQs are left-handed;
however, the lepton current from the doublet (triplet) LQ is right(left)-handed.
When one includes Eq. (31) in the SM contributions, the effective Hamiltonian for
the b ! sℓ0þℓ0� decays is written as
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Hb!s ¼ GFαemVtbV∗
tsffiffiffi

2
p

π
H1μLμ þH2μL5μ� �

, (32)

where the leptonic currents are denoted by L 5ð Þ
μ ¼ ℓγμ γ5ð Þℓ, and the related

hadronic currents are defined as

H1μ ¼ Cℓ
9sγμPLb� 2mb

q2
C7siσμνqνPRb,

H2μ ¼ Cℓ
10sγμPLb:

(33)

The effective Wilson coefficients with LQ contributions are expressed as

Cℓ
9 10ð Þ ¼ CSM

9 10ð Þ þ CLQ,ℓ0
9 10ð Þ ,

CLQ,ℓj
9 ¼� 1

4cSM

k3jk2j
m2

Φ
�
y3jy2j
m2

Δ

� �
,

CLQ,ℓj
10 ¼� 1

4cSM

k3jk2j
m2

Φ
þ
y3jy2j
m2

Δ

� �
,

(34)

where cSM ¼ VtbV∗
tsαemGF=

ffiffiffi
2

p
π

� �
and Vij is the CKM matrix element. From

Eq. (34), it can be seen that when the magnitude of CLQ,ℓj

10 is decreased, CLQ,ℓj

9 can
be enhanced. That is, the synchrony of the increasing/decreasing Wilson coeffi-
cients of CNP

9 and CNP
10 from new physics is diminished in this model. In addition, the

sign of CLQ,ℓ0
9 can be different from that of CLQ,ℓ0

10 . As a result, when the constraint
from Bs ! μþμ� decay is satisfied, we can have sizable values of CLQ,μ

9 to fit the
anomalies of RK and angular observable in B ! K∗μþμ�. Although the LQs can
contribute to the electromagnetic dipole operators, since the effects are through
one-loop diagrams and are also small, the associated Wilson coefficient C7 is mainly
from the SM contributions.

3.2.2 Constraints from ΔF ¼ 2, radiative lepton flavor violating, Bþ ! Kþνν,
Bs ! μþμ�, and Bc ! τν processes

Before we analyze the muon g � 2, RD ∗ð Þ , and RK ∗ð Þ problems, we examine the
possible constraints due to rare decay processes. Firstly, we discuss the strict con-
straints from the ΔF ¼ 2 processes, such as F � F oscillation, where F denotes the
neutral pseudoscalar meson. Since K � K, D�D, and Bd � Bd mixings are involved,
the first-generation quarks and the anomalies mentioned earlier are associated with
the second- and third-generation quarks. Therefore, we can avoid the constraints by
assuming that k1ℓ0 ≈ ~kℓ01 ≈ y1ℓ0 ≈~y1ℓ0 ≈w1i ≈0 without affecting the analyses of RD ∗ð Þ

and RK ∗ð Þ . Thus, the relevant ΔF ¼ 2 process is Bs � Bs mixing, where
ΔmBs ¼ 2∣ BsjHjBs

� �
∣ is induced from box diagrams, and the LQ contributions can be

formulated as

ΔmBs ≈
Cbox

4πð Þ2
5
4

∑3
i¼1y3iy2i
mΔ

 !2

þ ∑3
i¼1k3ik2i
mΦ

 !2
2
4

3
5

þ Cbox

4πð Þ2
∑3

i¼1~y3i~y2i
mS

 !2

þ 2
∑3

i¼1y3i~y2i
� �

∑3
i¼1~y3iy2i

� �

m2
S �m2

Δ
ln

mS

mΔ

� �2
4

3
5,

(35)
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where Cbox ¼ mBs f
2
Bs
=3, f Bs

≈0:224 GeV is the decay constant of Bs-meson [40],
and the current measurement is Δmexp

Bs
¼ 1:17 � 10�11 GeV [2]. To satisfy the RK ∗ð Þ

excess, the rough magnitude of LQ couplings is ∣y3i y2i∣ � ∣k3ik2i∣ � 5� 10�3. Using
our parameter values, it can be shown that the resulting ΔmBs agree with the current
experimental data. However, ΔmBs can indeed constrain the parameters involved in
the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 decays.

In addition to the muon g � 2, the introduced LQs can also contribute to the
lepton flavor violating processes ℓ0 ! ℓγ, where the current upper bounds are
BR μ ! eγð Þ <4:2� 10�13 and BR τ ! e μð Þγð Þ < 3:3 4:4ð Þ � 10�8 [2], and they can
strictly constrain the LQ couplings. To understand the constraints due to the
ℓ0 ! ℓγ decays, one expresses their branching ratios (BRs) such as

BR ℓb ! ℓaγð Þ ¼ 48π3αemCba

G2
Fm

2
ℓb

aRð Þab
�� ��2 þ aLð Þab

�� ��2� �
(36)

with Cμe ≈ 1, Cτe ≈0:1784, and Cτμ ≈0:1736. aRð Þab is written as

aRð Þab ≈
3

4πð Þ2
ð
d X½ � mt Fk~k � Fw~yÞab,

�
(37)

where
Ð
dX½ � � Ð dxdydz 1� x� y� zð Þ, aLð Þab can be obtained from aRð Þab by

using F†
αβ

� �
ab

instead of Fαβ

� �
ab, and the function Fk~k is given by

Fk~k

� �
ab ¼ Vkð Þ3b~ka3

5
3

x
Δ mt;mΦð Þab

þ 2
3

1� x
Δ mΦ;mtð Þab

� �
,

Fw~y
� �

ab ¼ w3b V~y
� �

3a

1
3

x
Δ mt;mSð Þab

þ 2
3

1� x
Δ mS;mtð Þab

� �
,

Δ m1;m2ð Þab ≈ xm2
1 þ yþ zð Þm2

2:

(38)

Note that Vk3b ≈ k3b and V~y3a ≈~y3a are due to Vub,cb≪Vtb ≈ 1. From Eq. (24), we
can see that the doublet and singlet LQs can simultaneously couple to both left- and
right-handed charged leptons, and the results are enhanced by mt. Other LQ con-
tributions are suppressed by mℓ due to the chirality flip in the external lepton legs,
and thus they are ignored. Based on Eq. (37), the muon g � 2 can be obtained as

Δaμ ≃ �mμ aL þ aRð Þa¼b¼μ: (39)

As mentioned earlier, the singlet LQ does not contribute to b ! sℓ0þℓ� at the
tree level, but it can induce the b ! sνν process, where the current upper bound is
Bþ ! Kþνν < 1:6� 10�5, and the SM result is around 4� 10�6. Thus, Bþ ! Kþνν
can bound the parameters of ~y3i~y2i. The four-Fermi interaction structure, which is
induced by the LQ, is the same as that induced by the W-boson, so we can formu-
late the BR for Bþ ! Kþνν as

BR Bþ ! Kþννð Þ≈ 1
3

∑
ℓ0

1� rℓ0j j2
 !

BRSM Bþ ! Kþννð Þ, (40)

rℓ0 ¼ 1
Cν
SM

~y3ℓ0~y2ℓ0

2m2
S

þ y3ℓ0y2ℓ0

4m2
Δ

� �
, Cν

SM ¼ GFVtbV∗
tsffiffiffi

2
p αem

2π sin 2θW
X xtð Þ, (41)
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Hb!s ¼ GFαemVtbV∗
tsffiffiffi

2
p

π
H1μLμ þH2μL5μ� �

, (32)

where the leptonic currents are denoted by L 5ð Þ
μ ¼ ℓγμ γ5ð Þℓ, and the related

hadronic currents are defined as

H1μ ¼ Cℓ
9sγμPLb� 2mb

q2
C7siσμνqνPRb,

H2μ ¼ Cℓ
10sγμPLb:

(33)

The effective Wilson coefficients with LQ contributions are expressed as

Cℓ
9 10ð Þ ¼ CSM

9 10ð Þ þ CLQ,ℓ0
9 10ð Þ ,

CLQ,ℓj
9 ¼� 1

4cSM

k3jk2j
m2

Φ
�
y3jy2j
m2

Δ

� �
,

CLQ,ℓj
10 ¼� 1

4cSM

k3jk2j
m2

Φ
þ
y3jy2j
m2

Δ

� �
,

(34)

where cSM ¼ VtbV∗
tsαemGF=

ffiffiffi
2

p
π

� �
and Vij is the CKM matrix element. From

Eq. (34), it can be seen that when the magnitude of CLQ,ℓj

10 is decreased, CLQ,ℓj

9 can
be enhanced. That is, the synchrony of the increasing/decreasing Wilson coeffi-
cients of CNP

9 and CNP
10 from new physics is diminished in this model. In addition, the

sign of CLQ,ℓ0
9 can be different from that of CLQ,ℓ0

10 . As a result, when the constraint
from Bs ! μþμ� decay is satisfied, we can have sizable values of CLQ,μ

9 to fit the
anomalies of RK and angular observable in B ! K∗μþμ�. Although the LQs can
contribute to the electromagnetic dipole operators, since the effects are through
one-loop diagrams and are also small, the associated Wilson coefficient C7 is mainly
from the SM contributions.

3.2.2 Constraints from ΔF ¼ 2, radiative lepton flavor violating, Bþ ! Kþνν,
Bs ! μþμ�, and Bc ! τν processes

Before we analyze the muon g � 2, RD ∗ð Þ , and RK ∗ð Þ problems, we examine the
possible constraints due to rare decay processes. Firstly, we discuss the strict con-
straints from the ΔF ¼ 2 processes, such as F � F oscillation, where F denotes the
neutral pseudoscalar meson. Since K � K, D�D, and Bd � Bd mixings are involved,
the first-generation quarks and the anomalies mentioned earlier are associated with
the second- and third-generation quarks. Therefore, we can avoid the constraints by
assuming that k1ℓ0 ≈ ~kℓ01 ≈ y1ℓ0 ≈~y1ℓ0 ≈w1i ≈0 without affecting the analyses of RD ∗ð Þ

and RK ∗ð Þ . Thus, the relevant ΔF ¼ 2 process is Bs � Bs mixing, where
ΔmBs ¼ 2∣ BsjHjBs

� �
∣ is induced from box diagrams, and the LQ contributions can be

formulated as
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where Cbox ¼ mBs f
2
Bs
=3, f Bs

≈0:224 GeV is the decay constant of Bs-meson [40],
and the current measurement is Δmexp

Bs
¼ 1:17 � 10�11 GeV [2]. To satisfy the RK ∗ð Þ

excess, the rough magnitude of LQ couplings is ∣y3i y2i∣ � ∣k3ik2i∣ � 5� 10�3. Using
our parameter values, it can be shown that the resulting ΔmBs agree with the current
experimental data. However, ΔmBs can indeed constrain the parameters involved in
the b ! cℓ0νℓ0 decays.

In addition to the muon g � 2, the introduced LQs can also contribute to the
lepton flavor violating processes ℓ0 ! ℓγ, where the current upper bounds are
BR μ ! eγð Þ <4:2� 10�13 and BR τ ! e μð Þγð Þ < 3:3 4:4ð Þ � 10�8 [2], and they can
strictly constrain the LQ couplings. To understand the constraints due to the
ℓ0 ! ℓγ decays, one expresses their branching ratios (BRs) such as

BR ℓb ! ℓaγð Þ ¼ 48π3αemCba

G2
Fm

2
ℓb

aRð Þab
�� ��2 þ aLð Þab

�� ��2� �
(36)

with Cμe ≈ 1, Cτe ≈0:1784, and Cτμ ≈0:1736. aRð Þab is written as

aRð Þab ≈
3

4πð Þ2
ð
d X½ � mt Fk~k � Fw~yÞab,

�
(37)
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Ð
dX½ � � Ð dxdydz 1� x� y� zð Þ, aLð Þab can be obtained from aRð Þab by
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αβ

� �
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� �
ab, and the function Fk~k is given by
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2:

(38)

Note that Vk3b ≈ k3b and V~y3a ≈~y3a are due to Vub,cb≪Vtb ≈ 1. From Eq. (24), we
can see that the doublet and singlet LQs can simultaneously couple to both left- and
right-handed charged leptons, and the results are enhanced by mt. Other LQ con-
tributions are suppressed by mℓ due to the chirality flip in the external lepton legs,
and thus they are ignored. Based on Eq. (37), the muon g � 2 can be obtained as

Δaμ ≃ �mμ aL þ aRð Þa¼b¼μ: (39)

As mentioned earlier, the singlet LQ does not contribute to b ! sℓ0þℓ� at the
tree level, but it can induce the b ! sνν process, where the current upper bound is
Bþ ! Kþνν < 1:6� 10�5, and the SM result is around 4� 10�6. Thus, Bþ ! Kþνν
can bound the parameters of ~y3i~y2i. The four-Fermi interaction structure, which is
induced by the LQ, is the same as that induced by the W-boson, so we can formu-
late the BR for Bþ ! Kþνν as

BR Bþ ! Kþννð Þ≈ 1
3

∑
ℓ0

1� rℓ0j j2
 !

BRSM Bþ ! Kþννð Þ, (40)

rℓ0 ¼ 1
Cν
SM

~y3ℓ0~y2ℓ0

2m2
S

þ y3ℓ0y2ℓ0

4m2
Δ

� �
, Cν

SM ¼ GFVtbV∗
tsffiffiffi

2
p αem

2π sin 2θW
X xtð Þ, (41)
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where xt ¼ m2
t =m

2
W and X xtð Þ can be parameterized as X xtð Þ≈0:65x0:575t [41].

According to Eq. (31), the LQs also contribute to Bs ! μþμ� process, where the BRs
measured by LHCb [42] and prediction in the SM [43] are BR Bs ! μþμ�ð Þexp ¼
3:0� 0:6þ0:3

�0:2

� �� 10�9 and BR Bs ! μþμ�ð ÞSM ¼ 3:65� 0:23ð Þ � 10�9, respectively.
The experimental data are consistent with the SM prediction, and in order to
consider the constraint from Bs ! μþμ�, we use the expression for the BR as [44].

BR Bs ! μþμ�ð Þ
BR Bs ! μþμ�ð ÞSM ¼ 1� 0:24CLQ ,μ

10

���
���
2
: (42)

In addition to the B� ! D ∗ð Þτν decay, the induced effective Hamiltonian in
Eq. (30) also contributes to the Bc ! τν process, where the allowed upper limit is
BR B�

c ! τν
� �

< 30% [45]. According to previous results given by [45], we express
the BR for Bc ! τν as

BR Bc ! τντð Þ ¼ τBc

mBcm2
τ f

2
Bc
G2

F Vcbj j2
8π

1� m2
τ

m2
Bc

 !2

1þ εL þ
m2

Bc

mτ mb þmcð Þ εP
����

����
2

,

(43)

where f Bc
is the Bc decay constant, and the εL,P in our model is given as

εL ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

4GFVcb
�∑

a
V2a

ya3y33
4m2

Δ
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,
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ffiffiffi
2

p
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2m2
Φ

" #
:

Using τBc ≈0:507 � 10�12 s, mBc ≈ 6:275 GeV, f Bc
≈0:434 GeV [46], and

Vcb ≈0:04, the SM result is BRSM Bc ! τντð Þ≈ 2:1%. One can see that the effects of
the new physics can enhance the Bc ! τντ decay by a few factors at most in our
analysis.

3.2.3 Observables: RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ

The observables of RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ are the branching fraction ratios that are
insensitive to the hadronic effects giving clearer test of lepton universality in B-
meson decay, but the associated BRs still depend on the transition form factors. In
order to calculate the BR for each semileptonic decay process, we parameterize the
transition form factors for B ! P by

P p2
� �jqγμbjB p1

� �� � ¼ Fþ q2ð Þ p1 þ p2
� �μ �m2

B �m2
P

q2
qμ

� �
þm2

B �m2
P

q2
qμF0 q2

� �
,

P p2
� �jqσμνbjB p1

� �� � ¼ �i p1μp2ν � p1νp2μ
� � 2FT q2ð Þ

mB þmP
,

(44)

where P can be the D q ¼ cð Þ or K q ¼ sð Þ meson and the momentum transfer is
given by q ¼ p1 � p2. For the B ! V decay where V is a vector meson, the transition
form factors associated with the weak currents are parameterized such that
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V p2; ε
� �jqγμbjB p1

� �� � ¼ iεμνρσεν∗p
ρ
1p

σ
2

2V q2ð Þ
mB þmV

,

V p2; ε
� �jqγμγ5bjB p1

� �� � ¼ 2mVA0 q2ð Þ ε
∗ � q
q2

qμ þ mB þmVð ÞA1 q2
� �

ε∗μ �
ε∗ � q
q2
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μ
�m2

B �m2
V

q2
qμ

� �
,

V p2; ε
� �jqσμνbjB p1

� �� � ¼ εμνρσ ερ∗ p1 þ p2
� �σT1 q2ð Þ þ ερ∗qσ

m2
B �m2

V

q2
T2 q2
� �� T1 q2

� �� ��

þ2
ε∗ � q
q2

pρ1p
σ
2 T2 q2

� �� T1 q2
� �þ q2

m2
B �m2

V
T3 q2
� �� ��

,

(45)

where V ¼ D∗ K∗ð Þ when q ¼ c sð Þ, ε0123 ¼ 1, σμνγ5 ¼ i=2ð Þεμνρσσρσ, and εμ is the
polarization vector of the vector meson. Here we note that the form factors associ-
ated with the weak scalar/pseudoscalar currents can be obtained through the equa-
tions of motion, i.e., i∂μqγμb ¼ mb �mq

� �
qb and i∂μ qγμγ5bð Þ ¼ � mb þmq

� �
qγ5b. For

numerical estimations, the q2-dependent form factors Fþ, FT, V, A0, and T1 are
taken as [47]

f q2
� � ¼ f 0ð Þ

1� q2=M2� �
1� σ1q2=M2 þ σ2q4=M4� � , (46)

and the other form factors are taken to be

f q2
� � ¼ f 0ð Þ

1� σ1q2=M2 þ σ2q4=M4 : (47)

The values of f 0ð Þ, σ1, and σ2 for each form factor are summarized in Table 2.
A detailed discussion of the form factors can be referred to [47]. The
next-to-next-leading (NNL) effects obtained with the LCQCD Some Rule approach
for the B ! D form factors were described by [48].

According to the form factors in Eqs. (44) and (45), and the interactions in
Eqs. (30) and (32), we briefly summarize the differential decay rates for the
semileptonic B decay processes, which we use for estimating RD ∗ð Þ and RK . For the
B ! Dℓ0νℓ0 decay, the differential decay rate as a function of the invariant mass q2

can be given by

B ! D B ! D∗

Fþ F0 FT V A0 A1 A2 T1 T2 T3

f(0) 0.67 0.67 0.69 0.76 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.68 0.68 0.33

σ1 0.57 0.78 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.78 1.40 0.57 0.64 1.46

σ2 0.41

B ! K B ! K∗

f(0) 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.44 0.45 0.36 0.32 0.39 0.39 0.27

σ1 0.43 0.70 0.43 0.45 0.46 0.64 1.23 0.45 0.72 1.31

σ2 0.27 0.36 0.38 0.62 0.41

Table 2.
B ! P,V transition form factors, as parameterized in Eqs. (46) and (47).
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where xt ¼ m2
t =m

2
W and X xtð Þ can be parameterized as X xtð Þ≈0:65x0:575t [41].

According to Eq. (31), the LQs also contribute to Bs ! μþμ� process, where the BRs
measured by LHCb [42] and prediction in the SM [43] are BR Bs ! μþμ�ð Þexp ¼
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The experimental data are consistent with the SM prediction, and in order to
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In addition to the B� ! D ∗ð Þτν decay, the induced effective Hamiltonian in
Eq. (30) also contributes to the Bc ! τν process, where the allowed upper limit is
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is the Bc decay constant, and the εL,P in our model is given as
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Using τBc ≈0:507 � 10�12 s, mBc ≈ 6:275 GeV, f Bc
≈0:434 GeV [46], and

Vcb ≈0:04, the SM result is BRSM Bc ! τντð Þ≈ 2:1%. One can see that the effects of
the new physics can enhance the Bc ! τντ decay by a few factors at most in our
analysis.

3.2.3 Observables: RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ

The observables of RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ are the branching fraction ratios that are
insensitive to the hadronic effects giving clearer test of lepton universality in B-
meson decay, but the associated BRs still depend on the transition form factors. In
order to calculate the BR for each semileptonic decay process, we parameterize the
transition form factors for B ! P by
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where P can be the D q ¼ cð Þ or K q ¼ sð Þ meson and the momentum transfer is
given by q ¼ p1 � p2. For the B ! V decay where V is a vector meson, the transition
form factors associated with the weak currents are parameterized such that
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where V ¼ D∗ K∗ð Þ when q ¼ c sð Þ, ε0123 ¼ 1, σμνγ5 ¼ i=2ð Þεμνρσσρσ, and εμ is the
polarization vector of the vector meson. Here we note that the form factors associ-
ated with the weak scalar/pseudoscalar currents can be obtained through the equa-
tions of motion, i.e., i∂μqγμb ¼ mb �mq
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qb and i∂μ qγμγ5bð Þ ¼ � mb þmq
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qγ5b. For

numerical estimations, the q2-dependent form factors Fþ, FT, V, A0, and T1 are
taken as [47]
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and the other form factors are taken to be
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� � ¼ f 0ð Þ

1� σ1q2=M2 þ σ2q4=M4 : (47)

The values of f 0ð Þ, σ1, and σ2 for each form factor are summarized in Table 2.
A detailed discussion of the form factors can be referred to [47]. The
next-to-next-leading (NNL) effects obtained with the LCQCD Some Rule approach
for the B ! D form factors were described by [48].

According to the form factors in Eqs. (44) and (45), and the interactions in
Eqs. (30) and (32), we briefly summarize the differential decay rates for the
semileptonic B decay processes, which we use for estimating RD ∗ð Þ and RK . For the
B ! Dℓ0νℓ0 decay, the differential decay rate as a function of the invariant mass q2

can be given by
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(48)

where the Xℓ0
α

n o
functions and LQ contributions are
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B
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:

(49)

We note that the effective couplings Cℓ0
S and Cℓ0

T at the mb scale can be obtained
from the LQ mass scale via the renormalization group (RG) equation. Our numer-
ical analysis considers the RG running effects with

Cℓ0
S =C

ℓ0
T

� �
μ¼mb

= Cℓ0
S =C

ℓ0
T

� �
μ¼O TeVð Þ

� 2:0 at the mb scale [49]. The B ! D∗ℓ0νℓ0

decays involve D∗ polarizations and more complicated transition form factors, so
the differential decay rate determined by summing all of the D∗ helicities are
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dq2
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h¼L,þ,�
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dq2
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, (50)

where λD∗ is found in Eq. (53) and the detailed Vℓ0h
D∗

n o
functions are shown in

the appendix. According to Eqs. (48) and (50), RM (M ¼ D,D∗) can be calculated
by

RM ¼
Ð q2max
m2

τ
dq2 dΓτ

M=dq
2� �

Ð q2max
m2

ℓ
dq2 dΓℓ

M=dq
2� � (51)

where q2max ¼ mB �mMð Þ2 and Γℓ
M ¼ Γe

M þ Γμ
M

� �
=2. For the B ! Kℓþℓ� decays,

the differential decay rate can be expressed as [50].
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dq2
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cSMj j2m3
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3 � 28π3 1� q2
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���
���
2
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10Fþ q2ð Þ�� ��2
� �

:

(52)
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From Eq. (52), the measured ratio RK in the range q2 ¼ q2min; q
2
max

� � ¼ 1; 6½ � GeV2

can be estimated by

RK ¼
Ð q2max
q2min

dq2dΓKμμ=dq
2

Ð q2max
q2min

dq2dΓKee=dq
2
: (53)

RK∗ is similar to RK , and thus we only show the result for RK .

3.2.4 Numerical analysis

After discussing the possible constraints and observables of interest, we now
present the numerical analysis to determine the common parameter region where
the RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ anomalies can fit the experimental data. Before presenting the
numerical analysis, we summarize the relevant parameters, which are related to the
specific measurements as follows:

muon g � 2 : k32~k23,~y32w32; RK : k3ℓk2ℓ, y3ℓy2ℓ;

RD ∗ð Þ : k3ℓ0~kℓ02, ∑
a
V2a y3ℓ0yaℓ0 ;~y3ℓ0~yaℓ0 Þ,~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 :
� (54)

The parameters related to the radiative LFV, ΔB ¼ 2, and Bþ ! Kþνν processes
are defined as

μ ! eγ : k32~k13, ~k23k31,~y32w31, w32~y31;

τ ! ℓaγ : k33~ka3, ~k33k3a,~y33w3a, w33~y3a;
Bþ ! Kþνν : ~y3i~y2i, y3iy2i; Bs ! μþμ� : k32k22, y32y22;

ΔmBs : ∑
i
z3iz2i

� �2

, ∑
i
y3i~y2i

� �
∑
i
~y3iy2i

� �
,

(55)

where z3iz2i ¼ k3ik2i, y3iy2i,~y3i~y2i. From Eqs. (54) and (55), we can see that in
order to avoid the μ ! eγ and τ ! ℓγ constraints and obtain a sizable and positive
Δaμ, we can set (~k13,33, k31,33, w3i) as a small value. From the upper limit of
Bþ ! Kþνν, we obtain ~y3i~y2i <0:03, and thus the resulting ΔmBs is smaller than the
current data. In order to further suppress the number of free parameters and avoid
large fine-tuning of couplings, we employ the scheme with kij ≈ ~kji ≈ ∣yij∣, where the

sign of yij can be selected to obtain the correct sign for CLQ,ℓj
9 and to decrease the

value of CLQ,μ
10 so that Bs ! μþμ� can fit the experimental data. As mentioned

above, to avoid the bounds from the K, Bd, and D systems, we also adopt
k1ℓ0 ≈ ~kℓ01 ≈ y1i ≈~y1i ≈w1i � 0. When we omit these small coupling constants, the
correlations of the parameters in Eqs. (54) and (55) can be further simplified as

muon g � 2 : k32~k23; RK : k32k22, y32y22; RD ∗ð Þ : k32k22, y32y22,~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 ;

Bs ! μþμ� : k32k22, y32y22; ΔmBs : k32k22ð Þ2, y32y22
� �2,

(56)

where ~y3i~y2i are ignored due to the constraint from Bþ ! Kþνν. The typical
values of these parameters for fitting the anomalies in the b ! sμþμ� decay are
y32 k32ð Þ, y22 k22ð Þ � 0:07, so the resulting ΔmBs is smaller than the current data, but
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where the Xℓ0
α

n o
functions and LQ contributions are
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We note that the effective couplings Cℓ0
S and Cℓ0

T at the mb scale can be obtained
from the LQ mass scale via the renormalization group (RG) equation. Our numer-
ical analysis considers the RG running effects with

Cℓ0
S =C

ℓ0
T

� �
μ¼mb

= Cℓ0
S =C

ℓ0
T

� �
μ¼O TeVð Þ

� 2:0 at the mb scale [49]. The B ! D∗ℓ0νℓ0

decays involve D∗ polarizations and more complicated transition form factors, so
the differential decay rate determined by summing all of the D∗ helicities are
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where λD∗ is found in Eq. (53) and the detailed Vℓ0h
D∗

n o
functions are shown in

the appendix. According to Eqs. (48) and (50), RM (M ¼ D,D∗) can be calculated
by
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Ð q2max
m2

τ
dq2 dΓτ
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2� �
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ℓ
dq2 dΓℓ

M=dq
2� � (51)

where q2max ¼ mB �mMð Þ2 and Γℓ
M ¼ Γe

M þ Γμ
M

� �
=2. For the B ! Kℓþℓ� decays,

the differential decay rate can be expressed as [50].
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From Eq. (52), the measured ratio RK in the range q2 ¼ q2min; q
2
max

� � ¼ 1; 6½ � GeV2

can be estimated by

RK ¼
Ð q2max
q2min

dq2dΓKμμ=dq
2

Ð q2max
q2min

dq2dΓKee=dq
2
: (53)

RK∗ is similar to RK , and thus we only show the result for RK .

3.2.4 Numerical analysis

After discussing the possible constraints and observables of interest, we now
present the numerical analysis to determine the common parameter region where
the RD ∗ð Þ and RK ∗ð Þ anomalies can fit the experimental data. Before presenting the
numerical analysis, we summarize the relevant parameters, which are related to the
specific measurements as follows:

muon g � 2 : k32~k23,~y32w32; RK : k3ℓk2ℓ, y3ℓy2ℓ;

RD ∗ð Þ : k3ℓ0~kℓ02, ∑
a
V2a y3ℓ0yaℓ0 ;~y3ℓ0~yaℓ0 Þ,~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 :
� (54)

The parameters related to the radiative LFV, ΔB ¼ 2, and Bþ ! Kþνν processes
are defined as

μ ! eγ : k32~k13, ~k23k31,~y32w31, w32~y31;

τ ! ℓaγ : k33~ka3, ~k33k3a,~y33w3a, w33~y3a;
Bþ ! Kþνν : ~y3i~y2i, y3iy2i; Bs ! μþμ� : k32k22, y32y22;

ΔmBs : ∑
i
z3iz2i

� �2

, ∑
i
y3i~y2i

� �
∑
i
~y3iy2i

� �
,

(55)

where z3iz2i ¼ k3ik2i, y3iy2i,~y3i~y2i. From Eqs. (54) and (55), we can see that in
order to avoid the μ ! eγ and τ ! ℓγ constraints and obtain a sizable and positive
Δaμ, we can set (~k13,33, k31,33, w3i) as a small value. From the upper limit of
Bþ ! Kþνν, we obtain ~y3i~y2i <0:03, and thus the resulting ΔmBs is smaller than the
current data. In order to further suppress the number of free parameters and avoid
large fine-tuning of couplings, we employ the scheme with kij ≈ ~kji ≈ ∣yij∣, where the

sign of yij can be selected to obtain the correct sign for CLQ,ℓj
9 and to decrease the

value of CLQ,μ
10 so that Bs ! μþμ� can fit the experimental data. As mentioned

above, to avoid the bounds from the K, Bd, and D systems, we also adopt
k1ℓ0 ≈ ~kℓ01 ≈ y1i ≈~y1i ≈w1i � 0. When we omit these small coupling constants, the
correlations of the parameters in Eqs. (54) and (55) can be further simplified as

muon g � 2 : k32~k23; RK : k32k22, y32y22; RD ∗ð Þ : k32k22, y32y22,~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 ;

Bs ! μþμ� : k32k22, y32y22; ΔmBs : k32k22ð Þ2, y32y22
� �2,

(56)

where ~y3i~y2i are ignored due to the constraint from Bþ ! Kþνν. The typical
values of these parameters for fitting the anomalies in the b ! sμþμ� decay are
y32 k32ð Þ, y22 k22ð Þ � 0:07, so the resulting ΔmBs is smaller than the current data, but
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these parameters are too small to explain RD ∗ð Þ . Thus, we must depend on the singlet
LQ to resolve the RD and RD∗ excesses, where the main free parameters are now
~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 .

After discussing the constraints and the correlations among various processes,
we present the numerical analysis. There are several LQs in this scenario, but we use
mLQ to denote the mass of all LQs. From Eqs. (37), (39), and (56), we can see that
the muon g � 2 depends only on k32~k23 and mΦ. Here we illustrate Δaμ as a function
of k32~k23 in Figure 2(a), where the solid, dashed, and dotted lines denote the results
for mΦ ¼ 1:5, 5, and 10 TeV, respectively, and the band is the experimental value
with 1σ errors. Due to the mt enhancement, k32~k23 � 0:05 with mΦ � 1 TeV can
explain the muon g � 2 anomaly.

According to the relationships shown in Eq. (56), RK , Bs ! μþμ�, and ΔmBs

depend on the same parameters, i.e., k32k22 and y32y22. We show the contours for
these observables as a function of k32k22 and y32y22 in Figure 2(b), where the data
with 1σ errors and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV are taken for all LQ masses. Based on these
results, we see that ΔmBs <Δm

exp
Bs

in the range of ∣k32k22∣, ∣y32y22∣ <0:05, where RK

and BR Bs ! μþμ�ð Þ can both fit the experimental data simultaneously. In addition,
we show CLQ ,μ

9 ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ � in the same plot. We can see that CLQ ,μ
9 � �1, which

is used to explain the angular observable P0
5, can also be achieved in the same

common region. According to Figure 2(b), the preferred values of k32k22 and y32y22
where the observed RK and Bs ! μþμ� and the CLQ,μ

9 ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ � overlap are
around k32k22; y32y22

� � � �0:001;0:004ð Þ and � 0:025;0:03ð Þ. The latter values are
at the percentage level, but they are still not sufficiently large to explain the tree-
dominated RD and RD∗ anomalies.

After studying the muon g � 2 and RK anomalies, we numerically analyze the
ratio of BR B ! D ∗ð Þτντ

� �
to BR B ! D ∗ð Þℓνℓ

� �
, i.e., RD ∗ð Þ . The introduced doublet and

triplet LQs cannot efficiently enhance RD ∗ð Þ , so in the following estimations, we only
focus on the singlet LQ contributions, where the four-Fermi interactions shown in
Eq. (30) come mainly from the scalar- and tensor-type interaction structures. Based

Figure 2.
(a) Δaμ as a function of k32~k23 with mΦ ¼ 1:5, 5, 10 TeV, where the band denotes the experimental data with
1σ errors. (b) Contours for RK , Bs ! μþμ�, ΔmBs , and CLQ,μ

9 as a function of k32k22 and y32y22, where the
ranges of RK and Bs ! μþμ� are the experimental values with 1σ errors and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV. For CLQ,μ

9 , we
show the range for CLQ,μ ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ �. (These plots are taken from Ref. [32]).
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on Eqs. (48), (50), and (51), we show the contours for RD and RD∗ as a function of
~y33w23 and ~y32w22 ~y31w21Þ

�
in Figure 3(a) and (b), where the horizontal dashed and

vertical dotted lines in both plots denote BRexp B� ! D ℓνℓ; τντ½ �ð Þ ¼ 2:27�½
0:11;0:77 � 0:25�% and BRexp B� ! D∗ ℓνℓ; τντ½ �ð Þ ¼ 5:69� 0:19; 1:88� 0:20½ �%,
respectively, and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV is used, and the data with 2σ errors are taken. For
simplicity, we take ~y31w21 ≈~y32w22. When considering the limits from
BR B ! D ∗ð Þℓ0νℓ0
� �

, we obtain the limits ∣~y3ℓw2ℓ∣≤1:5 and ~y33w23>0. In order to
clearly demonstrate the influence of tensor-type interactions, we also calculate the
situation by setting Cℓ0

T ¼ 0. The contours obtained for RD and RD∗ are shown in
Figure 3(c) and (d), where the solid and dashed lines denote the cases with and
without Cℓ0

T , respectively. According to these plots, we can see that RD and RD∗ have
different responses to the tensor operators, where the latter is more sensitive to the
tensor interactions. RD and RD∗ can be explained simultaneously with the tensor
couplings. In order to understand the correlation between BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ ,
we show the contours for BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ as a function of w23~y33 and mS in
Figure 4, where ~y32w22 ≈~y31w21 ≈0 are used, and the gray area is excluded by

Figure 3.
Contours for (a) RD and (b) RD∗ , where the solid lines denote the data with 1σ and 2σ errors, respectively. The
horizontal dashed lines in both plots denote the BRexp Bþ ! D ∗ð Þℓνℓ

� �
, whereas the vertical dotted lines are the

BRexp Bþ ! D ∗ð Þτντ
� �

. Contours for (c) RD and (d) RD∗ , where the solid and dashed lines denote the situations
with and without tensor operator contributions, respectively. In this case, we take mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV. (These plots
are taken from ref. [32]).
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these parameters are too small to explain RD ∗ð Þ . Thus, we must depend on the singlet
LQ to resolve the RD and RD∗ excesses, where the main free parameters are now
~y3ℓ0w2ℓ0 .

After discussing the constraints and the correlations among various processes,
we present the numerical analysis. There are several LQs in this scenario, but we use
mLQ to denote the mass of all LQs. From Eqs. (37), (39), and (56), we can see that
the muon g � 2 depends only on k32~k23 and mΦ. Here we illustrate Δaμ as a function
of k32~k23 in Figure 2(a), where the solid, dashed, and dotted lines denote the results
for mΦ ¼ 1:5, 5, and 10 TeV, respectively, and the band is the experimental value
with 1σ errors. Due to the mt enhancement, k32~k23 � 0:05 with mΦ � 1 TeV can
explain the muon g � 2 anomaly.

According to the relationships shown in Eq. (56), RK , Bs ! μþμ�, and ΔmBs

depend on the same parameters, i.e., k32k22 and y32y22. We show the contours for
these observables as a function of k32k22 and y32y22 in Figure 2(b), where the data
with 1σ errors and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV are taken for all LQ masses. Based on these
results, we see that ΔmBs <Δm

exp
Bs

in the range of ∣k32k22∣, ∣y32y22∣ <0:05, where RK

and BR Bs ! μþμ�ð Þ can both fit the experimental data simultaneously. In addition,
we show CLQ ,μ

9 ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ � in the same plot. We can see that CLQ ,μ
9 � �1, which

is used to explain the angular observable P0
5, can also be achieved in the same

common region. According to Figure 2(b), the preferred values of k32k22 and y32y22
where the observed RK and Bs ! μþμ� and the CLQ,μ

9 ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ � overlap are
around k32k22; y32y22

� � � �0:001;0:004ð Þ and � 0:025;0:03ð Þ. The latter values are
at the percentage level, but they are still not sufficiently large to explain the tree-
dominated RD and RD∗ anomalies.

After studying the muon g � 2 and RK anomalies, we numerically analyze the
ratio of BR B ! D ∗ð Þτντ

� �
to BR B ! D ∗ð Þℓνℓ

� �
, i.e., RD ∗ð Þ . The introduced doublet and

triplet LQs cannot efficiently enhance RD ∗ð Þ , so in the following estimations, we only
focus on the singlet LQ contributions, where the four-Fermi interactions shown in
Eq. (30) come mainly from the scalar- and tensor-type interaction structures. Based

Figure 2.
(a) Δaμ as a function of k32~k23 with mΦ ¼ 1:5, 5, 10 TeV, where the band denotes the experimental data with
1σ errors. (b) Contours for RK , Bs ! μþμ�, ΔmBs , and CLQ,μ

9 as a function of k32k22 and y32y22, where the
ranges of RK and Bs ! μþμ� are the experimental values with 1σ errors and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV. For CLQ,μ

9 , we
show the range for CLQ,μ ¼ �1:5;�0:5½ �. (These plots are taken from Ref. [32]).
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on Eqs. (48), (50), and (51), we show the contours for RD and RD∗ as a function of
~y33w23 and ~y32w22 ~y31w21Þ

�
in Figure 3(a) and (b), where the horizontal dashed and

vertical dotted lines in both plots denote BRexp B� ! D ℓνℓ; τντ½ �ð Þ ¼ 2:27�½
0:11;0:77 � 0:25�% and BRexp B� ! D∗ ℓνℓ; τντ½ �ð Þ ¼ 5:69� 0:19; 1:88� 0:20½ �%,
respectively, and mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV is used, and the data with 2σ errors are taken. For
simplicity, we take ~y31w21 ≈~y32w22. When considering the limits from
BR B ! D ∗ð Þℓ0νℓ0
� �

, we obtain the limits ∣~y3ℓw2ℓ∣≤1:5 and ~y33w23>0. In order to
clearly demonstrate the influence of tensor-type interactions, we also calculate the
situation by setting Cℓ0

T ¼ 0. The contours obtained for RD and RD∗ are shown in
Figure 3(c) and (d), where the solid and dashed lines denote the cases with and
without Cℓ0

T , respectively. According to these plots, we can see that RD and RD∗ have
different responses to the tensor operators, where the latter is more sensitive to the
tensor interactions. RD and RD∗ can be explained simultaneously with the tensor
couplings. In order to understand the correlation between BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ ,
we show the contours for BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ as a function of w23~y33 and mS in
Figure 4, where ~y32w22 ≈~y31w21 ≈0 are used, and the gray area is excluded by

Figure 3.
Contours for (a) RD and (b) RD∗ , where the solid lines denote the data with 1σ and 2σ errors, respectively. The
horizontal dashed lines in both plots denote the BRexp Bþ ! D ∗ð Þℓνℓ

� �
, whereas the vertical dotted lines are the

BRexp Bþ ! D ∗ð Þτντ
� �

. Contours for (c) RD and (d) RD∗ , where the solid and dashed lines denote the situations
with and without tensor operator contributions, respectively. In this case, we take mLQ ¼ 1:5 TeV. (These plots
are taken from ref. [32]).
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BR B�
c ! τν

� �
<0:3. We can see that the predicted BR Bc ! τντð Þ is much smaller

than the experimental bound.
Finally, we make some remarks regarding the constraint due to the LQ search at

the LHC. Due to the flavor physics constraints, only the S1=3 Yukawa couplings ~ytτ,
~ybντ , and wcτ can be of O 1ð Þ. These couplings affect the S1=3 decays but also their

production. Therefore, in addition to the S1=3-pair production, based on the O 1ð Þ
Yukawa couplings, the single S1=3 production becomes interesting. In the pp colli-
sions, the single S1=3 production can be generated via the gb ! S�1=3ντ and
gc ! S�1=3τþ channels. Using CalcHEP 3.6 [51, 52] with the CTEQ6 parton distri-
bution functions [53], their production cross sections with ∣w23∣ � ∣~ybντ ∣ �

ffiffiffi
2

p
and

mLQ ¼ 1000 GeV at
ffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV can be obtained as 3.9 fb and 2.9 fb, respectively,

whereas the S1=3-pair production cross section is σ pp ! S�1=3S1=3
� �

≈ 2:4 fb. If we

assume that S�1=3 predominantly decays into tτ, bντ, and cτ with similar BRs, i.e.

BR S�1=3 ! f
� �

� 1=3, then the single S1=3 production cross section σ S�1=3X
� �

times

BR S�1=3 ! f
� �

with X and f as the possible final states can be estimated as around 1

fb. The LQ coupling w23 involves different generations, so the constraints due to the
collider measurements may not be applied directly. However, if we compare this
with the CMS experiment [54] based on a single production of the second-
generation scalar LQ, we find that the values of σ � BR at mLQ � 1000 GeV are still
lower than the CMS upper limit with few fb. The significance of this discovery
depends on the kinematic cuts and event selection conditions, but this discussion is
beyond the scope of this study, and we leave the detailed analysis for future
research.

4. Conclusions

We have reviewed some charged particles which appear from physics beyond
the Standard Model of particle physics. Some possible candidates of them are listed

Figure 4.
Contours for BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ as a function of w23~y23 and mS. (The plot is taken from ref. [32]).
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such as charged scalar boson, vector-like leptons, vector-like quarks, and
leptoquarks. After showing some properties and interactions of these particles, we
reviewed some applications to flavor physics in which lepton flavor physics with
vector-like lepton and B-meson physics with leptoquarks are focused on as an
illumination. We have seen rich phenomenology that would be induced from such
new charged particles, and they will be also tested in the future experiments.
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<0:3. We can see that the predicted BR Bc ! τντð Þ is much smaller

than the experimental bound.
Finally, we make some remarks regarding the constraint due to the LQ search at

the LHC. Due to the flavor physics constraints, only the S1=3 Yukawa couplings ~ytτ,
~ybντ , and wcτ can be of O 1ð Þ. These couplings affect the S1=3 decays but also their

production. Therefore, in addition to the S1=3-pair production, based on the O 1ð Þ
Yukawa couplings, the single S1=3 production becomes interesting. In the pp colli-
sions, the single S1=3 production can be generated via the gb ! S�1=3ντ and
gc ! S�1=3τþ channels. Using CalcHEP 3.6 [51, 52] with the CTEQ6 parton distri-
bution functions [53], their production cross sections with ∣w23∣ � ∣~ybντ ∣ �
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ffiffi
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p ¼ 13 TeV can be obtained as 3.9 fb and 2.9 fb, respectively,

whereas the S1=3-pair production cross section is σ pp ! S�1=3S1=3
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≈ 2:4 fb. If we

assume that S�1=3 predominantly decays into tτ, bντ, and cτ with similar BRs, i.e.

BR S�1=3 ! f
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� 1=3, then the single S1=3 production cross section σ S�1=3X
� �

times

BR S�1=3 ! f
� �

with X and f as the possible final states can be estimated as around 1

fb. The LQ coupling w23 involves different generations, so the constraints due to the
collider measurements may not be applied directly. However, if we compare this
with the CMS experiment [54] based on a single production of the second-
generation scalar LQ, we find that the values of σ � BR at mLQ � 1000 GeV are still
lower than the CMS upper limit with few fb. The significance of this discovery
depends on the kinematic cuts and event selection conditions, but this discussion is
beyond the scope of this study, and we leave the detailed analysis for future
research.

4. Conclusions

We have reviewed some charged particles which appear from physics beyond
the Standard Model of particle physics. Some possible candidates of them are listed

Figure 4.
Contours for BR Bc ! τντð Þ and RD ∗ð Þ as a function of w23~y23 and mS. (The plot is taken from ref. [32]).
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such as charged scalar boson, vector-like leptons, vector-like quarks, and
leptoquarks. After showing some properties and interactions of these particles, we
reviewed some applications to flavor physics in which lepton flavor physics with
vector-like lepton and B-meson physics with leptoquarks are focused on as an
illumination. We have seen rich phenomenology that would be induced from such
new charged particles, and they will be also tested in the future experiments.
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Chapter 5

Electrostatic Waves in Magnetized
Electron-Positron Plasmas
Ian Joseph Lazarus

Abstract

The behavior of arbitrary amplitude linear and nonlinear electrostatic waves that
propagate in a magnetized four component, two-temperature, electron-positron
plasma is presented. The characteristics of the dispersive properties of the associ-
ated linear modes using both fluid and kinetic theory are examined. The fluid
theory analysis of the electrostatic linear waves shows the existence of electron
acoustic, upper hybrid, electron plasma and electron cyclotron branches. A kinetic
theory analysis is then used to study the acoustic mode, in particular the effect of
Landau damping, which for the parameter regime considered is due to the cooler
species. Consequently, it is found that a large enough drift velocity is required to
produce wave growth. Nonlinear electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs), similar to
those found in the broadband electrostatic noise observed in various regions of the
earth’s magnetosphere is further investigated. A set of nonlinear differential equa-
tions for the ESWs, which propagate obliquely to an external magnetic field is
derived and numerically solved. The effect of various plasma parameters on the
waves is explored and shows that as the electric driving force is increased, the
electric field structure evolves from a sinusoidal wave to a spiky bipolar form. The
results are relevant to both astrophysical environments and related laser-induced
laboratory experiments.

Keywords: electrons, positrons, electrostatic waves, nonlinear waves

1. Introduction

Electron-positron plasmas play a significant role in the understanding of the
early universe [1, 2], active galactic nuclei [3], gamma ray bursts (GRBs) [4], pulsar
magnetospheres [5, 6] and the solar atmosphere [7]. These plasmas are also impor-
tant in understanding extremely dense stars such as white dwarfs and pulsars,
which are thought to be rotating neutron stars. The existence of these plasmas in
neutron stars and in the pulsar magnetosphere is well documented [8]. The possi-
bility for the co-existence of two types of cold and hot electron-positron populations
in the pulsar magnetosphere has been suggested by [9] which was inspired by the
pulsar model [10]. In their model, accelerated primary electrons moving on curved
magnetic field lines emit curvature photons which produce electron-positron pairs.
The secondary particles then produce curvature radiation, hence producing new
electron-positron pairs, and so on. Therefore, both the electron and positron
populations can be subdivided in two groups of distinct temperatures, one modeling
the original plasma, and the second the higher-energy cascade-bred pairs. It is also
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known that in astrophysical and cosmic plasmas, a minority of cold electrons and
heavy ions exist along with hot electron-positron pairs [11]. Hence, the formation of
two temperature multispecies plasmas is possible due to the outflow of the electron-
positron plasma from pulsars entering into an interstellar cold, low-density
electron-ion plasma [12].

Investigations into electron-positron plasma behavior have focused primarily on
the relativistic regime. It is however plausible that nonrelativistic astrophysical
electron-positron plasmas may exist, given the effect of cooling by cyclotron emis-
sion [13]. The study of nonrelativistic astrophysical electron-positron plasmas
therefore plays an important role in understanding wave fluctuations. Due to the
equal charge to mass ratio for these oppositely charged species, only one frequency
scale exists and due to this symmetry, there exists different physical phenomena to
the conventional electron-ion plasmas. Further, the frequent instabilities that arise
in space plasma and astrophysical environments (e.g., solar flames and auroras),
involve the growth of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves which gives rise to a
growing wave mode. In particular, the linear behavior of the electrostatic modes
using fluid and kinetic theory approaches allows one to understand the effect of
plasma parameters such as the propagation angle, cool to hot temperature ratios,
density ratios and the magnetic field strength on the waves.

Investigations conducted have focused on modulational instabilities and wave
localization [14], envelope solitons [15], multidimensional effects [16]. Large
amplitude solitons and electrostatic nonlinear potential structures in electron-
positron plasmas having equal hot and cold components of both species have been
studied by a number of authors [17–19]. In one such study [20], using the two-fluid
model with a single temperature they investigated linear and nonlinear longitudinal
and transverse electrostatic and electromagnetic waves in a nonrelativistic electron-
positron plasma in the absence and presence of an external magnetic field. They
found that several of the modes present in electron-ion plasmas also existed in
electron-positron plasmas, but in a modified form. Collective modes in nonrelativ-
istic electron-positron plasmas using the kinetic approach was studied by [21]. The
author found that the dispersion relations for the longitudinal modes in the
electron-positron plasma for both unmagnetized and magnetized electron-positron
plasmas were similar to the modes in one-component electron or electron-ion
plasmas. Moreover, the hybrid resonances present in the former are not found in an
electron-positron plasma.

The understanding of nonlinear wave structures which gives rise to electrostatic
solitary wave (ESWs) in space is important since it is known that satellite measure-
ments using high-time resolution equipment aboard spacecraft S3-3 [22], Viking
[23], Geotail [24], Polar [25], and Fast [26] have indicated the presence of Broad-
band Electrostatic Noise (BEN) in the auroral magnetosphere at altitudes between
3000 km to 8000 km and beyond. These observations have shown the presence of
electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs), which are characterized by their spiky bipolar
pulses. Hence, the study of nonlinear wave behavior in electron-positron plasmas
propagating at oblique angles to an ambient magnetic field is explored to under-
stand electrostatic solitary waves in space. Specifically, the spiky nature of the
electrostatic potential structures and the effects of the propagation angle, cold and
hot drift velocities, cool to hot density and temperature ratios and Mach number on
the ESWs are examined.

In this chapter a two-temperature magnetized four component electron-positron
plasma model is used to study linear wave modes using both the fluid and kinetic
approaches as well as the behavior of the nonlinear structures of these electrostatic
solitary waves (ESWs) which plays an important role in space and astrophysical
environments.
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2. Linear waves in electron-positron plasmas: fluid theory approach

Let us consider a homogeneous magnetized, four component electron-positron
plasma, consisting of cool electrons and cool positrons with equal temperatures and
equilibrium densities denoted by Tc and n0c, respectively, and hot electrons and hot
positrons with equal temperatures and equilibrium densities denoted by Th and n0h,
respectively. The temperatures are expressed in energy units and wave propagation
is taken in the x-direction at an angle θ to the ambient magnetic field B0, which is
assumed to be in the x–z plane.

Assuming that the hot isothermal species are described by the Boltzmann distri-
bution, their densities are, respectively

neh ¼ n0h exp
eϕ
Th

� �
(1)

and

nph ¼ n0h exp
�eϕ
Th

� �
, (2)

where neh (nph) is the density of the hot electrons (positrons) and ϕ is the
electrostatic potential.

Using Boltzmann distribution of hot electrons and positrons is justified pro-
vided they have sufficiently high temperatures, much greater than that of cooler
species such that their thermal velocities parallel to the magnetic field exceed the
phase velocity of the modes so that they are able to establish the Boltzmann
distribution. The magnetic field effects on hot species are not felt since the per-
turbation wavelengths are shorter than their gyroradii such that both hot electrons
and positrons follow essentially straight line orbits across the magnetic field
direction.

The dynamics of cooler isothermal species are governed by fluid equations,
namely the continuity equations,

∂njc
∂ t

þ ∇: njcvjc
� � ¼ 0, (3)

the equations of motion,

∂vjc

∂ t
þ vjc:∇vjc ¼ �εj

e
m
∇ϕþ εj

e
m

vjc � B0
� �� γTc

njcm
∇njc, (4)

where εj = + 1(�1) for positrons (electrons), j ¼ e pð Þ for the electrons (posi-
trons). The system is closed by the Poisson equation

ε0
∂
2ϕ

∂x2
¼ �e npc � nec þ nph � neh

� �
: (5)

In the above equations, nj and vj are the number densities and fluid velocities
respectively of the jth species. In order to derive the linear dispersion relation,
equations (3)–(5) are linearized. For perturbations varying as exp i kx� ωtð Þð Þ, ∂=∂t
is replaced with �iω and ∂=∂x with ik. Hence the perturbed densities for the
electrons and positrons become
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nec ¼ � n0cek
2ϕ

m

 !
ω2 �Ω2 cos 2θ

ω4 � ω2 3k2v2tc þΩ2� �þ 3k2v2tcΩ
2 cos 2θ

 !
: (6)

and

npc ¼ n0cek
2ϕ

m

 !
ω2 �Ω2 cos 2θ

ω4 � ω2 3k2v2tc þ Ω2� �þ 3k2v2tcΩ
2 cos 2θ

 !
: (7)

From equations (1) and (2), the perturbed densities for the hot species are given
by,

neh ¼ noh
eϕ
Th

(8)

and

nph ¼ �noh
eϕ
Th

: (9)

Substituting equations (6)–(9), into Poisson’s equation (5), the general disper-
sion relation for the two temperature electron-positron plasma is found to be

ω2 ω2 � Ω2� �� 3k2v2tc ω2 �Ω2 cos 2θ
� �� k2 v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2Dh

ω2 �Ω2 cos 2θ
� � ¼ 0 (10)

where vea ¼ n0c=n0hð Þ1=2vth is the acoustic speed of the electron-positron plasma,
analogous in form to the electron acoustic speed in an electron-ion plasma [27]. The
thermal velocity of the cool species is vtc ¼ Tc=mð Þ1=2, Ωj ¼ Ω ¼ qjBo=m is the gyro-

frequency of the electrons and positrons and λdh ¼ ε0Th=n0he2ð Þ1=2 is the Debye
length of the hot species.

It is noted that the study of linear electrostatic waves using a simple fluid model
cannot handle the possible Landau damping of the modes. Hence, Landau damping
is not significant since phase velocities are far away from the thermal velocities of
either the hot or cooler species, i.e., vth ≫ vϕ ≫ vtc with Th ≫Tc. The effects of the
temperature variation on the acoustic mode in terms of Landau damping using
kinetic theory are discussed in the next section.

For a single species electron-positron plasma, with temperature Tc, equation
(10) reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc
� �þ 3k2v2tcΩ

2 cos 2θ ¼ 0: (11)

This is identical to the dispersion relation of [20] for their single temperature
electron-positron model.

For wave frequencies much lower than the gyrofrequency and satisfying
ω≪Ω cos θ, the associated electron-acoustic (or positron-acoustic) mode is found
to be,

ω2 ¼ k2v2ea cos
2θ

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2Dh

þ 3k2v2tc cos
2θ: (12)
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Taking short wavelength limit (k2λ2Dh ≫ 1), the dispersion relation equation (10)
reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

� �þ 3k2v2tc þ 2ω2
pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ ¼ 0, (13)

where

ω2
UH ¼ Ω2 þ 2ω2

pc (14)

is the upper hybrid frequency associated with the cooler species [20], with

ωpc ¼ noce2=ε0mð Þ1=2 as the plasma frequency of the cooler species. If one solves

equation (13) in the limit 3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

� �2
≫4 3k2v2tcΩ

2 cos 2θ þ 2ω2
pcΩ

2 cos 2θ
� �

, one

obtains for the upper hybrid mode,

ω2
þ ¼ 3k2v2tc þ ω2

UH

� ��
3k2v2tc þ 2ω2

pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ

3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

, (15)

Taking the negative square root of equation (13) yields

ω2
� ¼

3k2v2tc þ 2ω2
pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ

3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

, (16)

In order to gain physical insight into the solution space of the dispersion relation,
the two extreme limits of equation (10) will now be considered, viz. pure perpen-
dicular and pure parallel propagations.

2.1 Case I: pure perpendicular propagation

Considering the pure perpendicular (θ ¼ 90o) limit, the general dispersion rela-
tion (10), reduces to:

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh

 !
¼ 0: (17)

Hence the normal mode frequencies are, ω ¼ 0, which is a nonpropagating
mode, and

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh
: (18)

Taking the short wavelength limit (k2λ2dh ≫ 1) of the above relationship, one
obtains,

ω2 ¼ ω2
UH þ 3k2v2tc: (19)

showing that the behavior of the upper hybrid mode for the two temperature
model is due to the cooler species, where ω2

UH ¼ Ω2
p þ 2ω2

pc.
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is not significant since phase velocities are far away from the thermal velocities of
either the hot or cooler species, i.e., vth ≫ vϕ ≫ vtc with Th ≫Tc. The effects of the
temperature variation on the acoustic mode in terms of Landau damping using
kinetic theory are discussed in the next section.

For a single species electron-positron plasma, with temperature Tc, equation
(10) reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc
� �þ 3k2v2tcΩ

2 cos 2θ ¼ 0: (11)

This is identical to the dispersion relation of [20] for their single temperature
electron-positron model.

For wave frequencies much lower than the gyrofrequency and satisfying
ω≪Ω cos θ, the associated electron-acoustic (or positron-acoustic) mode is found
to be,

ω2 ¼ k2v2ea cos
2θ

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2Dh

þ 3k2v2tc cos
2θ: (12)
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Taking short wavelength limit (k2λ2Dh ≫ 1), the dispersion relation equation (10)
reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

� �þ 3k2v2tc þ 2ω2
pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ ¼ 0, (13)

where

ω2
UH ¼ Ω2 þ 2ω2

pc (14)

is the upper hybrid frequency associated with the cooler species [20], with

ωpc ¼ noce2=ε0mð Þ1=2 as the plasma frequency of the cooler species. If one solves

equation (13) in the limit 3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

� �2
≫4 3k2v2tcΩ

2 cos 2θ þ 2ω2
pcΩ

2 cos 2θ
� �

, one

obtains for the upper hybrid mode,

ω2
þ ¼ 3k2v2tc þ ω2

UH

� ��
3k2v2tc þ 2ω2

pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ

3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

, (15)

Taking the negative square root of equation (13) yields

ω2
� ¼

3k2v2tc þ 2ω2
pc

� �
Ω2 cos 2θ

3k2v2tc þ ω2
UH

, (16)

In order to gain physical insight into the solution space of the dispersion relation,
the two extreme limits of equation (10) will now be considered, viz. pure perpen-
dicular and pure parallel propagations.

2.1 Case I: pure perpendicular propagation

Considering the pure perpendicular (θ ¼ 90o) limit, the general dispersion rela-
tion (10), reduces to:

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh

 !
¼ 0: (17)

Hence the normal mode frequencies are, ω ¼ 0, which is a nonpropagating
mode, and

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh
: (18)

Taking the short wavelength limit (k2λ2dh ≫ 1) of the above relationship, one
obtains,

ω2 ¼ ω2
UH þ 3k2v2tc: (19)

showing that the behavior of the upper hybrid mode for the two temperature
model is due to the cooler species, where ω2

UH ¼ Ω2
p þ 2ω2

pc.
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Now taking the long wavelength limit (k2λ2dh ≪ 1) of the dispersion relation for
perpendicular propagation, equation (18) reduces to

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ k2 3v2tc þ v2ea
� �

: (20)

This is the cyclotron mode for the electron-positron plasma with contributions
from both the thermal motion of the adiabatic cooler species and the acoustic
motion due to the two species of different temperatures. To try and understand the
physical implications, the above expression for the dispersion relation can be writ-
ten as,

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ k2v2ea 1þ 3
Tc

Th

n0h
n0c

� �
: (21)

For Tc=Th ≪ 1, one requires n0h ≫ n0c, i.e., a plasma dominated by the hot spe-
cies, in order for the second term in brackets to affect the dispersive properties of
the wave.

2.2 Case II: pure parallel propagation

Considering the limit of parallel propagation (θ ¼ 0o), the general dispersion
relation (10) reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh

 !
þΩ2 3k2v2tc þ

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

 !
¼ 0, (22)

from which it can be shown

ω2 ¼ 1
2

Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh
� Ω2 � 3k2v2tc �

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

 !" #
: (23)

There exist two possible solutions. Taking the positive sign of the relevant term
in equation (23) as the first option yields,

ω2
þ ¼ Ω2, (24)

which is a constant frequency, nonpropagating cyclotron mode.
Now taking the negative sign of the term in equation (23) yields the normal

mode frequency

ω2
� ¼ 3k2v2tc þ

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

, (25)

which may be written for k2λ2dh ≪ 1 as

ω2
� ¼ k2v2ea 1þ 3

Tc

Th

n0h
n0c

� �
, (26)

which is identified fundamentally, as the electron-acoustic mode, with a correc-
tion term to its phase velocity due to the thermal motion of the cooler species.

In the limit k2λ2dh ≫ 1, one obtains
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ω2
� ¼ 3k2v2tc þ 2ω2

pc (27)

Equating equations (24) and (27) in the limit k2λ2dh ≫ 1, the critical k value for
which the two modes may couple is determined to be,

kλdð Þcrit ¼
Th

3Tc

n0c
n0

� �1=2 n0
n0cR2 � 2
� �1=2

: (28)

A numerical analysis of the general dispersion relation can be performed focus-
ing on the effects of the density and temperature ratios of the hot and cool electrons
and positrons. If one normalizes the fluid speeds by the thermal velocity vth =
Th=mð Þ1=2, the particle density by the total equilibrium plasma density

n0 ¼ n0c þ n0h, the temperatures by Th, the spatial length by λD ¼ ε0Th=n0e2ð Þ1=2,
and the time by ω�1

p ¼ n0e2=ε0mð Þ�1=2 in equation (10), you get the normalized
general dispersion relation,

ω
04 � ω

02 1
R2 þ 3k

02 Tc

Th
þ k

02n
0
0c

n0
0h þ 1

2 k
02

 !
þ cos 2θ

R2 3k
02 Tc

Th
þ k

02n
0
0c

n0
0h þ 1

2 k
02

 !
¼ 0, (29)

where ω
0 ¼ ω=ωp, k

0 ¼ kλD, n
0
0h ¼ n0h=n0, n

0
0c ¼ n0c=n0 and R ¼ ωp=Ω is a mea-

sure of the plasma densities and the strength of the magnetic field. A typical result
can be seen in Figure 1 [28] for the normalized real frequency as a function of the
normalized wavenumber showing the acoustic and cyclotron branches for a range
of propagation angles.

3. Linear waves in electron-positron plasmas: kinetic theory approach

In this section the kinetic theory approach is used to study the acoustic mode
that was investigated in the previous section using fluid theory. The focus is on this
mode since it is a micro-instability arising from resonances in velocity space. This
instability is kinetic in nature and the growth rate of the wave is a function of the
slope of the velocity distribution function. When the wave phase velocity along B0

sees a negative slope of the velocity distribution ∂ f 0=∂V∥ <0
� �

, the particles on

Figure 1.
Normalized real frequency as a function of the normalized wavenumber showing the acoustic and cyclotron
branches for various angles of propagation θ = 0o (solid), 9o (dotted), 22:5o (broken), 45o (dashddot) and 90o

(longbroken). The fixed plasma parameters are R ¼ 0:333, Tc=Th ¼ 0:01 and n0c=n0h ¼ 0:11.
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Now taking the long wavelength limit (k2λ2dh ≪ 1) of the dispersion relation for
perpendicular propagation, equation (18) reduces to

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ k2 3v2tc þ v2ea
� �

: (20)

This is the cyclotron mode for the electron-positron plasma with contributions
from both the thermal motion of the adiabatic cooler species and the acoustic
motion due to the two species of different temperatures. To try and understand the
physical implications, the above expression for the dispersion relation can be writ-
ten as,

ω2 ¼ Ω2 þ k2v2ea 1þ 3
Tc

Th

n0h
n0c

� �
: (21)

For Tc=Th ≪ 1, one requires n0h ≫ n0c, i.e., a plasma dominated by the hot spe-
cies, in order for the second term in brackets to affect the dispersive properties of
the wave.

2.2 Case II: pure parallel propagation

Considering the limit of parallel propagation (θ ¼ 0o), the general dispersion
relation (10) reduces to,

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh

 !
þΩ2 3k2v2tc þ

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

 !
¼ 0, (22)

from which it can be shown

ω2 ¼ 1
2

Ω2 þ 3k2v2tc þ
k2v2ea

1þ 1
2 k

2λ2dh
� Ω2 � 3k2v2tc �

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

 !" #
: (23)

There exist two possible solutions. Taking the positive sign of the relevant term
in equation (23) as the first option yields,

ω2
þ ¼ Ω2, (24)

which is a constant frequency, nonpropagating cyclotron mode.
Now taking the negative sign of the term in equation (23) yields the normal

mode frequency

ω2
� ¼ 3k2v2tc þ

k2v2ea
1þ 1

2 k
2λ2dh

, (25)

which may be written for k2λ2dh ≪ 1 as

ω2
� ¼ k2v2ea 1þ 3

Tc

Th

n0h
n0c

� �
, (26)

which is identified fundamentally, as the electron-acoustic mode, with a correc-
tion term to its phase velocity due to the thermal motion of the cooler species.

In the limit k2λ2dh ≫ 1, one obtains
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ω2
� ¼ 3k2v2tc þ 2ω2

pc (27)

Equating equations (24) and (27) in the limit k2λ2dh ≫ 1, the critical k value for
which the two modes may couple is determined to be,

kλdð Þcrit ¼
Th

3Tc

n0c
n0

� �1=2 n0
n0cR2 � 2
� �1=2

: (28)

A numerical analysis of the general dispersion relation can be performed focus-
ing on the effects of the density and temperature ratios of the hot and cool electrons
and positrons. If one normalizes the fluid speeds by the thermal velocity vth =
Th=mð Þ1=2, the particle density by the total equilibrium plasma density

n0 ¼ n0c þ n0h, the temperatures by Th, the spatial length by λD ¼ ε0Th=n0e2ð Þ1=2,
and the time by ω�1

p ¼ n0e2=ε0mð Þ�1=2 in equation (10), you get the normalized
general dispersion relation,

ω
04 � ω

02 1
R2 þ 3k

02 Tc

Th
þ k

02n
0
0c

n0
0h þ 1

2 k
02

 !
þ cos 2θ

R2 3k
02 Tc

Th
þ k

02n
0
0c

n0
0h þ 1

2 k
02

 !
¼ 0, (29)

where ω
0 ¼ ω=ωp, k

0 ¼ kλD, n
0
0h ¼ n0h=n0, n

0
0c ¼ n0c=n0 and R ¼ ωp=Ω is a mea-

sure of the plasma densities and the strength of the magnetic field. A typical result
can be seen in Figure 1 [28] for the normalized real frequency as a function of the
normalized wavenumber showing the acoustic and cyclotron branches for a range
of propagation angles.

3. Linear waves in electron-positron plasmas: kinetic theory approach

In this section the kinetic theory approach is used to study the acoustic mode
that was investigated in the previous section using fluid theory. The focus is on this
mode since it is a micro-instability arising from resonances in velocity space. This
instability is kinetic in nature and the growth rate of the wave is a function of the
slope of the velocity distribution function. When the wave phase velocity along B0

sees a negative slope of the velocity distribution ∂ f 0=∂V∥ <0
� �

, the particles on

Figure 1.
Normalized real frequency as a function of the normalized wavenumber showing the acoustic and cyclotron
branches for various angles of propagation θ = 0o (solid), 9o (dotted), 22:5o (broken), 45o (dashddot) and 90o

(longbroken). The fixed plasma parameters are R ¼ 0:333, Tc=Th ¼ 0:01 and n0c=n0h ¼ 0:11.
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average will gain energy from the wave, consequently the wave losses energy and
becomes damped, an effect known as Landau damping. The wave mode is hence
subjected to Landau damping and wave enhancement. Therefore the focus in this
section is primarily on the effect of the temperatures of the plasma species.

The same plasma model as in the previous section is considered, i.e., a four
component magnetized electron-positron plasma, consisting of cool electrons and
cool positrons with equal temperatures and equilibrium densities denoted by Tc and
n0c respectively, and hot electrons and hot positrons with equal temperatures and
equilibrium densities denoted by Th and n0h, respectively.

We begin by deriving the general dispersion relation where each species j has an
isotropic, drifting Maxwellian velocity distribution with temperatures Tj drifting
parallel to the magnetic field B0 ¼ B0ẑ, with drift velocities Voj.

Hence, the equilibrium velocity distribution for the electron and positron species
is chosen to be,

f α0 ¼ nα0

2πv2tj
� �3

2
exp

� V2
x þ V2

y þ Vz � Voj
� �2h i

2v2tj

8<
:

9=
;, (30)

The Vlasov equations are,

∂ f α
∂ t

þV:∇f α þ
qα
m

EþV� Bð Þ: ∂ f α
∂V

¼ 0, (31)

and the equations of motion for the electrons and positrons is given by,

m
dV
dt

¼ qα EþV� Bf g, (32)

where j ¼ c hð Þ for the cool (hot) species and α ¼ ec, pc, eh and ph for the cool
electrons, cool positrons, hot electrons and hot positrons respectively, and

vtj ¼ Tj=m
� �1=2 is the thermal velocity of the jth species.

Following standard techniques for electron-ion plasmas [29], the general kinetic
dispersion relation for the four component, two temperature electron-positron
plasma is given by

k2 þ 2
λ2Dc

1þ ω� k:Vocffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zpc
� �

Γpc

" #

þ 2
λ2Dh

1þ ω� k:Vohffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vth

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zph
� �

Γph

" #
¼ 0,

(33)

where λDc,h ¼ ε0Th=n0c,he2ð Þ1=2 is the Debye length for the cool (hot) species and
zpj is the argument of the plasma dispersion function or Z-function [30] and is given
by,

zpj ¼
ω� k:Voj � pΩjffiffiffi

2
p

k∥vtj
, (34)

where,
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Γpj ¼ e�αj Ip αj
� �

, (35)

and

αj ¼
k2⊥v

2
tj

Ω2
j
, (36)

where Ip is the modified Bessel function of order p. The components of k parallel
(perpendicular) to B0 are given by k∥ (k⊥) respectively, while Voc and Voh are the
drift velocities of the cool (hot) species, respectively.

3.1 Approximate solutions of the kinetic dispersion relation

The general dispersion relation (33) can be numerically solved without any
approximations. However, to get some insight into the solutions, here, approximate
expansions of the plasma dispersion function are used to obtain analytical expres-
sions for the frequency and growth rate of the acoustic mode.

In proceeding, for the temperatures it is assumed that Th ≫Tc � 0ð Þ. In addition
low frequency modes satisfying ∣ω∣≪Ω are considered. The series expansion of the
Z-function [30] is given by

Z zð Þ ¼ i
ffiffiffi
π

p
e�z2 � 2z 1� 2z2

3
þ 4z4

15
�…

� �
for ∣z∣≪ 1 and (37)

Z zð Þ ¼ i
ffiffiffi
π

p
δe�z2 � 1

z
1þ 1

2z2
þ 3
4z4

þ…

� �
for ∣z∣≫ 1: (38)

where for ∣z∣≫ 1, δ ¼
0, Im zð Þ>0
1, Im zð Þ ¼ 0

2, Im zð Þ <0

8><
>:

Assuming the drift of the electrons and positrons to be weak (i.e., small Voc and
VohÞ [31] and ∣ω∣≪Ω,

zpc ¼ ω� k:Voc � pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

≈
�pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

for p 6¼ 0 (39)

and

zph ¼ ω� k:Voh � pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vth

≈
�pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vth

for p 6¼ 0: (40)

Then for the cool species,

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zpc
� �

Γpc ≈Z
ω� k:Vocffiffiffi

2
p

k∥vtc

 !
Γoc þ ∑

∞

p¼1
Z

pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

 !
þ Z

�pΩffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

 !( )
Γpc:

(41)

From the definition of the Z-function, Z ξð Þ þ Z �ξð Þ ¼ 0, hence

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zpc
� �

Γpc ≈Z zocð ÞΓoc: (42)
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average will gain energy from the wave, consequently the wave losses energy and
becomes damped, an effect known as Landau damping. The wave mode is hence
subjected to Landau damping and wave enhancement. Therefore the focus in this
section is primarily on the effect of the temperatures of the plasma species.

The same plasma model as in the previous section is considered, i.e., a four
component magnetized electron-positron plasma, consisting of cool electrons and
cool positrons with equal temperatures and equilibrium densities denoted by Tc and
n0c respectively, and hot electrons and hot positrons with equal temperatures and
equilibrium densities denoted by Th and n0h, respectively.

We begin by deriving the general dispersion relation where each species j has an
isotropic, drifting Maxwellian velocity distribution with temperatures Tj drifting
parallel to the magnetic field B0 ¼ B0ẑ, with drift velocities Voj.

Hence, the equilibrium velocity distribution for the electron and positron species
is chosen to be,

f α0 ¼ nα0

2πv2tj
� �3

2
exp

� V2
x þ V2

y þ Vz � Voj
� �2h i

2v2tj

8<
:

9=
;, (30)

The Vlasov equations are,

∂ f α
∂ t

þV:∇f α þ
qα
m

EþV� Bð Þ: ∂ f α
∂V

¼ 0, (31)

and the equations of motion for the electrons and positrons is given by,

m
dV
dt

¼ qα EþV� Bf g, (32)

where j ¼ c hð Þ for the cool (hot) species and α ¼ ec, pc, eh and ph for the cool
electrons, cool positrons, hot electrons and hot positrons respectively, and

vtj ¼ Tj=m
� �1=2 is the thermal velocity of the jth species.

Following standard techniques for electron-ion plasmas [29], the general kinetic
dispersion relation for the four component, two temperature electron-positron
plasma is given by

k2 þ 2
λ2Dc

1þ ω� k:Vocffiffiffi
2
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k∥vtc

∑
∞

p¼�∞
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� �

Γpc
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Z zph
� �

Γph

" #
¼ 0,

(33)

where λDc,h ¼ ε0Th=n0c,he2ð Þ1=2 is the Debye length for the cool (hot) species and
zpj is the argument of the plasma dispersion function or Z-function [30] and is given
by,

zpj ¼
ω� k:Voj � pΩjffiffiffi

2
p

k∥vtj
, (34)

where,
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Γpj ¼ e�αj Ip αj
� �

, (35)

and

αj ¼
k2⊥v

2
tj

Ω2
j
, (36)

where Ip is the modified Bessel function of order p. The components of k parallel
(perpendicular) to B0 are given by k∥ (k⊥) respectively, while Voc and Voh are the
drift velocities of the cool (hot) species, respectively.

3.1 Approximate solutions of the kinetic dispersion relation

The general dispersion relation (33) can be numerically solved without any
approximations. However, to get some insight into the solutions, here, approximate
expansions of the plasma dispersion function are used to obtain analytical expres-
sions for the frequency and growth rate of the acoustic mode.

In proceeding, for the temperatures it is assumed that Th ≫Tc � 0ð Þ. In addition
low frequency modes satisfying ∣ω∣≪Ω are considered. The series expansion of the
Z-function [30] is given by

Z zð Þ ¼ i
ffiffiffi
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for ∣z∣≪ 1 and (37)
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where for ∣z∣≫ 1, δ ¼
0, Im zð Þ>0
1, Im zð Þ ¼ 0

2, Im zð Þ <0

8><
>:

Assuming the drift of the electrons and positrons to be weak (i.e., small Voc and
VohÞ [31] and ∣ω∣≪Ω,

zpc ¼ ω� k:Voc � pΩffiffiffi
2
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≈
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for p 6¼ 0 (39)

and

zph ¼ ω� k:Voh � pΩffiffiffi
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≈
�pΩffiffiffi
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for p 6¼ 0: (40)

Then for the cool species,

∑
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Γpc ≈Z
ω� k:Vocffiffiffi
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(41)

From the definition of the Z-function, Z ξð Þ þ Z �ξð Þ ¼ 0, hence

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zpc
� �

Γpc ≈Z zocð ÞΓoc: (42)
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Taking the cooler species to be stationary, Voc is therefore set to zero, allowing
only the hot species to drift. Then,

zoc ¼ ωffiffiffi
2

p
k∥vtc

: (43)

For modes satisfying ω=k∥ ≫ vtc, one may assume ∣zoc∣≫ 1, i.e., the wave phase
speed along Bo is much larger than the cool electron thermal speed. For instability
(i.e., a growing wave with Im zð Þ>0), δ is set equal to zero in equation (38). Hence
using the series expansion equation (38), equation (41) becomes

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zpc
� �

Γpc ≈ � 1
zoc

� 1
2z3oc

� 3
4z5oc

� �
Γoc: (44)

Similarly, using the series expansion equation (37) (where e�z2oh ≈ 1 for ∣zoh∣≪ 1),
we have for the hot species,

∑
∞

p¼�∞
Z zph
� �

Γph ≈ i
ffiffiffi
π

p � 2zoh þ
4z3oh
3

� �
Γoh: (45)

It is noted that for relatively high temperature Th, the thermal velocity of the hot
species is much larger than the wave phase velocity. Hence, for large Th, we have
assumed that ∣zoh∣≪ 1.

Substituting (44) and (45), λD, λDc and λDh, into the dispersion relation (33),

whereas before λD ¼ ε0Th=n0e2ð Þ1=2, gives

k2λ2D þ 2
n0c
n0
Tc
Th

i
ffiffiffi
π

p
zoce�z2oc � 1

2z2oc
� 3
4z4oc

� �
þ 2

n0h
n0

1þ i
ffiffiffi
π

p
zohΓoh

� � ¼ 0: (46)

For the cool species we have assumed ∣αc∣ ¼ ∣k2⊥v2tc=Ω
2∣ ¼ k2ρ2c ≪ 1 (where ρc is

the gyroradius of the cool species), i.e., long wavelength fluctuations in comparison
to ρc. Since in general for ∣x∣≪ 1 we can write Γp xð Þ ¼ e�xIp xð Þ≈ x=2ð Þp 1=p!ð Þ
1� xð Þ, hence we have Γoc ≈ 1.

Second and higher order terms in zoh are also neglected since we have assumed
∣zoh∣≪ 1. Setting ω ¼ ωr þ iγ and assuming γ=ωr ≪ 1 one may write
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Using the above manipulation the dispersion relation equation (46) becomes
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Taking the real part of equation (48) with the charge neutrality condition
noc þ noh ¼ 1, gives

ω2
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k2v2ea cos
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þ 3k2v2tc cos
2θ, (49)
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where cos θ ¼ k∥=k and vea ¼ n0c=n0hð Þ1=2vth is the acoustic speed of the
electron-positron plasma. It is noted that equation (49) is consistent with the
expression (12) obtained from fluid theory.

The approximate solution of the growth rate is determined by taking the imag-
inary part of equation (48), and hence solving for γ, one finds
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We note that in equation (50), it is the cooler species that provides the Landau
damping, i.e., the velocity distribution function sees a negative slope ∂f 0=∂V∥ <0

� �
.

It is also seen from equation (50) that for an unstable mode (γ>0), it is necessary
that V0h>ωr=k∥, i.e., the drift velocity parallel to B0 of the hot species has to be
larger than the phase velocity to overcome the damping terms.

Normalizing the fluid speeds by the thermal velocity vth = Th=mð Þ1=2, the particle
density by the total equilibrium plasma density n0 ¼ n0c þ n0h, the temperatures by

Th, the spatial length by λdj ¼ ε0Tj
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, and the time by ω�1
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and the approximate normalized growth rate as,
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For a fixed value of kλd, the real frequency increases with an increase in the cool
to hot temperature ratio. This can be seen from the approximate analytical expres-
sion (51). Figure 2 displays the normalized growth rate as a function of the nor-
malized wavenumber for varying cool to hot species temperature ratios Tc=Th. It is
noted that as the Tc=Th decreases, the growth rate increases, implying that the

Figure 2.
Normalized growth rate as a function of the normalized wavenumber. The fixed parameters are R ¼ 0:333,
Voh ¼ 0:5, n0c ¼ 0:1 and θ ¼ 45o. The parameter labeling the curve is the cool to hot temperature ratio
Tc=Th ¼ 0:005 (solid), 0.01 (dotted), and 0.02 (broken).
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Taking the cooler species to be stationary, Voc is therefore set to zero, allowing
only the hot species to drift. Then,
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For modes satisfying ω=k∥ ≫ vtc, one may assume ∣zoc∣≫ 1, i.e., the wave phase
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It is noted that for relatively high temperature Th, the thermal velocity of the hot
species is much larger than the wave phase velocity. Hence, for large Th, we have
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1� xð Þ, hence we have Γoc ≈ 1.
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Taking the real part of equation (48) with the charge neutrality condition
noc þ noh ¼ 1, gives
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where cos θ ¼ k∥=k and vea ¼ n0c=n0hð Þ1=2vth is the acoustic speed of the
electron-positron plasma. It is noted that equation (49) is consistent with the
expression (12) obtained from fluid theory.

The approximate solution of the growth rate is determined by taking the imag-
inary part of equation (48), and hence solving for γ, one finds
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We note that in equation (50), it is the cooler species that provides the Landau
damping, i.e., the velocity distribution function sees a negative slope ∂f 0=∂V∥ <0
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It is also seen from equation (50) that for an unstable mode (γ>0), it is necessary
that V0h>ωr=k∥, i.e., the drift velocity parallel to B0 of the hot species has to be
larger than the phase velocity to overcome the damping terms.

Normalizing the fluid speeds by the thermal velocity vth = Th=mð Þ1=2, the particle
density by the total equilibrium plasma density n0 ¼ n0c þ n0h, the temperatures by

Th, the spatial length by λdj ¼ ε0Tj
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For a fixed value of kλd, the real frequency increases with an increase in the cool
to hot temperature ratio. This can be seen from the approximate analytical expres-
sion (51). Figure 2 displays the normalized growth rate as a function of the nor-
malized wavenumber for varying cool to hot species temperature ratios Tc=Th. It is
noted that as the Tc=Th decreases, the growth rate increases, implying that the

Figure 2.
Normalized growth rate as a function of the normalized wavenumber. The fixed parameters are R ¼ 0:333,
Voh ¼ 0:5, n0c ¼ 0:1 and θ ¼ 45o. The parameter labeling the curve is the cool to hot temperature ratio
Tc=Th ¼ 0:005 (solid), 0.01 (dotted), and 0.02 (broken).
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instability is more easily excited with lower temperature ratios. This may be
explained as follows. As the temperature of the cooler species is increased, the
associated Landau damping increases, resulting in a reduction of the overall growth
rate. It is noted that a cutoff kλd value is reached beyond which the mode is damped.

4. Nonlinear electrostatic solitary waves in electron-positron plasmas

The study of nonlinear effects in electron-positron plasmas is important since
these plasmas exhibit different wave phenomena as compared to electron-ion
plasmas. It is therefore important to understand the nonlinear structures, especially
the solitary waves that exist in electron-positron plasmas. Satellite observations in
the Earth’s magnetosphere have shown the existence of electrostatic solitary waves
which forms part of broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) and electrostatic solitary
waves (ESWs) in various regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere. The characteristic
features of these ESWs are solitary bipolar pulses and consist of small scale, large
amplitude parallel electric fields. These large amplitude spiky structures have been
interpreted in terms of either solitons [32] or isolated electron holes in the phase
space corresponding to positive electrostatic potential [33]. Given that electron-
positron plasmas are increasingly observed in astrophysical environments, as well as
in laboratory experiments [34], the above mentioned satellite observations also lead
one to explore if such nonlinear structures are also possible in electron-positron
plasmas. There is a distinct possibility that a pulsar magnetosphere can support
coexistence of two types of cold and hot electron-positron populations [10, 35, 28].
In this section we investigate nonlinear electrostatic spiky structures in a magne-
tized four component two-temperature electron-positron plasma.

4.1 Basic equations

The model considered, as in the previous section is a homogeneous magnetized,
four component, collisionless, electron-positron plasma, consisting of cool electrons
(ec) and cool positrons (pc) with equal temperatures Tc and initial densities
(nec0 ¼ npc0), and hot electrons (eh) and hot positrons (ph) with equal temperatures
Th and densities (neh0 ¼ nph0). Wave propagation is taken in the x-direction at an
angle θ to the magnetic field B0, which is assumed to be in the x-z plane.

The continuity and momentum equations for the four species are given by

∂nj
∂t

þ ∂ njvjx
� �
∂x

¼ 0 (53)

∂vjx
∂t

þ vjx
∂vjx
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þ 1
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¼ � εje
m

∂ϕ

∂x
þ εjΩvjy sin θ (54)

∂vjy
∂t

þ vjx
∂vjy
∂x

¼ εjΩvjz cos θ � εjΩvjx sin θ (55)

∂vjz
∂t

þ vjx
∂vjz
∂x

¼ �εjΩvjy cos θ, (56)

where εj = + 1(�1) for positrons (electrons) and j ¼ ec, pc, eh, ph for the cool
electrons, cool positrons, hot electrons, and the hot positrons, respectively.

The density of the cool electrons (positrons) is nec (npc), and that of the hot
electrons (positrons) is neh (nph).
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The general equation of state for the four species is given by

∂pj
∂t

þ vjx
∂pj
∂x

þ 3pj
∂vjx
∂x

¼ 0, (57)

The system is closed by the Poisson equation

ε0
∂
2ϕ

∂x2
¼ �e npc � nec þ nph � neh

� �
: (58)

In the above equations, nj, vj and pj are the densities, fluid velocities and pres-

sures, respectively, of the jth species. Ω ¼ Ωe ¼ Ωp ¼ eB0=m is the cyclotron fre-
quency. Here m = me = mp is the common mass of the electrons and the positrons.
Adiabatic compression, γ ¼ 2þNð Þ=N =3, is assumed, where N =1 implies one
degree of freedom.

Upon linearizing and combining equations (53)–(58) and taking the limit
vtc ≪ω=k≪ vth, where vth ¼ Th=mð Þ1=2 and vtc ¼ Tc=mð Þ1=2 are the thermal velocities
of the hot (cool) species, the dispersion relation equation for a magnetized two-
temperature four component electron-positron plasma, where all species are
governed by the fluid equations is,

ω4 � ω2 Ω2 þ 2ω2
s þ 3k2v2tc

� �þ 2ω2
sΩ

2 cos 2θ ¼ 0: (59)

where ωpc,ph ¼ n0c,he2=ε0mð Þ1=2 are the plasma frequencies of the cool and hot

species respectively and ωs ¼ ωpc= 1þ 2=3k2λ2Dh

� �1=2
and λDh ¼ ε0Th=nohe2ð Þ1=2.

Solving the above dispersion relation gives the cyclotron mode,

ω2
þ ¼ Ω2 þ 2ω2

s þ 3k2v2tc
� �� 2ω2

sΩ
2 cos 2θ

Ω2 þ 2ω2
s þ 3k2v2tc

(60)

and the acoustic mode,

ω2
� ¼ 2ω2

sΩ
2 cos 2θ

Ω2 þ 2ω2
s þ 3k2v2tc

, (61)

4.2 Nonlinear analysis

In the nonlinear regime, a transformation to a stationary frame
s ¼ x� Vtð Þ Ω=Vð Þ is performed, and v, t, x and ϕ are normalized with respect to vth,
Ω�1, ρ ¼ vth=Ω, and Th=e, respectively. V is the phase velocity of the wave. In
equations (53)–(57), ∂=∂t is replaced by �Ω ∂=∂sð Þ and ∂=∂x by Ω=Vð Þ ∂=∂sð Þ, and the
diving electric field amplitude is defined as E ¼ � ∂ψ=∂sð Þ, where ψ ¼ eϕ=Th.

Integrating equation (53) and using the initial conditions nec0 ¼ n0 and vecx ¼ v0
at s ¼ 0, yields the normalized velocity for the cool electrons in the x-direction.

vecx ¼ � neco
nec

� �
V � v0ð Þ þ V (62)

Similarly the cool positrons, hot electrons and hot positrons velocities are deter-
mined. Substituting these into the normalized form of equations (53)–(57), gives
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instability is more easily excited with lower temperature ratios. This may be
explained as follows. As the temperature of the cooler species is increased, the
associated Landau damping increases, resulting in a reduction of the overall growth
rate. It is noted that a cutoff kλd value is reached beyond which the mode is damped.

4. Nonlinear electrostatic solitary waves in electron-positron plasmas

The study of nonlinear effects in electron-positron plasmas is important since
these plasmas exhibit different wave phenomena as compared to electron-ion
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the solitary waves that exist in electron-positron plasmas. Satellite observations in
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which forms part of broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) and electrostatic solitary
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features of these ESWs are solitary bipolar pulses and consist of small scale, large
amplitude parallel electric fields. These large amplitude spiky structures have been
interpreted in terms of either solitons [32] or isolated electron holes in the phase
space corresponding to positive electrostatic potential [33]. Given that electron-
positron plasmas are increasingly observed in astrophysical environments, as well as
in laboratory experiments [34], the above mentioned satellite observations also lead
one to explore if such nonlinear structures are also possible in electron-positron
plasmas. There is a distinct possibility that a pulsar magnetosphere can support
coexistence of two types of cold and hot electron-positron populations [10, 35, 28].
In this section we investigate nonlinear electrostatic spiky structures in a magne-
tized four component two-temperature electron-positron plasma.

4.1 Basic equations

The model considered, as in the previous section is a homogeneous magnetized,
four component, collisionless, electron-positron plasma, consisting of cool electrons
(ec) and cool positrons (pc) with equal temperatures Tc and initial densities
(nec0 ¼ npc0), and hot electrons (eh) and hot positrons (ph) with equal temperatures
Th and densities (neh0 ¼ nph0). Wave propagation is taken in the x-direction at an
angle θ to the magnetic field B0, which is assumed to be in the x-z plane.

The continuity and momentum equations for the four species are given by
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where εj = + 1(�1) for positrons (electrons) and j ¼ ec, pc, eh, ph for the cool
electrons, cool positrons, hot electrons, and the hot positrons, respectively.

The density of the cool electrons (positrons) is nec (npc), and that of the hot
electrons (positrons) is neh (nph).
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The general equation of state for the four species is given by
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In the above equations, nj, vj and pj are the densities, fluid velocities and pres-

sures, respectively, of the jth species. Ω ¼ Ωe ¼ Ωp ¼ eB0=m is the cyclotron fre-
quency. Here m = me = mp is the common mass of the electrons and the positrons.
Adiabatic compression, γ ¼ 2þNð Þ=N =3, is assumed, where N =1 implies one
degree of freedom.

Upon linearizing and combining equations (53)–(58) and taking the limit
vtc ≪ω=k≪ vth, where vth ¼ Th=mð Þ1=2 and vtc ¼ Tc=mð Þ1=2 are the thermal velocities
of the hot (cool) species, the dispersion relation equation for a magnetized two-
temperature four component electron-positron plasma, where all species are
governed by the fluid equations is,
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4.2 Nonlinear analysis

In the nonlinear regime, a transformation to a stationary frame
s ¼ x� Vtð Þ Ω=Vð Þ is performed, and v, t, x and ϕ are normalized with respect to vth,
Ω�1, ρ ¼ vth=Ω, and Th=e, respectively. V is the phase velocity of the wave. In
equations (53)–(57), ∂=∂t is replaced by �Ω ∂=∂sð Þ and ∂=∂x by Ω=Vð Þ ∂=∂sð Þ, and the
diving electric field amplitude is defined as E ¼ � ∂ψ=∂sð Þ, where ψ ¼ eϕ=Th.

Integrating equation (53) and using the initial conditions nec0 ¼ n0 and vecx ¼ v0
at s ¼ 0, yields the normalized velocity for the cool electrons in the x-direction.

vecx ¼ � neco
nec
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V � v0ð Þ þ V (62)

Similarly the cool positrons, hot electrons and hot positrons velocities are deter-
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the following set of nonlinear first-order differential equations for the cool electron
species in the stationary frame.

∂ψ

∂s
¼ �E (63)

∂E
∂s

¼ R2M2 npcn � necn þ nphn � nehn
� �

(64)

∂necn
∂s

¼ n3ecn EþM sin θvecyn
� �

nec0
n0

� �2
M� δcð Þ2 � 3 Tc

Th
pecnnecn

(65)

∂vecyn
∂s

¼ Mnecn
M� δcð Þ

n0
nec0

� �
� M� M� δcð Þ

necn

nec0
n0

� �� �
sin θ þ veczn cos θ

� �
(66)

∂veczn
∂s

¼ � n0
nec0

� �
necnvecynM cos θ

M� δcð Þ (67)

∂pecn
∂s

¼ 3pecnn
2
ecn EþM sin θvecyn
� �
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n0

� �2
M� δcð Þ2 � 3 Tc

Th
pecnnecn

(68)

The set of differential equations for the cool positrons are given by,

∂npcn
∂s

¼ n3pcn
M� δcð Þ2

n0
npc0

� �2

�E�M sin θvpcyn
� �

(69)
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¼ Mnpcn
M� δcð Þ

n0
npc0

� �
M� M� δcð Þ

npcn

npc0
n0
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sin θ � vpczn cos θ

� �
(70)

∂vpczn
∂s

¼ n0
npc0

� �
npcnvpcynM cos θ

M� δcð Þ (71)

∂ppcn
∂s

¼
3ppcnn

2
pcn �E�M sin θvpcyn
� �

npc0
n0

� �2
M� δcð Þ2 � 3 Tc

Th
ppcnnpcn

(72)

Similar sets of differential equations can be derived for the hot electrons and hot
positron species. The velocities are normalized with respect to the thermal velocity
of the hot species vth ¼ Th=mð Þ1=2 and the densities with respect to the total density
n0. The equilibrium density of the cool (hot) electrons is nec0 neh0ð Þ, and that of the
cool (hot) positrons npc0 nph0

� �
, with nec0 þ neh0 ¼ npc0 þ nph0 ¼ n0. R ¼ ωp=Ω,

where ωp ¼ n0e2=ε0mð Þ1=2 is the total plasma frequency, M ¼ V=vth is the Mach
number and δc,h ¼ v0c,0h=vth is the normalized drift velocity of cool (hot) species at s
=0. The system of nonlinear first-order differential equations can now be solved
numerically using the Runge-Kutta (RK4) technique [36]. The initial values can be
determined self consistently where the actual normalized electric fields are given by
Enorm ¼ � 1=Mð Þ ∂ψ=∂sð Þ and wave propagation is taken almost parallel to the ambi-
ent magnetic field B0.

Numerical results to investigate the effect of parameters such as the electric
driving force E0, densities nec0 and nph0, temperature ratio Tc=Th, Mach number M,
drift velocities δc,h and propagation angle θ on the wave can be explored. A typical
numerical result is seen in Figure 3a–d [37] showing the evolution of the system for
various driving electric field amplitudes E0. It is seen that as E0 increases, the
electric field structure evolves from a sinusoidal wave to a sawtooth structure. For a
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higher E0 value of 3.5, the potential structure has a spiky bipolar form showing that
as the period of the wave increases and the frequency of the wave decreases.

5. Conclusion

Linear and nonlinear electrostatic waves in a magnetized four component two-
temperature electron-positron plasma have been investigated. In the linear analysis
fluid and kinetic theory approaches are employed to describe the wave motion. The
fluid theory approach focused on the wave dynamics of both the acoustic and
cyclotron branches. Solutions of the dispersion relation from fluid theory yielded
electron-acoustic, upper hybrid, electron plasma and electron cyclotron branches.
Perpendicular and parallel wave propagation was examined showing its influence
on the dispersive properties of the wave. The kinetic theory approach further
examined Landau damping effects on the acoustic mode, analyzing the frequency
and growth rate of the wave. The analysis shows that a large enough drift velocity
(Voh) is required to produce wave growth. Both fluid and kinetic theory show
excellent agreement for the real frequencies of the acoustic mode and solutions of
the corresponding dispersion relation can be explored as a function of several

Figure 3.
Numerical solution of the normalized electric field for the parameters M = 3.5, θ = 2o, R =10.0, δc = δh = 0.0,
nec0=n0 = npc0=n0 =0.5, Tc=Th = 0.0, and E0 = (a) 0.05 [linear waveform], (b) 0.5 [sinusoidal waveform],
(c) 1.5 [sawtooth waveform] and (d) 3.5 [bipolar waveform].
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the following set of nonlinear first-order differential equations for the cool electron
species in the stationary frame.
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� �
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The set of differential equations for the cool positrons are given by,
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Similar sets of differential equations can be derived for the hot electrons and hot
positron species. The velocities are normalized with respect to the thermal velocity
of the hot species vth ¼ Th=mð Þ1=2 and the densities with respect to the total density
n0. The equilibrium density of the cool (hot) electrons is nec0 neh0ð Þ, and that of the
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� �
, with nec0 þ neh0 ¼ npc0 þ nph0 ¼ n0. R ¼ ωp=Ω,
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plasma parameters. In the nonlinear analysis, the two-fluid model is used to derive a
set of differential equations for the electrostatic solitary waves in a magnetized two-
temperature electron-positron plasma. In particular, electrostatic solitary waves and
their electric fields, similar to those found in the Broadband Electrostatic Noise are
explored. For the onset of spiky ESWs, it is noted that as the wave speed increases, a
larger driving electric field is required.
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Abstract

To identify health-promoting indoor air conditions, we developed negatively 
charged particle-dominant indoor air conditions (NCPDIAC). Experiments assess-
ing the biological effects of NCPDIAC comprised (1) 2.5-h stays in NCPDIAC or 
control rooms, (2) 2-week nightly stays in control followed by NCPDIAC rooms, 
(3) 3-month OFF to ON and ON to OFF trials in individual living homes equipped 
with NPCDIAC in their sleeping or living rooms, and (4) in vitro assays comparing 
the immune effects between negatively charged particle-dominant and control cell 
culture incubators. The most significant difference examined between NCPDIAC 
and control rooms in the 2.5-h stays was an increase in interleukin (IL)-2 with 
occupancy of the NCPDIAC room. For the 2-week nightly stay experiments, 
natural killer (NK) cell activity increased with occupancy of the NCPDIAC room. 
The 3-month OFF to ON trial showed an increase in NK cell activity, while the 
ON to OFF trial yielded a decrease in NK cell activity. Additionally, the in vitro 
assays also showed an increase in NK cell activity. The use of NCPDIAC resulted 
in increased NK cell activity, which has the effect of enhancing immune surveil-
lance for the occurrence of cancer and improving symptoms associated with viral 
infections.

Keywords: indoor air, negatively charged particle, natural killer cell activity

1. Introduction

Indoor air conditions can sometimes affect human health. For example, sick 
building syndrome (SBS) is one of the most well-known health impairments caused 
by indoor air conditions [1–3]. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are considered 
to be the cause of SBS [1–3]. SBS can induce a variety of signs or symptoms such 
as headache; eye, nose, and throat irritation; fatigue; dizziness; and nausea. The 
condition of patients with SBS may worsen following exposure to certain VOCs, 
with individual patients revealing specific hypersensitivity to particular chemicals. 
It is considered that some pathophysiological alterations in the psycho-neuro-
immune-endocrine network at the level of genes, molecules, proteins, cells, and 
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organs may occur in SBS patients, which then defines or determines their sensitiv-
ity to such low concentrations of VOCs [1–3]. However, the precise nature of these 
alterations is yet to be delineated. Consequently, the only advice presently available 
to SBS patients is to avoid exposure to VOCs for which the patient shows particular 
sensitivity [1–3].

Furthermore, most homes in Japan possess air-conditioning units in each 
room. During the winter season, the room adjacent to the bathroom which is 
utilized for changing clothes is narrow and particularly cold. Moreover, the lava-
tory is also cold. Consequently, there is a risk of changes in blood pressure and the 
onset of cardiovascular events caused by drastic changes in room temperature in 
these areas [4, 5].

Thus, decreasing the amount and use of chemicals and maintaining appropri-
ate room temperatures at home are things that can be considered with respect 
to the task of establishing health-promoting indoor conditions. Additionally, 
although there are few reports detailing the use of indoor air under negatively 
charged conditions, a consideration of air electrical charges may assist with this 
task [6–9].

2. Development of NCPDIAC

The development of NCPDIAC has previously been reported [10].
As shown in Figure 1, NCPDIAC was established using extraporous charcoal 

paint and loading an electric voltage (approximately 72–100 V) behind the room 
walls [10]. The charcoal paints were mainly used for deodorization and dehumidifi-
cation. As a result, the surface of the walls acquired a slightly negative charge, and 
small positively charged particles 20–30 nm in diameter collected on the surface of 
walls [10]. Thus, although negatively charged particles were not introduced into the 

Figure 1. 
NCPDIAC was established using extraporous charcoal paint and loading an electric voltage behind the walls.
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indoor conditions, the balance between positively and negatively charged particles 
was such that negatively charged particles were predominant [10].

3. 2.5H stay experiments

Results of the 2.5H (2.5-h) stay experiments have previously been reported [10].
Three control rooms and three NCPDIAC rooms were built in the wide sub-

underground laboratory. Both types of rooms were built in a large subunderground 
laboratory in the Comprehensive Housing R&D Institute, SEKISUI HOUSE, Ltd., 
at Kizu-town, Kyoto prefecture, Japan. The area and volume of the laboratory were 
approximately 539 m2 and 1564 m3, respectively, and those of the experimental rooms 
were 9.1 m2 and 22.8 m3, respectively. The appearance of the control and NCPDIAC 
rooms is shown in Figure 2A. All of the healthy volunteers (HV) referred to in 
Figure 2B were unaware of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they were to occupy 
during the experimental period. The following items were measured immediately prior 
to (prestay) and following (poststay) entry into the rooms as previously reported [10].

1. General conditions: blood chemistry including liver [alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and gamma-glutamyl transferase 
(γGT)] and kidney functions [creatinine, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and uric 
acid], blood sugar and lactic acid levels, and peripheral blood counts (white 
blood cell, red blood cell, hemoglobin, hematocrit and platelet) were measured 
using peripheral venous blood. Blood pressure and pulse rate were also measured.

2. Stress markers: Levels of blood cortisol and salivary cortisol, chromogranin A, 
amylase, and secretory immunoglobulin A were measured as stress markers.

3. Parameters related to the autonomic nervous system: The autonomic nervous 
system was examined using the Flicker test, a stabilometer, and heart rate 
monitor for 3 min. The Flicker test and flicking frequencies of red, green, and 
yellow colors were monitored. A Gravicoder GS-7TM instrument (Anima Inc., 
Tokyo, Japan) was used as a stabilometer and the Romberg ratio was used as 
the parameter for body sway. The ratio was calculated from the whole trajec-
tory of the body sway during a 30-s standing period with eyes closed divided 
by that with eyes open. The heart rate was monitored using a Heart Rate 
Monitor S810iTM instrument (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) for 3 min. 
During monitoring, HV sat on chairs and were kept at rest. The R wave inter-
vals in the electrocardiogram were estimated and the standard deviation (SD) 
or R wave interval was considered as an index of heart rate fluctuation.

4. Immunological parameters: Serum levels of immunoglobulin (Ig) E and 
Ig A, and cytokines related to the Th1/Th2 balance [Interferon (IFN)-γ, 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, Interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6 and IL-10] 
were evaluated. Individual samples for cytokine measurement were applied 
to the Cytometric Bead Array of Human Th1/Th2 cytokine kit II (CBA, 
BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA) and measurements were made using 
FACSCalibur flow cytometry (BD Bioscience) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. For samples that revealed less than the lower limit of the values 
from analytical methods for cytokines and immunoglobulins, the 1/10 value 
of the minimum values among the entire measurable samples was substituted 
instead of 0 or left as “unmeasurable,” as previously reported [10].
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organs may occur in SBS patients, which then defines or determines their sensitiv-
ity to such low concentrations of VOCs [1–3]. However, the precise nature of these 
alterations is yet to be delineated. Consequently, the only advice presently available 
to SBS patients is to avoid exposure to VOCs for which the patient shows particular 
sensitivity [1–3].

Furthermore, most homes in Japan possess air-conditioning units in each 
room. During the winter season, the room adjacent to the bathroom which is 
utilized for changing clothes is narrow and particularly cold. Moreover, the lava-
tory is also cold. Consequently, there is a risk of changes in blood pressure and the 
onset of cardiovascular events caused by drastic changes in room temperature in 
these areas [4, 5].

Thus, decreasing the amount and use of chemicals and maintaining appropri-
ate room temperatures at home are things that can be considered with respect 
to the task of establishing health-promoting indoor conditions. Additionally, 
although there are few reports detailing the use of indoor air under negatively 
charged conditions, a consideration of air electrical charges may assist with this 
task [6–9].

2. Development of NCPDIAC

The development of NCPDIAC has previously been reported [10].
As shown in Figure 1, NCPDIAC was established using extraporous charcoal 

paint and loading an electric voltage (approximately 72–100 V) behind the room 
walls [10]. The charcoal paints were mainly used for deodorization and dehumidifi-
cation. As a result, the surface of the walls acquired a slightly negative charge, and 
small positively charged particles 20–30 nm in diameter collected on the surface of 
walls [10]. Thus, although negatively charged particles were not introduced into the 

Figure 1. 
NCPDIAC was established using extraporous charcoal paint and loading an electric voltage behind the walls.
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indoor conditions, the balance between positively and negatively charged particles 
was such that negatively charged particles were predominant [10].

3. 2.5H stay experiments

Results of the 2.5H (2.5-h) stay experiments have previously been reported [10].
Three control rooms and three NCPDIAC rooms were built in the wide sub-

underground laboratory. Both types of rooms were built in a large subunderground 
laboratory in the Comprehensive Housing R&D Institute, SEKISUI HOUSE, Ltd., 
at Kizu-town, Kyoto prefecture, Japan. The area and volume of the laboratory were 
approximately 539 m2 and 1564 m3, respectively, and those of the experimental rooms 
were 9.1 m2 and 22.8 m3, respectively. The appearance of the control and NCPDIAC 
rooms is shown in Figure 2A. All of the healthy volunteers (HV) referred to in 
Figure 2B were unaware of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they were to occupy 
during the experimental period. The following items were measured immediately prior 
to (prestay) and following (poststay) entry into the rooms as previously reported [10].

1. General conditions: blood chemistry including liver [alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and gamma-glutamyl transferase 
(γGT)] and kidney functions [creatinine, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and uric 
acid], blood sugar and lactic acid levels, and peripheral blood counts (white 
blood cell, red blood cell, hemoglobin, hematocrit and platelet) were measured 
using peripheral venous blood. Blood pressure and pulse rate were also measured.

2. Stress markers: Levels of blood cortisol and salivary cortisol, chromogranin A, 
amylase, and secretory immunoglobulin A were measured as stress markers.

3. Parameters related to the autonomic nervous system: The autonomic nervous 
system was examined using the Flicker test, a stabilometer, and heart rate 
monitor for 3 min. The Flicker test and flicking frequencies of red, green, and 
yellow colors were monitored. A Gravicoder GS-7TM instrument (Anima Inc., 
Tokyo, Japan) was used as a stabilometer and the Romberg ratio was used as 
the parameter for body sway. The ratio was calculated from the whole trajec-
tory of the body sway during a 30-s standing period with eyes closed divided 
by that with eyes open. The heart rate was monitored using a Heart Rate 
Monitor S810iTM instrument (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) for 3 min. 
During monitoring, HV sat on chairs and were kept at rest. The R wave inter-
vals in the electrocardiogram were estimated and the standard deviation (SD) 
or R wave interval was considered as an index of heart rate fluctuation.

4. Immunological parameters: Serum levels of immunoglobulin (Ig) E and 
Ig A, and cytokines related to the Th1/Th2 balance [Interferon (IFN)-γ, 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, Interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6 and IL-10] 
were evaluated. Individual samples for cytokine measurement were applied 
to the Cytometric Bead Array of Human Th1/Th2 cytokine kit II (CBA, 
BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA) and measurements were made using 
FACSCalibur flow cytometry (BD Bioscience) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. For samples that revealed less than the lower limit of the values 
from analytical methods for cytokines and immunoglobulins, the 1/10 value 
of the minimum values among the entire measurable samples was substituted 
instead of 0 or left as “unmeasurable,” as previously reported [10].
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5. Blood viscosity: Blood viscosity was measured using a Micro-Channel Flow 
Analyzer MC-FAN (MC Laboratory Inc., Tokyo, Japan) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, peripheral heparinized blood sample 
(100 μl) was placed into the instrument and allowed to flow through the 
microchannel chips, which are a model for capillary vessels, and the flowing 
time was recorded. The flowing blood sample was visualized using a CCD 
camera equipped to the microscope.

These experiments were approved by the institutional ethical committee (#114). 
Samples were only taken from HV who provided written informed consent.

The electrical charge in these rooms was measured using an Ion Counter 
EB-1000TM instrument made by Eco Holistic Inc., Suita, Japan.

Differences in the positively and negatively charged particles in control and 
NCPDIAC rooms are shown in Figure 2C. The number of positively charged par-
ticles in the rooms with NCPDIAC was reduced. However, the number of negatively 
charged particles in control and NCPDIAC rooms did not differ. Negatively charged 
air conditions were therefore formed by reducing the number of positively charged 
particles in NCPDIAC rooms.

Differences between control and NCPDIAC room values for all items measured 
were determined by calculating [poststay]-[prestay]. As shown in Figure 2D, differ-
ences were found in IL-2 [10]. The increase in IL-2 levels (by approximately 1 pg/ml) 

Figure 2. 
(A) Control and NCPDIAC rooms were constructed as shown. Healthy volunteers occupied rooms for 2.5 h, 
being unaware of the room type (control or NCPDIAC). Volunteers remained within the rooms in a stable 
state, without sleeping or excitement. (B) A total of 60 Japanese volunteers participated in experiments for each 
room type. The gender ratio and average age of the volunteers were almost identical in both groups (occupants 
of control and NCPDIAC rooms). (C) The box-and-whisker plots show the number of positively and negatively 
charged particles per 1 cm3 air in control and NCPDIAC rooms. Although there was no difference in the level 
of positively and negatively charged particles in control rooms, NCPDIAC rooms possessed significantly lower 
levels of positively charged particles compared with control rooms. Furthermore, there was no difference in the 
level of negatively charged particles between control and NCPDIAC rooms. Statistical differences were assayed 
using the student T test. (D) The box-and-whisker plots show a comparison of IL-2 levels ([Post-Stay]-[Pre-
Stay], pg/ml) in volunteers who occupied the control and NCPDIAC rooms during the 2.5-h stay experiments. 
The most significant difference found in the examined values using [poststay]-[prestay] related to IL-2 levels, 
which increased significantly following NCPDIAC room stays compared with control room stays. This difference 
was analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test.
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was considered not to be caused by any pathophysiological conditions. Additionally, it 
was considered that levels could return to base values in individual HV. As a result, it 
appears that NCPDIAC affected the immune system without any adverse effects with 
respect to the signs, symptoms, or measured items in the present experiments [10].

4. 2W nightly stay experiments

In the next step, 2W (2-week) nightly stay experiments were performed as 
previously reported [11].

Approximately 1 year after obtaining the results of the 2.5H experiments and 
with subsequent discussions, new participants were recruited for our 2W nightly stay 
experiments. This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee (#176) 
and samples were only taken from HV who provided written informed consent.

The dormitory belonging to SEKISUI HOUSE, Ltd., Kizugawa-City, Kyoto 
Prefecture, Japan, and ordinarily used for the training of employees was utilized 
for our 2W nightly stay experiments. These employees usually receive training for 3 
months as shown in Figure 3A. Then, in the case of volunteers for our experiments, 
employees were moved at the second month from their original room into a control 

Figure 3. 
(A) For the 2W (2-week) nightly stay experiments the dormitory for training employees was used. (B) All 
volunteers initially occupied the control room every night for 2 weeks. Thereafter, volunteers occupied NCPDIAC 
rooms without being aware of which room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. Sample 
collections were performed at T1, T2, and T3 time points. T1 represented the time point prior to volunteers 
occupying the control room. T2 represented the time point immediately following the 2W nightly stay in control 
rooms, and just prior to occupancy of the NCPDIAC room, while T3 represented the time point following the 
2W nightly stay in the NCPDIAC room. Although HV agreed to be recruited in this study, they were unaware 
of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially entered. (C) The box-and-whisker plots show the 
number of positively and negatively charged particles per 1 cm3 air in control and NCPDIAC rooms. Although 
there was no difference between the number of positively and negatively charged particles in control rooms, 
NCPDIAC rooms possessed significantly lower levels of positively charged particles compared with control 
rooms. Furthermore, there was no difference in the level of negatively charged particles between control and 
NCPDIAC rooms. Statistical analyses were performed using the student T test. (D) The box-and-whisker plots 
show the actual NK cell activity (%) at T1, T2, and T3 time points. There were no differences among the three 
time points. Statistical analyses were performed using the ANOVA test. (E) The box-and-whisker plots show 
the relative NK activity after setting T1 of individual volunteers to 1.0. Statistical analyses comparing T1 and T2 
or T3 were performed using the student T test. (F) Relative NK activity after setting T2 of individual volunteers 
to 1.0. There was a significant increase in relative NK activity after the 2W nightly stay in the NCPDIAC rooms. 
Statistical analyses were performed using the student T test.
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microchannel chips, which are a model for capillary vessels, and the flowing 
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being unaware of the room type (control or NCPDIAC). Volunteers remained within the rooms in a stable 
state, without sleeping or excitement. (B) A total of 60 Japanese volunteers participated in experiments for each 
room type. The gender ratio and average age of the volunteers were almost identical in both groups (occupants 
of control and NCPDIAC rooms). (C) The box-and-whisker plots show the number of positively and negatively 
charged particles per 1 cm3 air in control and NCPDIAC rooms. Although there was no difference in the level 
of positively and negatively charged particles in control rooms, NCPDIAC rooms possessed significantly lower 
levels of positively charged particles compared with control rooms. Furthermore, there was no difference in the 
level of negatively charged particles between control and NCPDIAC rooms. Statistical differences were assayed 
using the student T test. (D) The box-and-whisker plots show a comparison of IL-2 levels ([Post-Stay]-[Pre-
Stay], pg/ml) in volunteers who occupied the control and NCPDIAC rooms during the 2.5-h stay experiments. 
The most significant difference found in the examined values using [poststay]-[prestay] related to IL-2 levels, 
which increased significantly following NCPDIAC room stays compared with control room stays. This difference 
was analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test.
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was considered not to be caused by any pathophysiological conditions. Additionally, it 
was considered that levels could return to base values in individual HV. As a result, it 
appears that NCPDIAC affected the immune system without any adverse effects with 
respect to the signs, symptoms, or measured items in the present experiments [10].

4. 2W nightly stay experiments

In the next step, 2W (2-week) nightly stay experiments were performed as 
previously reported [11].

Approximately 1 year after obtaining the results of the 2.5H experiments and 
with subsequent discussions, new participants were recruited for our 2W nightly stay 
experiments. This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee (#176) 
and samples were only taken from HV who provided written informed consent.

The dormitory belonging to SEKISUI HOUSE, Ltd., Kizugawa-City, Kyoto 
Prefecture, Japan, and ordinarily used for the training of employees was utilized 
for our 2W nightly stay experiments. These employees usually receive training for 3 
months as shown in Figure 3A. Then, in the case of volunteers for our experiments, 
employees were moved at the second month from their original room into a control 

Figure 3. 
(A) For the 2W (2-week) nightly stay experiments the dormitory for training employees was used. (B) All 
volunteers initially occupied the control room every night for 2 weeks. Thereafter, volunteers occupied NCPDIAC 
rooms without being aware of which room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. Sample 
collections were performed at T1, T2, and T3 time points. T1 represented the time point prior to volunteers 
occupying the control room. T2 represented the time point immediately following the 2W nightly stay in control 
rooms, and just prior to occupancy of the NCPDIAC room, while T3 represented the time point following the 
2W nightly stay in the NCPDIAC room. Although HV agreed to be recruited in this study, they were unaware 
of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially entered. (C) The box-and-whisker plots show the 
number of positively and negatively charged particles per 1 cm3 air in control and NCPDIAC rooms. Although 
there was no difference between the number of positively and negatively charged particles in control rooms, 
NCPDIAC rooms possessed significantly lower levels of positively charged particles compared with control 
rooms. Furthermore, there was no difference in the level of negatively charged particles between control and 
NCPDIAC rooms. Statistical analyses were performed using the student T test. (D) The box-and-whisker plots 
show the actual NK cell activity (%) at T1, T2, and T3 time points. There were no differences among the three 
time points. Statistical analyses were performed using the ANOVA test. (E) The box-and-whisker plots show 
the relative NK activity after setting T1 of individual volunteers to 1.0. Statistical analyses comparing T1 and T2 
or T3 were performed using the student T test. (F) Relative NK activity after setting T2 of individual volunteers 
to 1.0. There was a significant increase in relative NK activity after the 2W nightly stay in the NCPDIAC rooms. 
Statistical analyses were performed using the student T test.
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(both were the same in terms of NCPDIAC). After occupying the control room every 
night for 2 weeks, they were then moved into NCPDIAC rooms, without being aware 
of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. As shown in 
Figure 3B, sample collections were performed prior to volunteers occupying the con-
trol room (T1), after their 2W nightly stay in the control room (T2), and finally after 
occupying the NCPDIAC room (T3). The measured items remained unchanged during 
the 2.5H stay experiments. Additionally, several parameters that had not changed dur-
ing the hour-based time period but were altered during the week-based time period 
when environmental factors or physiological conditions had changed were included as 
biological parameters. Those parameters comprised NK cell activity, along with urine 
17 hydroxycorticosteroid (OHCS) and 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine (OHdG) levels.

All volunteers initially occupied the control room every night for 2 weeks. 
Thereafter, volunteers occupied NCPDIAC rooms without being aware of which 
room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. Sample collection 
was performed at T1, T2, and T3 time points. T1 represented the time point prior to 
volunteers occupying the control room. T2 represented the time point immediately 
following the 2W nightly stay in control rooms, and just prior to occupancy of the 
NCPDIAC room, while T3 represented the time point following the 2W nightly stay 
in the NCPDIAC room.

Among all the items measured, significant change was only found in the NK 
activity. The NK cell activity was determined using a 51Cr-release assay according to 
a method outlined in previous reports [12, 13]. The effector cell (mononuclear cell)-
to-target cell (K562 cell) ratio was 10:1. However, there was a wide range of indi-
vidual actual NK cell activity in the vicinity of approximately 10% to greater than 
50%. In the 2W nightly stay experiments, the NK cell activity among HV ranged 
from less than 30% to near 60% at T1 (Figure 3B). Although actual NK activity 
measurements did not reveal any statistical significance (Figure 3D) due to the 
wide variation in individual volunteers, when the relative NK activity was set to 1.0 
at T1, there was a tendency toward increased NK cell activity at T3 (Figure 3E) [11]. 
Since the room conditions prior to T1 and T2 collections were basically the same, 
the relative NK cell activity between T2 and T3 was compared, with T2 being set to 
1.0 in individual HV [11]. As shown in Figure 3F, there was a significant increase in 
relative NK activity at T3, after the 2W nightly stay with NCPDIAC [11].

5. In vitro experiments

The in vitro experiments were performed to examine cellular alterations under 
negative particle dominant conditions. Results have previously been reported [14].

Freshly isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells derived from seven healthy 
volunteers were cultured in a standard CO2 incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2 under 
humidified conditions (standard cell culture conditions comprised a humidity of 
95%). For these experiments, it was impossible to use charcoal paint or to load an 
electric voltage. Thus, negatively charged particles were forced in and circulated. 
The difference between positively and negatively charged particles in 1 cm3 of 
incubator air was approximately 3000 (Figure 4A) [14].

This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee (#883) and 
samples were only taken from the HV who provided written informed consent. 
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were derived from samples obtained from HV.

For the NK cell activity, K562 cells, a human immortalized myelogenous leuke-
mia cell line, were stained with Vybrant™ Dio Cell-Labeling Solution by incubation 
for 20 min at room temperature [14]. Dio-stained cells were then washed with 
phosphate buffered slain (PBS), and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) 
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were incubated with 5000 Dio-labeled K562 cells in 96-well round bottom plates at 
an effector cell-to-target cell (E/T) ratio of 2.5:1, 5:1, or 10:1 for 5 h in experimental 
or standard incubators. Following incubation, cells were collected and stained with 
propidium iodide (PI) at 5 μg/ml and the percentage of PI+ Dio-labeled cells among 
the total Dio-labeled cells, representing the percentage of lysed cells, was examined 
using FACSCalibur flow cytometry. The percentage of specific lysis induced by 
effector cells was calculated after analyzing the substrate and spontaneous dead cell 
numbers expressed in wells without effector [14].

Additionally, peripheral blood mononuclear cells were cultured in RPMI1640 cul-
ture medium with antibiotics just as for standard cell cultures for 1 or 2 weeks with-
out any stimulants such as cytokines. The concentrations of IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-10 
(as well as IL-6, TNF-α, and IL-4) in supernatants were measured. Additionally, 
other items such as surface CD25, CD69, programmed death-1 (PD1), and CD44 
expression in CD4+ T helper cells, CD8+ T cells, and NK cells were measured [14].

It is noteworthy that NK cell activity was significantly higher when incubations 
were performed in the experimental incubator compared with those performed 
in the standard incubator (Figure 4B). Additionally, if we calculate the “immune 
index” as [NC-activity X IFN-γ concentration X IL-2 concentration]/[IL-10 
concentration] and compare this index from standard and experimental incubators 
using log10 titer (Figure 4C), there is a significantly greater increase in this “Log10 
Immune Index” associated with the use of experimental incubators compared with 
the use of standard incubators. The higher value of this item was assumed to reflect 
stimulation of immune status [14].

These results indicated that a predominance of negatively charged particles 
induces immune stimulation at non-pathophysiological levels [14].

Figure 4. 
(A) Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from HV were incubated in standard (STD) or experimental 
(EXP) incubators. Negatively charged particles (20–30 nm in diameter) were forced into incubators and then 
circulated. The experimental incubator was set to generate negatively charged particles using a neutralizing 
instrument that created negatively charged particles (SJ-M200, Keyence Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan). This 
instrument yielded negatively charged particles that were set to directly enter the inside of the incubator (by 
making a hole). Since the interior volume of the incubator was 49 l, the negatively charged particles entered 
and passed out at a rate of approximately 3000 particles/cm3. (B) The box-and-whisker plots show the increase 
in actual NK cell activity, represented by the E/T (effector vs. target cells) ratio, which, being 5:1, showed 
greater increase with experimental incubators and negatively charged particle-dominant culture conditions 
compared with standard incubators. (C) The LOG10 value of the “immune index” as [NC-activisty X IFN-γ 
concentration X IL-2 concentration]/[IL-10 concentration] was compared between standard and experimental 
incubator conditions. Experimental incubator conditions showed a significant increase in this index.
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(both were the same in terms of NCPDIAC). After occupying the control room every 
night for 2 weeks, they were then moved into NCPDIAC rooms, without being aware 
of the room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. As shown in 
Figure 3B, sample collections were performed prior to volunteers occupying the con-
trol room (T1), after their 2W nightly stay in the control room (T2), and finally after 
occupying the NCPDIAC room (T3). The measured items remained unchanged during 
the 2.5H stay experiments. Additionally, several parameters that had not changed dur-
ing the hour-based time period but were altered during the week-based time period 
when environmental factors or physiological conditions had changed were included as 
biological parameters. Those parameters comprised NK cell activity, along with urine 
17 hydroxycorticosteroid (OHCS) and 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine (OHdG) levels.

All volunteers initially occupied the control room every night for 2 weeks. 
Thereafter, volunteers occupied NCPDIAC rooms without being aware of which 
room type (control or NCPDIAC) they had initially occupied. Sample collection 
was performed at T1, T2, and T3 time points. T1 represented the time point prior to 
volunteers occupying the control room. T2 represented the time point immediately 
following the 2W nightly stay in control rooms, and just prior to occupancy of the 
NCPDIAC room, while T3 represented the time point following the 2W nightly stay 
in the NCPDIAC room.

Among all the items measured, significant change was only found in the NK 
activity. The NK cell activity was determined using a 51Cr-release assay according to 
a method outlined in previous reports [12, 13]. The effector cell (mononuclear cell)-
to-target cell (K562 cell) ratio was 10:1. However, there was a wide range of indi-
vidual actual NK cell activity in the vicinity of approximately 10% to greater than 
50%. In the 2W nightly stay experiments, the NK cell activity among HV ranged 
from less than 30% to near 60% at T1 (Figure 3B). Although actual NK activity 
measurements did not reveal any statistical significance (Figure 3D) due to the 
wide variation in individual volunteers, when the relative NK activity was set to 1.0 
at T1, there was a tendency toward increased NK cell activity at T3 (Figure 3E) [11]. 
Since the room conditions prior to T1 and T2 collections were basically the same, 
the relative NK cell activity between T2 and T3 was compared, with T2 being set to 
1.0 in individual HV [11]. As shown in Figure 3F, there was a significant increase in 
relative NK activity at T3, after the 2W nightly stay with NCPDIAC [11].

5. In vitro experiments

The in vitro experiments were performed to examine cellular alterations under 
negative particle dominant conditions. Results have previously been reported [14].

Freshly isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells derived from seven healthy 
volunteers were cultured in a standard CO2 incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2 under 
humidified conditions (standard cell culture conditions comprised a humidity of 
95%). For these experiments, it was impossible to use charcoal paint or to load an 
electric voltage. Thus, negatively charged particles were forced in and circulated. 
The difference between positively and negatively charged particles in 1 cm3 of 
incubator air was approximately 3000 (Figure 4A) [14].

This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee (#883) and 
samples were only taken from the HV who provided written informed consent. 
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were derived from samples obtained from HV.

For the NK cell activity, K562 cells, a human immortalized myelogenous leuke-
mia cell line, were stained with Vybrant™ Dio Cell-Labeling Solution by incubation 
for 20 min at room temperature [14]. Dio-stained cells were then washed with 
phosphate buffered slain (PBS), and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) 
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were incubated with 5000 Dio-labeled K562 cells in 96-well round bottom plates at 
an effector cell-to-target cell (E/T) ratio of 2.5:1, 5:1, or 10:1 for 5 h in experimental 
or standard incubators. Following incubation, cells were collected and stained with 
propidium iodide (PI) at 5 μg/ml and the percentage of PI+ Dio-labeled cells among 
the total Dio-labeled cells, representing the percentage of lysed cells, was examined 
using FACSCalibur flow cytometry. The percentage of specific lysis induced by 
effector cells was calculated after analyzing the substrate and spontaneous dead cell 
numbers expressed in wells without effector [14].

Additionally, peripheral blood mononuclear cells were cultured in RPMI1640 cul-
ture medium with antibiotics just as for standard cell cultures for 1 or 2 weeks with-
out any stimulants such as cytokines. The concentrations of IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-10 
(as well as IL-6, TNF-α, and IL-4) in supernatants were measured. Additionally, 
other items such as surface CD25, CD69, programmed death-1 (PD1), and CD44 
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Immune Index” associated with the use of experimental incubators compared with 
the use of standard incubators. The higher value of this item was assumed to reflect 
stimulation of immune status [14].

These results indicated that a predominance of negatively charged particles 
induces immune stimulation at non-pathophysiological levels [14].

Figure 4. 
(A) Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from HV were incubated in standard (STD) or experimental 
(EXP) incubators. Negatively charged particles (20–30 nm in diameter) were forced into incubators and then 
circulated. The experimental incubator was set to generate negatively charged particles using a neutralizing 
instrument that created negatively charged particles (SJ-M200, Keyence Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan). This 
instrument yielded negatively charged particles that were set to directly enter the inside of the incubator (by 
making a hole). Since the interior volume of the incubator was 49 l, the negatively charged particles entered 
and passed out at a rate of approximately 3000 particles/cm3. (B) The box-and-whisker plots show the increase 
in actual NK cell activity, represented by the E/T (effector vs. target cells) ratio, which, being 5:1, showed 
greater increase with experimental incubators and negatively charged particle-dominant culture conditions 
compared with standard incubators. (C) The LOG10 value of the “immune index” as [NC-activisty X IFN-γ 
concentration X IL-2 concentration]/[IL-10 concentration] was compared between standard and experimental 
incubator conditions. Experimental incubator conditions showed a significant increase in this index.
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6. 3M ON and OFF trials

Finally, long-term (3-month, or 3M) stay experiments were performed and the 
results have previously been reported [15].

Following the aforementioned experiments (2.5H and 2W nightly stay experi-
ments and evaluations), it seemed that NCPDIAC stimulated NK activity with no 
adverse effects on HV [15]. The increase in NK activity could be accounted for by 
the short-term, albeit slight, increase in IL-2, which may activate NK cells during 
the 2W period. The following experiments were then applied in living homes. The 
homes of seven volunteers were modified for NCPDIAC, targeting mainly sleeping 
rooms and living rooms. A switch panel approximately 4 × 22 × 29 cm in size had 
been fitted. Volunteers would then switch this panel ON and OFF every 3 months. 
Then, prior to and following every 3-month ON or OFF living period, clinical 
measurements including NK cell activity and others (as measured in the 2W nightly 
stay experiments) were performed. A total of 16 OFF to ON (3M ON) and 13 ON to 
OFF (3M OFF) trials were performed as shown in Figure 5A [15].

Blood samples were taken just before switching ON or OFF. Thus, during the 
OFF to ON (3M ON) period, HV stayed at home with NCPDIAC (sleeping room 
and living room). During the ON to OFF (3M OFF) period, HV occupied rooms in 
their homes without NCPDIAC [15].

All seven HV comprised Japanese living in Japan and were asked to join this proj-
ect by first-class registered architects who are colleagues of the authors. The average 
age of the volunteers was 54.86 ± 9.15 years and included five males and two females. 

Figure 5. 
(A) Seven healthy volunteers utilized sleeping and living rooms with NCPDIAC in their homes. During this 
period, the occupants themselves would switch NCPDIAC ON and OFF. Sixteen trials of OFF to ON (3M 
ON) and thirteen trials of ON to OFF (3M OFF) were executed. (B) The levels of positively and negatively 
charged particles in the representative six rooms including the homes of HV where the NCPDIAC apparatus 
was set were measured using as ion counter (EM-1000, Eco Holistic Inc., Suita, Japan) during the OFF and ON 
periods. During the OFF period, there was no difference between positively and negatively charged particles; 
however, during the ON period, the level of positively charged particles was significantly reduced, thereby 
establishing a difference between the number of positively and negatively charged particles. Statistical analyses 
were performed using the student T test. (C) Changes in actual NK cell activity prior to and following the 
3M ON and 3M OFF periods. Values tended to increase during the 3M ON and decrease during the 3M OFF 
periods. (D) Relative NK cell activities with NK cell activity previously set to 1.0. There was a significant 
increase in relative NK cell activity during the 3M ON period and a significant decrease during the 3M OFF 
period. Statistical analyses were performed using the student T test.
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All volunteers had built or renovated their residential homes prior to being recruited 
to this project and agreed to set up an NCPDIAC device for the experiments [15].

This study was approved by the institutional ethical committee (#854) and 
samples were only taken from HV who provided written informed consent.

The clinical parameters measured were similar to those determined for the 
2W nightly stay experiments with additional cytokines being measured. Twenty-
nine cytokines were measured using the Luminex 26 Cytokine Plex Kit Human 
Cytokine/Chemokine Panel (MPXHCYTO60KPMX26, Merck Millipore, Billerica, 
MA) [15]. Additionally, adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress in 
serum from 16 ON and 13 OFF trials were measured using the Human Adipokine 
Magnetic 14-Plex Panel with Luminex instruments (Bio-rad, Hercules, CA, USA). 
Fourteen of the cytokines examined comprised IL-1β, IL-10, IL-6, monocyte 
chemotactic protein (MCP)-1, leptin, SAA (serum amyloid A), hepatocyte growth 
factor (HGF), insulin, lipocalin-2, TNF-α, B cell activating factor (BAFF: belong-
ing to the tumor necrosis factor family), resistin, plasminogen activator inhibitor 
(PAI)-1, and IL-8 [16].

After analyzing all of the results, it was determined that all items measured 
except for NK activity revealed no significant difference between 3M ON and 3M 
OFF conditions. NK activity was measured as the E/T ratio and was calculated to 
be 10:1 and 20:1. With an actual NK activity of 20:1, there was a tendency of NK 
activity to increase in the 3M ON period and decrease in the 3M OFF period [15]. 
Additionally, the relative changes in NK activity set before as 1.0 for individual val-
ues of 3M ON and 3M OFF periods revealed a significant increase during the 3M ON 
periods and a decrease during the 3M OFF periods in the 20:1 E/T ratio as shown in 
Figure 5C [with an E/T ratio of 10:1, similar significant results were obtained in the 
3M ON (p = 0.017) and 3M OFF (p = 0.012) periods] [15].

Taken together, it was shown that NCPDIAC cause enhancement of NK cell 
activity even in living homes. The apparatus utilized for establishing NCPDIAC may 
possess advantages in reducing the occurrence of cancers, as well as reducing signs 
or symptoms associated with virus-infected diseases such as influenza [15].

For adipokines and cytokines related to oxidative stress, there were no signifi-
cant changes observed [16]. However, with the exception of one case, serum amy-
loid A (SAA) levels decreased significantly during the ON trials (data not shown) 
[16]. Considering that SAA is an acute phase-reactive protein like C-reactive protein 
(CRP), this observed decrease may indicate a prevention of cardiovascular and 
atherosclerotic changes, since an increase in high-sensitive CRP is associated with 
subsequent detection of these events [16].

7. Discussion

Initial assessment of the biological effects of NCPDIAC began with evaluations 
of 2.5H stay experiments since similar experiments had yet to be reported and 
investigations should involve collaboration with HV. Thus, our initial 2.5H stay 
experiments demonstrated a small but significant increase in IL-2. Additionally, 
it was assumed that there were no adverse effects during the 2.5H period. These 
experiments were then followed with 2W nightly stay experiments. However, to 
set up NCPDIAC in the homes of HV was very difficult since sleeping and/or living 
rooms required alterations. Thus, we used a dormitory that belonged to the collabo-
rating house company where many trainees (company employees) would be staying 
during the 3M period. With these experiments, we found an enhancement of NK 
cell activity during the 2W nightly stay. Additionally, there were no adverse effects 
as determined by the various parameters examined.
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During these studies employing HV, in vitro assays were performed. From 
the in vitro experiments, we confirmed the increased NK cell activity and slight 
immune-stimulatory effects of negatively charged particles. Again, there were 
no adverse effects to the human body as determined by the various parameters 
examined.

These results encouraged us to apply NCPDIAC in the actual homes (sleeping 
and living rooms) of volunteers. Following approval by the institutional ethical 
committee and obtaining written informed consent, the homes of 7 HV were set up 
with NCPDIAC. Results showed that the 3M ON period enhanced and the 3M OFF 
period reduced NK cell activity.

It was important to proceed with these experiments in a methodical, step-by-
step fashion as careful consideration and confirmation of the results were required 
to preserve the health and well-being of the volunteers.

8. Conclusions

In this chapter, the establishment of NCPDIAC and results of the experiments 
for short-term (2.5H, 2.5-h), mid-term (2W, 2-week), and relatively long-term (3M, 
3-month in actual living homes) stays were shown.

Long-term monitoring in actual living homes comprising 6-month, 12-month, 
and 3-year duration periods has commenced, and the results will be reported in due 
course.

It is extremely important that appropriate living environments are investigated 
and created that mitigate or prevent the onset of many diseases such as cancers and 
virus-infected diseases. In addition to NCPDIAC, other devices that maintain stable 
temperature as well as increase air tightness may prevent acute accidents related 
to cardiovascular events. Our recent long-term trial monitoring experiments have 
included these devices. We hope that these health-promoting indoor environments 
enable people to live healthier and happier lives.
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